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Editors’ Note 

Following Anglica I and Anglica II this serial volume is published under the heading of 
Anglica III, Linguistica, to explicitly reflect the conceptual change from the original 
coverage with separate Linguistics and Literature sections to a homogeneous linguistic 
series. The rationale rests primarily on pragmatic footing: with the everyday information 
explosion in every field of science, the traditional prototype of a philologist as a scholar 
with balanced knowledge of both language and literature (known from the classical Prague 
School period) has given way to a specialist prioritizing one of these domains in order to 
keep abreast of current trends and developments in the respective areas of his/her scholarly 
research. The editors believe that the new layout will cope with the present situation in a 
more reader-friendly way. Moreover, more space can be allocated to each of the 
contributions, with the consequent advantage of breadth and depth opened up for both 
theorizing and data-based discussions.
 Though bearing witness to the common intention of the contributors to combine 
new insights with current information about the state of research, the papers in this volume 
are far from being monothematic: they reflect the diversity of research topics approached 
from various levels of language representation, and observed from single-language or 
cross-language perspectives. 
 The editors are grateful to the reviewers for their advice and assistance in the 
preparation of this volume. Thanks are also due to Matthew Sweney, who read the final 
draft and suggested many valuable amendments and language improvements. 

Olomouc, March 2009            
      Jarmila Tárnyiková and Markéta Janebová 
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Constraints on the Use of the Present Perfect 

Markéta Janebová 

Department of English and American Studies, Palacký University 
m_janebova@post.cz

Abstract: The paper is concerned with the constraints on the use of the present 
perfect. Above all, it focuses on the ‘resultative’ perfect. It is proposed that the 
constraints on this type of the present perfect follow from its ‘presuppositional 
structure’, which is defined as grammatical conditions of its use in a given 
situation (see Lambrecht 1994). It is argued that analysing this type of the 
present perfect in terms of information structure can account for the constraints 
on its use. These are related to the event-reporting function of the ‘resultative’ 
perfect which is manifested in the unavailability of this type with certain focal 
elements. 

1 Introduction 

In 2002, when Robert Binnick published the Project on the Bibliography of Tense, Verbal 
Aspect, Aktionsart, and Related Areas,1 the chapter on the perfect included about 420 
references, in comparison with ‘only’ 260 references to the progressive form. However, it 
is symptomatic that Binnick’s bibliography contains two chapters on the perfect: the first 
one is called ‘Perfect Aspect’, the other ‘Perfect Tense’, the references being mostly 
identical. Dan Slobin summarised the results of the discussion on the status of the present 
perfect to the effect that it could be a tense, an aspect, or ‘something else’ (1994: 124), and 
the discussion has not changed much since. 

The status of the present perfect with respect to the grammatical categories of tense 
and aspect is not the only point of contention; the question concerning the meaning of the 
present perfect in English has also been given considerable attention. Some linguists 
provide a uniform account of the present perfect (e.g. Inoue (1979), Dinsmore (1981), 
Portner (2003)), and the possible interpretations are mainly attributed to the aspectual class 
of the verbs and contextual resolution. They argue that the approach of those who 
distinguish semantically distinct types of the present perfect (e.g. McCawley (1971), 
Comrie (1985), Michaelis (1994), Leech (2004)) is untenable.  The problem is that the 
criteria for distinguishing the meanings are not clear-cut, which is a serious drawback for 
any categorisation. That is why some authors avoid using the term ‘meaning’; for example, 
Huddleston says that ‘grammars commonly distinguish’ several ‘uses’ which may be 
difficult to distinguish, but ‘useful nevertheless’ (2002: 143).

On the other hand, there are studies on the use of the present perfect which show 
that the conditions and constraints connected with its use do not apply to the present 
perfect as a whole (see e.g. Michaelis (1994)). For example, sentence (1) can be used in the 
meaning ‘he has got up at five o’clock in the past’, but not to describe a single unique 
situation: 

(1) He has got up at five o’clock. (Huddleston 2002: 144) 

1 Binnick, Robert. Project on the Bibliography of Tense, Verbal Aspect, Aktionsart, and Related Areas. 18 
Aug 2005 <http://www.utsc.utoronto.ca/~binnick/TENSE>. 
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The problem is that such conditions and constraints seem to be idiosyncratic, in 
other words, they do not seem to follow from the criteria used for the classification of the 
present perfect.  The classic example is the following sentence:  

(2) The Chinese invented printing. (Murphy 1994: 26) 

This situation describes an event with a result obtaining at the moment of speaking, 
which is a definition of one of the types of the present perfect, but the present perfect is not 
used here. The explanation used in textbooks goes along the lines that it is not used for 
‘things that happened a long time ago’ (ibid.: 26). The question arises: how long ago is 
long enough? Sentence (3) describes a situation which took place more than five hundred 
years ago, while the situation in (4) took place only some thirty years ago. Sentence (5) can 
even describe a situation which might have taken place several minutes before its uttering. 
It is clear that the argument based on the recency of a situation is not sufficient. 

(3) After a few hours in this the home of Johannes Gutenberg (he invented the printing 
press), the cruise heads upstream to Speyer for 8.00pm arrival. (BNC ED1) 

(4) Bernie Rhodes, The Clash’s notorious manager, was a long-time sidekick of Malcolm 
McLaren. Bernie says he invented punk rock. Nobody believes him. (BNC CAD) 

(5) John painted/ *has painted THIS picture. (Leech 2003:43)

Referring to the grammatical conditions of use of the present perfect and the 
corresponding constraints, I would like to show that the constraints are not idiosyncratic.  
Consequently, if there are actual different grammaticalised conditions and constraints, then 
the inner classification of the present perfect is justified (grammaticalisation is used after 
Levinson, i.e. as ‘the encoding of meaning distinction ... in the lexicon, morphology, 
syntax and phonology of languages’ (1983: 9)). Above all, I will focus on the so-called 
resultative perfect. Following Lambrecht (1994), I will maintain that linguistic expressions 
have  ‘presuppositional structures’, defined as grammatical conditions of its use in a given 
situation.

It will be argued that the constraints on the use of the so-called resultative present 
perfect follow from its presuppositional structure and that analysing this type of perfect in 
terms of information structure can account for the constraints on its use. These will be 
related to the event-reporting function of the so-called resultative perfect which is 
manifested in the unavailability of this type with certain focal elements. 

2 Constraints on the Use of the Present Perfect 

2.1 Classification of the Present Perfect 

In 1971, James McCawley published the article ‘Tense and Time Reference in English’, in 
which he dealt with the classification of the present perfect. He distinguished the 
‘universal’ perfect (used to describe situations continuing until the present moment), the 
‘existential’ perfect (used to assert the existence of past situations), the ‘stative’ perfect 
(used to depict the result of a past event) and the ‘hot news’ perfect (the existential type of 
the present perfect in which the speaker estimates the addressee’s (lack) of knowledge of 
the state of world) (see McCawley 1975:156-161). His examples of the respective 
meanings are given below:  
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(6) I’ve known Max since 1960. (McCawley 1975: 157) 

(7) I have read Principia Mathematica 5 times. (ibid.)

(8) I can’t come to your party tonight – I’ve caught the flu. (ibid.)  

(9) Malcolm X has just been assassinated. (ibid.) 

McCawley calls the first two meanings universal and existential because he 
employs two logical operators, the universal and existential quantifiers, for their 
description. The point is that the universal perfect describes a situation covering the 
interval which includes the present moment, while the existential perfect describes a 
discrete situation or situations which took place during such an interval. Although 
McCawley admits that he is not able to give a general analysis explaining what kind of 
result the stative perfect invokes (ibid.: 160), and his distinction between the stative and 
‘hot news’ perfects is untenable,2 his article is important in that it posits the conditions of 
grammatical use of the present perfect: the present moment must not be excluded from the 
given interval (ibid.: 159). What is guaranteed in the case of the universal perfect by the 
fact that the situation covers the whole interval is a little more complicated in the case of 
the existential perfect. Given the fact that it describes a past situation, the condition can be 
fulfilled if the situation is repeatable. 

According to McCawley, these conditions are part of the presupposition of every 
sentence containing the universal and existential perfects (ibid.: 159). Because McCawley 
does not define presupposition in his article, I will refer to Lambrecht (1994), according to 
whom presupposition is ‘[t]he set of propositions lexicogrammatically evoked in a 
sentence which the speaker assumes the hearer already knows or is ready to take for 
granted at the time the sentence is uttered.’ (1994: 52)  This also means that linguistic 
expressions have ‘presuppositional structures’, i.e. ‘grammatical conditions on the 
appropriate use (...) in given discourse situations’ (ibid: 65).

For example, what is grammatically evoked by McCawley’s sentence My mother 
has changed my diaper many times. is a proposition concerning the repeatability of the 
situation. By the same token, the presuppositional structure of this sentence includes the 
condition of repeatability of the situation. Therefore, the sentence might be appropriate if 
uttered by a two-year-old with premature language competence, but would be quite 
surprising if uttered by an adult (McCawley  1975: 159). 

Among those who maintain a different approach to the classification of the present 
perfect the following two names should be mentioned: Quirk et al. in A Comprehensive 
Grammar of the English Language (1999) and Leech (2004), who focus on the type of 
situation to classify the meanings.3 Thus there are three meanings, the stative, eventive, 
and habitual meaning (Quirk et al. 1999: 193), for which they introduce the following 
labels: ‘state leading up to the present’ (10), ‘indefinite event(s) in a period leading up to 
the present’ (11), and ‘habit in a period leading up to the present’ (12): 

(10) That house has been empty for ages. (ibid.: 192) 

(11) All our children have had measles. (ibid.) 

2 See e.g. Michaelis (1994: 127). 
3 ‘Situation’ or ‘situation type’ is used in this text as ‘temporal relationship’ expressed by a clause (cf. Dowty 
1986). 
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(12) Mr Terry has sung in this choir ever since he was a boy. (ibid.) 

Although Leech (2004) explicitly divides ‘indefinite event(s)’ into ‘indefinite past’ 
and ‘resultative past’, A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language of which he is 
a co-author only mentions possible implications which may operate with eventive 
predications.  The eventive present perfect is said to imply that the relevant time includes 
the present moment; it can also imply that the action is recent or has some result. On the 
one hand, Quirk et al. avoid the confusion by adhering to one criterion4; on the other hand, 
the implications they list are not specified enough to account for the various constraints on 
the use of the present perfect.  

Moreover, the classification itself does not follow from the situation types posited 
by Quirk et al. (1999: 201): a stative situation does not necessarily entail continuation up to 
the present moment. For example, Mary has lived in London for five years may either 
mean that the state continues up to the present moment, or it can mean that there was a 
five-year-long period in Mary’s life during which she lived in London (cf. Portner 2003: 
463). The notion of state ‘leading up to the present’ is therefore not based on a situation 
type, but on something which neither Quirk et al. nor Leech himself  explicitly mentions.  

2.2 Constraints on the Use of the Present Perfect 

The situation type is important for the classification of the present perfect, but it cannot 
remain the only criterion. If the classification were based on the situation type only, or if 
the inner classification were denied, it would be impossible to account for the constraints 
on the use of the present perfect. According to Dinsmore, the present perfect is not used if 
‘the time (…)  is LINEARLY SPECIFIED (either explicitly or implicitly) for a time NOT 
CONNECTED TO THE PRESENT’ (1981: 486), in other words, if the sentence ‘elaborates on 
an already presupposed event’ (ibid.: 490). This formulation incorporates three means of 
linear specification given by Leech:

The point of orientation may be specified in one of three ways: a) 
By an adverbial expression of time-when; b) By a preceding use of 
a Past or Perfect Tense; c) By implicit definition; i.e., by mentally 
assuming a particular reference point from the context (2004: 41-2). 

Both formulations are said to be able to account for the ungrammaticality of the 
following sentences: 

(13) *Harry has caught a fish on that weekend. (Dinsmore 1981: 480) 

(14) Harry has been in Borneo. *He has enjoyed it a lot. (ibid.: 488)

(15) * How have you broken your arm? (ibid.: 476) 

4 For example, it is far from clear why I have been to the dentist today ‘focuses on the result aspect of the 
verb’ (Leech 2004: 45), while The electrician has (just) called (ibid.: 38) is given as an example in the 
section on indefinite past. 
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However, although the present perfect cannot be specified linearly, there are 
sentences with the present perfect which are perfectly acceptable and in which some kind 
of specification or elaboration appears. For example, none of these ways of specification 
seems to bar the use of the present perfect in the following sentences:  

(16) When I have been in London, I have had a crummy hotel. (Dinsmore 1981: 492)

(17) A: Have you had a good time at St Andrews? 
B: I’ve had a really good time, it’s been brilliant. I’ve really enjoyed it.5

(18) Where have the police arrested the suspect? (Michaelis 1994: 145) 

It is clear that when sentences such as (16), (17) and (18) are used, the specification 
must be interpreted as non-linear. In other words, such sentences evoke different sets of 
propositions.  That is why Michaelis (1994) concludes that these constraints do not apply 
to the present perfect in a uniform way. Judging from the constraints, she argues that there 
are three types of the present perfect: continuative, existential and resultative. The 
continuative perfect basically corresponds to McCawley’s universal perfect or to the 
stative meaning given by Quirk et al. The existential (19) and resultative ( 

(20) perfects correspond to McCawley’s existential perfect and to the unification of 
the stative and hot news perfects, respectively. The former expresses that one or more 
situations of a given type took place within the interval including the present moment; the 
latter is said to express that ‘the result of a past event obtains now’ (Michaelis 1994: 113). 

(19) We’ve had this argument before. (ibid.)

(20) The persons responsible have been fired. (ibid.)  

It is especially the resultative present perfect, she argues, that is constrained by the 
above-mentioned ways of specification: 

These constraints amount to restrictions upon the extent to which one can 
elaborate upon circumstances surrounding the past event denoted by the 
VP complement. The restrictions to be considered here are as follows: one 
cannot use the resultative PrP to (a) provide further information about a 
pragmatically presupposed event, (b) anchor the event in time by means of 
a temporal adverb, (c) assert the occurrence of an event complex or ‘plural 
event’ (Bach 1986), (d) specify the manner in which an action was 
performed. (1994: 114) 

That explains why the present perfect is not used in sentences (13) - (15): the wh-
question in (15) presupposes the event of breaking one’s arm. In sentence (13), the event is 
specified by means of a temporal adverb, while in sentence (14) a plural event is elaborated 
on. These restrictions also appear in Leech and Dinsmore, but Michaelis is able to account 
for the ungrammaticality of sentence (21): the specification of manner is also a way of 
elaboration on the circumstances. 

5 ‘Prince William interview’. 13 Nov 2005 <http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/4026131.stm>. 
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(21) The president has (??angrily) called a halt to the press conference. (Michaelis 1994: 
152)

Moreover, as mentioned before, Michaelis shows that these constraints do not concern the 
perfect as a whole. For example, the question in example (18) can be used, but in that case 
it must not refer to a single unique event. Similarly, the constraint on temporal 
specification and the specification of manner do not apply in the following sentences: 

(22) (So far,) George has called me last week and yesterday. (Dinsmore 1981: 484).  

(23) Harry has often had a few too many and then regretted it in the morning.
(Michaelis 1994: 150) 

(24)  Whenever he has brought in something unusual, the committee has quickly rejected
his proposal. (ibid.: 151) 

Without the inner classification of the present perfect, it would be inexplicable why 
the category is so heterogeneous with respect to the constraints: the above-mentioned 
constraints bar the use of the resultative perfect, but their influence on the existential type 
is not so straightforward, as Michaelis shows. That is why she also criticises the previous 
accounts of the meanings of the present perfect, arguing that they all neglect ‘the 
unreliability of contextual clues said to signal a resultative as against existential 
understanding’ (ibid.: 126). She does not deny the importance of the context; her statement 
is tantamount to saying that there must be other properties of the present perfect by which 
the classification is made justifiable, namely the constraints on its use.  

However, she also concludes that the constraints on the use of the resultative 
perfect are idiosyncratic; having discussed each particular constraint, she often goes on to 
say that it ‘is not a necessary or predictable concomitant of resultative-PrP [present perfect] 
semantics’ (ibid.: 149). On the other hand, the constraints on the use of the other two types 
of the present perfect are said to be predictable from their meanings. In her account it thus 
remains unexplained why the resultative present perfect is constrained in such a way. That 
is why I will argue that the notion of result is not a sufficient criterion for distinguishing 
the third meaning of the present perfect; as mentioned, most of the constraints on its use 
are not related to it.

2.3 Result, or ‘something else’? 

There are many examples which comply with the definition involving the persisting result 
at the moment of speaking, e.g. (25), but the problem is that there are also plenty of 
examples where it is not clear what the resulting state is, or they even deny it (e.g. (26) and 
(27)).

(25) OK. I’ve washed your car. (Michaelis 132) 

(26) Look at you. You’ve just had a bath and now you’re filthy.  (Close 1963)

(27) A woman ticket clerk has been arrested and released on police bail. (BNC K97) 
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Michaelis concludes that it must be ‘some’ result (1994: 132), which is ‘potentially 
significant to the interlocutors in their joint determination of immediate goals’ (ibid.), but 
‘some’ result can be construed for almost any sentence with the present perfect, no matter 
which category it belongs to, and also for sentences in which the present perfect does not 
occur at all, cf. sentence (2). 

The requirement that the resultative perfect should express a result of an action 
obtaining at the moment of speaking is either too strong or too vague; however, what can 
be required is that the situation which can be described by means of this type of perfect 
must have a ‘terminal’ phase (for the usage of the term see e.g. Huddleston 2002: 121), 
which does not mean that the completion of the situation is a necessary condition of use of 
the present perfect. This can be demonstrated by means of the approximators nearly and
almost. In sentence (28) the event was not realised at all, and the ‘resultative’ perfect is not 
used. On the other hand, the existential perfect can be used, as sentence (29) shows. The 
‘resultative’ perfect can be used only if the event was realised and reached the terminal 
phase, but not necessarily the result (30). 

(28) Snatching her gun back to point into the air, Ace drew a startled breath. ‘Frag, I 
nearly killed you!’ she said. (BNC FSR)

(29) I’ve nearly been killed dozens of times! (Pratchett 1986: 82)

(30) I've almost paid off the debt and soon I may have enough to put something aside for 
savings. (BNC A7N) 

When dealing with the unavailability of the resultative perfect with manner 
adverbials, Michaelis argues that the adverbial specifies the past action, not the present 
result, and it is plausible to conclude that this constraint follows from the resultative 
meaning. However, the question arises why other sentences are acceptable even though 
they contain a specification of a past event; in sentence (31), the location obviously does 
not pertain to the resultant state:

(31) A poisoned golden eagle has been found in the freezer of a stuffed wild bird dealer in 
Ross-shire. (BNC K1C) 

Michaelis admits the explanation given for manner adjuncts cannot be used for the 
difference between sentences (32) and (33), because in both sentences the result is still 
present. Therefore she introduces another type of constraint, i.e. the above-mentioned 
restriction concerning the amount of elaboration on a presupposed event. While the first 
sentence allows for the use of the present perfect because it does not presuppose a past 
event, sentence (33) does not allow for it because of the fact that the event is presupposed.   

(32) I can’t come tonight. I’ve broken my ankle in a skiing accident. (Michaelis 1994: 
143)

(33) A: My god! Look at that cast.
    B: * I’ve broken my leg in a skiing accident. (ibid.)

This feature is related to a most intriguing constraint on the usage of the so-called 
resultative perfect, a constraint which is not present with the existential perfect: the 
‘applicability’ of this category of the present perfect is limited. For example, McCawley’s 
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sentence about the murder of Malcolm X (9) seems to assert that the resulting state is that 
Malcolm X is dead, which obtains now as much as it obtained at the time the article was 
written, but the present perfect would not be used today. Similarly, sentence (4) repeated 
here as (34) cannot contain the present perfect unless Bernie wants to announce that he has 
just invented a new musical genre.  Other uses, such as the one in (34), i.e. the claim that 
he is the real author of the genre, do not allow for the use of the present perfect.  

(34) Bernie says he invented punk rock. (BNC CAD)  

Michaelis notices that a sentence containing the resultative perfect is not used after 
some time even though the resultant state still obtains. She concludes that this is because 
the use of the present perfect suggests that some action is needed: ‘(… ) the resultant state 
(… ) will cease once the interlocutors have determined a strategy for reckoning with the 
consequent crisis, although the situation which precipitated that crisis (…) may not cease.’  
(1994: 142) 

However, this seems to be a post-hoc explanation which does not go together with 
the claim made by Michaelis that the resultative perfect is stative: the fact that the 
felicitous use of this type of perfect ‘wears off’ despite the ongoing existence of the result 
makes the reliance on the notion of result very problematic.  On the other hand, this limited 
applicability can be related to the function McCawley calls ‘hot news’. If this type of 
perfect announces the occurrence an event, it is easier to explain why its use is so limited: 
it is the opportunity for such an announcement which disappears rather than the result. 

2.4 The Event-Reporting Present Perfect 

The main point of Michaelis’s article is that the constraints on the use of the present perfect 
vary depending on the type of meaning, and, at the same time, that the different degrees of 
constraining the occurrence of the present perfect justify the three-fold classification.  The 
resultative meaning is presented as the most limited one: its constraints ‘amount to 
restrictions upon the extent to which one can elaborate upon circumstances surrounding the 
past event denoted by the VP complement’. (1994: 114) However, she concludes that there 
is ‘no necessary incompatibility between asserting the current existence of a resultant state 
and elaborating upon circumstances surrounding the causal event’, which means that the 
constraints on the use of the resultative perfect must ‘simply be learned’ when the use of 
the present perfect is discussed. (ibid.: 154) 

I agree that there is no necessary connection between asserting the current existence 
of a resultant state and the restrictions on the amount of information which may be 
provided about the action which resulted in the current state. However, I will claim that 
there is a connection between asserting the occurrence of an event and the restrictions on 
the amount and type of information which may be provided about the event. That is why I 
propose to use the term ‘event-reporting’ present perfect instead of ‘resultative’.  The term 
‘event-reporting’ is elaborated on by Lambrecht (1994) and it is used for a special type of 
sentence, not necessarily containing the present perfect. I would like to show that his 
definition can be adapted to the problem of the classification of the present perfect, and 
that what might seem a mere change of the label can account for the nature of the 
constraints on the use of one of the meanings of the present perfect. For this I will also 
refer to Lambrecht’s conception of information structure (Lambrecht 1994), which, as its 
name suggests, is concerned with the distribution of the presupposed and asserted elements 
of information in a sentence. In Lambrecht’s words, information structure is ‘the formal 
expression of the pragmatic structuring of a proposition in a discourse’ (1994: 5). In other 
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words, information structure is the ‘grammatical component’ which governs the 
‘relationship between speaker assumptions and the formal structure of the sentence’ (ibid.: 
xiii).

Lambrecht grants the discovery of the importance of event-reporting sentences for 
linguistics to the Prague School linguists (1994: 138). He uses the philosophical distinction 
between thetic and categorical statements to account for the fact that one sentence may 
have different pragmatic functions. While categorical statements contain a comment about 
the topic, thetic sentences are used to assert a state of affairs (ibid.: 140). Lambrecht 
notices that there are two types of such assertions: it is either possible to introduce a new 
referent into the discourse, i.e. ‘presentational function’, or to announce an event, i.e. 
‘event-reporting function’ (ibid.: 144). The functions are similar in that both of them 
introduce a new element ‘without linking this element either to an already established topic 
or to some presupposed proposition’ (ibid.); what they differ in is the nature of the 
element, which is an entity and an event, respectively.  

Lambrecht himself does not mention the role of the present perfect; what is more, 
most of his examples do not contain the present perfect at all, cf. John arrived (ibid.: 143), 
Her father died (ibid.: 142), and My car broke down (ibid.: 233). The reason, of course, 
might be that American English may use the past simple where British English prefers the 
present perfect. But there may be another reason: if he had used the present perfect in his 
examples, it would have been more difficult to demonstrate their different pragmatic 
functions with respect to the information structure.  As the present perfect cannot be used 
in certain contexts, an example with such a type of perfect would not enable Lambrecht to 
contrast its different readings. 

On the other hand, even though he does not deal with the role of the present perfect, 
the way he describes the structure of event-reporting sentences can be used as a description 
of one of the typical uses of the present perfect. Let us analyse the following sentences in 
(35) with respect to the amount of information they presuppose and assert, i.e. with respect 
to their information structure.   

(35) [Read in studio] The badly-decomposed body of a young man has been found in a 
field. the [sic] discovery was made by a farmer out spraying his crops. (BNC K1Y) 

In any sentence, focus is the obligatory element; without it, the sentence would not 
be informative. Focus, then, is ‘the element of information whereby the presupposition and 
the assertion differ from each other’ (Lambrecht 1994: 207). A presentational sentence, 
says Lambrecht, contains a full noun phrase which does not function as a topic, and it also 
may contain a locative topical element (ibid.: 145). That is the structure of that sentence 
from example (35) which contains the present perfect: it introduces a new element because 
neither the subject nor the event are presupposed in the sentence.  This is not the case with 
the functions of the arguments in the last sentence of example (35). Both the subject and 
the event are presupposed and topical, while the agent by-phrase is realised as focal.  

According to Lambrecht, thetic sentences do not constitute a formal category in 
English, with the exception ‘of certain intransitive sentences containing predicates such as 
die (…), break down (…) , call (…), etc’ (ibid.: 124).  Event-reporting sentences are used 
as a reply to ‘What happened?’ (ibid.: 137),6 i.e. there is no presupposition concerning the 
topic of the sentence. I would like to show that event-reporting sentences do represent a 
formal category. In other words, I would like to show that the event-reporting discourse 

6 Or, rather, in the context of this work, ‘What’s happened?’ 
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function is grammaticalised: the desired formal element is the present perfect expressing 
the meaning which I propose to be called ‘event-reporting’.

According to Lambrecht, the subject must not be topical for a sentence to qualify as 
presentational or event-reporting (ibid.). That means that there must be no presupposition 
such as the subject is in the topic relation to the assertion made in the sentence: introducing 
a new entity into the discourse requires that such an entity should not be presupposed, 
should not be topical and should not be pronominal.  

Because event-reporting sentences are similar to the presentational ones, as 
Lambrecht himself points out (ibid.: 143), except for introducing an event instead of an 
entity, the requirement concerning the presupposition should relate to the event, not to the 
subject; the constraints which are imposed on the introduced entity in presentational 
sentences should concern the introduced event in event-reporting sentences. Therefore, it is 
the event which should not be presupposed or be topical, and the way the subject is 
expressed, i.e. whether it is pronominal or lexical, need not in itself have an influence: it is 
not the presence of a context-bound subject which blocks the event-reporting function, but 
the fact that the event is presupposed.

Although the requirement that an event-reporting sentence must contain a present 
perfect is too strong, sentences which depict unique non-presupposed events are rarely 
used as discourse-opening if they contain the past tense without further specification, as the 
corpus search concerning introductory sentences shows.7  The reason such sentences are 
avoided in discourse-opening contexts may be that they seem uninformative or seem to 
presuppose something which is not given in the context. For example, when Goldberg (to 
appear) discusses the following sentence, she regards it as anomalous in ‘neutral’ contexts: 

(36) ? The house was built.  (Goldberg) 

The problem is that the subject is marked as presupposed because it is expressed by means 
of a definite noun phrase; and as such, the fact that it was once created does not bring 
anything new. The sentence thus lacks a focus. On the other hand, when the past simple is 
replaced by the present perfect, the sentence ceases to be anomalous:  the event-reporting 
perfect adds focus to the sentence. 

Thetic sentences differ from other sentences in that their function is to present an 
entity or an event, not to specify it more closely. The difference between an event-
reporting sentence and one in which the focus is not on the event itself is present in 
sentences (37) and (38), respectively.

(37) How touching. The Millers have sent a fruitcake. (Michalis 1994: 145) 

(38) ? The Millers have sent the fruitcake/it. (ibid.) 

A good example of covert specification can be found in the sentences with the 
invention of printing (2) or the founding of Philadephia (39), which do not contain the 
present perfect in spite of the fact that the result still obtains: 

(39)  * Philadelphia has been founded by William Penn. (Dinsmore 1981: 476) 

7 In the 219 introductory sentences in the corpus created from articles in the news sections of The Times, 
Times Online and Guardian Unlimited, the present perfect appeared in 18 per cent of the cases, the 
temporally specified past tense in 35 per cent of the cases, while the non-specified past tense appeared only 
in 7 per cent of the sentences.  The corpus was created for the purposes of my Ph.D. thesis, on which this 
article draws.  
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The usage of the past simple is often accounted for by means of the concept of anaphora – 
the past simple may suggest that the speaker has a definite past point in mind (see e.g. 
Partee (1973)). However, this is not the crucial point: if somebody uses sentence (39), they 
may have a definite point in mind, but, most importantly, they put the agent in focus, not 
the event of the founding. The founding is part of the presupposition of sentence (39). By 
the same token, in sentence (5), repeated here as (40), it is not the event which is presented 
as focal, but the identification of a picture; the event of its creation is therefore 
presupposed. It is interesting that the capital letters indicating the focus were added by 
Leech himself; without this indication, the sentence could probably be construed as event-
reporting, and the present perfect would not be ungrammatical. 

(40) John painted THIS picture. (Leech 2003:43) 

2.5 Constraints on the Event-Reporting Perfect 

The three groups of constraints which are usually distinguished, i.e. time specification, 
elaboration on a presupposed past event and the occurrence of an event complex (often 
related to a preceding use of the present perfect or the past tense), are not ‘straightforward’ 
in the way they bar the use of the present perfect. As we have seen, what is constrained is 
often not the use of the present perfect, but the use of one of its types, cf. sentence (41): 

(41) Saturday is the only time I’ve seen them there. (BNC KD1)  

The reason why sentence (41) is acceptable is that it fulfils at least one set of grammatical 
conditions assigned to the use of the present perfect. These grammatical conditions, it has 
been said, are part of the ‘presuppositional structures’ of the present perfect (cf. Lambrecht 
1994: 65).  Therefore, the temporal specification by means of the temporal subject is 
grammatically acceptable in sentence (41) because the situation is repeatable in the interval 
including the present moment.  

This brings us to the question whether the constraints on the use of the present 
perfect, and on the use of the ‘resultative’ meaning in particular, can be given a unified 
account. Although it is maintained here that the present perfect does not have a single 
meaning, it does not follow that the meanings have nothing in common. The constraint 
concerning the temporal specification cannot be regarded as the idiosyncratic feature of the 
‘resultative’ present perfect, as Michalies says, because this constraint relates to the other 
meanings as well. As e.g. McCawley shows, the present moment must not be excluded 
with any of the types of the present perfect. Thus the specification ‘in 1991’ on its own is 
incompatible with any type of the present perfect, while ‘at five o’clock’ in sentence (1), 
repeated here as (42), fulfils the condition of repeatability with the existential type of the 
present perfect.  

(42) He has got up at five o’clock. (Huddleston 2002: 144) 

The difference between the event-reporting perfect and the remaining two types 
(universal and existential in McCawley’s terminology) is in that the range of situations which 
can be expressed by the event-reporting perfect is limited. Unlike the existential perfect, 
which is not restricted with respect to the situation it may depict as long as the situation is 
repeatable, the event-reporting perfect requires a unique event. Thus it can be predicted that it 
will be strongly constrained in terms of the temporal specification because the temporal 
specification of a unique past event will in most cases exclude the present moment.  
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Therefore, the first of the three constraints is not an idiosyncratic property of the 
event-reporting perfect. As for the remaining two constraints, i.e. elaboration on a past 
event and the preceding use of the present perfect or the past tense, these may seem as 
idiosyncratic constraints on the use of the ‘resultative’ perfect, but can be accounted for if 
this type of the present perfect is analysed as event-reporting. 

The event-reporting present perfect evokes that a unique event is being ‘reported’, 
i.e. the event is not presupposed and is construed as focal. Therefore, the event-reporting 
perfect will be constrained in cases in which the event is presupposed, i.e. not focal, as in 
wh-questions and sentences describing the circumstances of single events (cf. sentences 
(15) and (39)). Furthermore, this also accounts for the fact that topical elements such as 
scene-setting adverbials are compatible with the event-reporting perfect (cf. sentence (31)), 
while typically focal elements such as manner adverbs are not (cf. sentence (21)).  This, 
however, does not follow from the notion of result.  

Neither is it clear why the present result of a past situation should bar the use of this 
perfect in narrative sequence or with an event complex; instead, it is usually argued that 
this constraint follows from the fact that the present perfect, unlike the past tense, does not 
allow for anaphoric reference (cf. Michaelis 1994). Again, I propose that the concept of 
event-reporting perfect has a wider applicability here: the way in which the anaphoric 
reference of past tenses is described by e.g. Partee (1973) and Michaelis (1994) seems to 
require the presence of a temporal antecedent, either explicit or implicit. However, there 
are cases in which the past tense is used not because of an implicit past time point, but 
because the focus is not on the event itself (in which case the use of the event-reporting 
perfect is barred); cf. sentence (43). At the same time, the presuppositional structure of the 
event-reporting perfect also accounts for its unavailability in narrative sequences: its use 
evokes that the event is not related to the preceding situation (cf. sentence (44)), which 
otherwise might be the case. 

(43) ‘OK,’ the computer continued. ‘Here’s an interesting little notion. Did you realize 
that most people’s lives are governed by telephone numbers?’ (…) 
Trillian gasped. (…) ‘Telephone number?’ she said. ‘Did that thing say telephone 
number?’ (Adams 1992: 79) 

(44) A: ‘Have you spoken to my dad?’
B: ‘Yes. He’s behaving most bizarrely. I think he was actually trying to flirt...with 
Penny   Husbands-Bosworth,  poor thing. She was very frightened. She’s only just 
had her ovaries done.’ 8

3 Conclusion 

The fact that the grammatical conditions of use of the present perfect are not unified, i.e., 
they do not constrain the present perfect in a uniform manner, demonstrates that the 
‘presuppositional structure’ of the present perfect is not unified, either. As I have pointed 
out, some constraints on the use of the event-reporting perfect refute the claim that it is 
only a subgroup of the existential perfect. If it were so, the constraint concerning nearly
and almost would be inexplicable. If the event-reporting perfect depicted the same past 
situation as the existential perfect (except for the implication of recency, as Quirk et al. 

8 Bridget Jones’s Diary. (2001). Dir. Sharon Maguire. Perf. Renée Zellweger, Colin Firth and Hugh Grant. 
Miramax.  
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have it), then the fact that the existential perfect is available where the event-reporting 
perfect is not (cf. sentences (29), (16), (17) and (18), repeated here as (45) – (48), 
respectively,  would be another ‘idiosyncratic’ feature of the present perfect. On the other 
hand, having admitted that the present perfect has not one, but three presuppositional 
structures, one may analyse the constraint accordingly.  

(45) I’ve nearly been killed dozens of times! (Pratchett 1986: 82) 

(46) When I have been in London, I have had a crummy hotel. (Dinsmore 1981: 492) 

(47) A: Have you had a good time at St Andrews?
B: I’ve had a really good time, it’s been brilliant. I’ve really enjoyed it. 

(48) Where have the police arrested the suspect? (Michaelis 1994: 145) 

One of the aims of this paper is to show that the constraints on the third type of the 
present perfect, the so-called ‘resultative’ one, are not idiosyncratic, as e.g. Michaelis 
(1994) maintains. The problem, it is argued here, is that the representation of the 
resultative perfect requires that the results of the event obtain at the time of speech (cf. 
Michaelis 1994: 140), although it is often difficult to determine what the resultant state is, 
or the result has not even been achieved yet, as in sentence (30), repeated here as (49), or it 
has already disappeared (cf. sentence (26), repeated here as (50)). The use of the present 
perfect may even be barred  although there is a result which exists at the time of speaking, 
as in sentences (2) and (5), repeated here as (51) and (52), respectively. On the other hand, 
some kinds of specification do not constrain the use of this type of the present perfect even 
though they do not relate to the result, but to the past event; cf. sentence (31), repeated here 
as (53). Last but not least, the ‘applicability’ of this type of the present perfect is limited, 
although the resultant state still obtains (see sentence (33), repeated here as (54)).

(49) I've almost paid off the debt and soon I may have enough to put something aside for 
savings. (BNC A7N) 

(50) Look at you. You’ve just had a bath and now you’re filthy. (Close 1963)

(51) The Chinese invented printing. (Muphy 1994: 26) 

(52) John painted/ *has painted THIS picture. (Leech 2003:43)

(53) A poisoned golden eagle has been found in the freezer of a stuffed wild bird dealer 
in Ross-shire. (BNC K1C) 

(54) A: My god! Look at that cast.
    B: * I’ve broken my leg in a skiing accident. (Michaelis 1994: 143) 

That is why I have proposed the presuppositional structure of the event-reporting 
perfect in such a way that it does not require that the resultant state obtains at the moment 
of speech. Instead, the grammatical conditions of the use of the event-reporting perfect 
include the condition that a unique event is being reported (which means that the situation 
must have a terminal phase, not necessarily a result), and as such is construed as focal 
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(which means that it is incompatible with focal elements such as manner adverbials and 
compatible with other topical adverbials). Last but not least, the concept of an event-
reporting perfect makes it possible to explain why in sentences (51) and (52) the present 
perfect is not used, which is a problem every English teacher has probably faced: the 
reason is not that it was ‘a long time ago’, but the function of the sentences, which is not to 
report an event, but to focus on its circumstances.  
  There are not three isolated constraints on the use of the present perfect; instead, 
there are grammatical conditions which follow from its presuppositional structure and 
which make it possible to determine under which circumstances the constraints will occur. 
The concept of the event-reporting perfect as the third type of the present perfect turns out 
to have enough explanatory force to account for the constraints which have so far been 
treated as idiosyncratic and heterogeneous.
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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the variation in the usage of 
subject and object forms of personal pronouns in contemporary American 
English. On one hand, objective forms, traditionally associated with direct and 
indirect object positions and prepositional phrases, penetrate extensively into the 
“subject territory” (Quirk 1985). On the other hand, nominative forms, 
prototypically connected with subject positions, appear in postverbal positions 
(as in It is for you and I).

This paper analyses the environments where the leveling of a 
subject/object distinction has been a current trend: in coordination of a pronoun 
and a noun phrase in subject positions (My sister and I/Me and my sister are 
going to Paris next week) and object positions (He picked up him/ he and his 
colleagues from the airport), and also coordinated phrases of two pronouns in 
subject positions (He and I/Him and I were on bad terms) and object positions 
(Nick drove her and me/her and I/she and I to the airport).

This article is based on surveys distributed among 65 speakers of 
American English, ranging from the age of 18 up to the age of 71. The data 
should reveal the linguistic and extralinguistic factors determining the choice of a 
certain form of a pronoun in the above discussed environments. On a more 
general level, it should show the developments in the pronoun system in 
American English

1 Introduction 

The state of the case category in the pronoun system has been unstable from the stages 
of Old English up to the end of the 20th century (Wales 1996). The use of object forms 
of pronouns expanded into “subject territory” (Quirk 1985), and subject forms appeared 
as variants in object positions (Wales 1996). This paper deals with the leveling of 
subject/object distinctions of pronoun forms in coordinated phrases in contemporary 
American English. It also demonstrates the way the age variable determines the usage of 
pronoun forms. Furthermore, it reflects the latest tendencies and developments in the 
pronoun system in American English.

1.1 Contexts that exhibit fluctuation of subject and object forms 

Firstly, it is necessary to say that the case variation in the pronominal system had 
already become the center of heated debate among the grammarians of the nineteenth 
century. The environments that exhibited a considerable fluctuation of accusative and 
nominative forms were it- clefts and equational constructions (1) (Dekeyser 1975). 

(1) It is me/I. 
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In these environments, grammarians tended to prefer the nominative over the 
accusative forms, viewing them as more formal and proper (Dekeyser 1975). At the 
same time, they paid attention to all pronominal forms individually, pointing out that 
some accusative forms of personal pronouns were more acceptable than others. For 
example, the use of the 1st person singular pronoun in object form in the equational 
construction It is me was considered by some linguists more acceptable than the 
occurrence of accusative forms of 3rd person pronouns (Dekeyser 1975). The exclusive 
character of the first person singular pronoun form me and its higher tolerance in 
equational constructions was explained in phonetic terms. Obviously, “me sounds 
similar to he and she” (Dekeyser 1975). Also, the phrase It is me was very popular and 
became “idiomatic, colloquial expression whereas It is I retained its place in literary 
English” (Dekeyser: 207).   

The other contexts in which the nominative/accusative distinction became 
blurred were phrases where pronouns followed expressions but, like, than and as (2).

(2) smaller than me/I

The choice of subject or object forms was determined stylistically, object forms being 
considered “less elevated and more vulgar” (Dekeyser: 215) than subject forms. 
Consequently, the use of object forms led to the reinterpretation of the status of 
expressions but, like, than and as from conjunctions to prepositions (Dekeyser 215).     

The case variation in the above mentioned linguistic contexts became the subject 
of discussions of the 20th century linguists. In Leech and Svartvik (1975), the subjective 
form is considered “the correct form to use” (Leech and Svartvik 1975: 261). However, 
in everyday conversations, it “sounds rather stilted, and is avoided” (Leech and Svartvik 
1975: 261). Similarly, Quirk (1985) associates the objective forms with everyday usage, 
and in accordance with the grammarians of the 19th century, he makes a distinction 
between the use of the two forms on the scale of formality. This approach has been 
widely accepted and echoes in more recent grammar books (Leech and Svartvik 1994, 
Biber 1999).

Also, there are parallels between the 19th and 20th century grammarians in 
evaluating the expressions but, like, as and than. As Leech and Svartvik (1975) put it, in 
informal English, than introduces a comparative phrase rather than a comparative 
clause. In line with this reasoning, Biber claims that “especially in conversation as and 
than behave like prepositions” (1999: 336). Obviously, the status of these expressions is 
still not clearly defined and is viewed as stylistically determined.
 Apart from all the above mentioned contexts, the fluctuation of nominative and 
accusative pronominal forms spread into different environments in contemporary 
English. The latest studies devoted to the description of the pronominal system in 
English (Wales 1996, Quinn 2005) pay attention to one particular type of constructions 
in which the nominative/accusative distinction has been recently neutralized. The 
examples (3) and (4), taken from a real conversation with an English speaker,  show that 
nominative (3) and accusative (4) forms of pronouns spread into coordinated phrases 
where their occurrence does not correspond to their prototypical syntactic function. 

(3) It is a gift from Kevin and I. 

(4) Him and I went to the karate tournament. 
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 Such a choice of pronouns for this type of constructions is very common in 
British English (Wales 1996), New Zealand English (Quinn 2005), as well as in 
American English. There are attempts to capture this pronoun variation from a purely 
formal theoretical framework (Quinn 2005), discourse-oriented and pragmatic 
perspectives (Wales 1996) and stylistic approaches (Biber 1999). The most radical 
linguists (Wales 1996) see this weakening of a nominative/accusative distinction as a 
general trend towards “a common case” (Wales 1996: 107).
 In this paper, following methods of Quinn’s data analysis (2005), I would like to 
demonstrate that despite the increasing preferences of speakers under 25 for accusative 
forms in the subject territory and nominative forms in the object territory, the 
corresponding correlation between the syntactic function and the pronoun form still 
holds across all age groups.  Therefore, it is possible to say that there is a general trend 
towards the weakening of a nominative/accusative distinction. This tendency, however, 
does not lead into the reducing of the case category into one “common case” (Wales 
1996: 107) that would take over the syntactic functions in both the subject and object 
territory.
 In the following section, I will give a thorough description of the surveys that 
served as a basis for the data analysis in section 3. Consequently, I will analyze the 
syntactic behavior of individual pronouns in coordinated phrases with a noun phrase, as 
in (5), and with another pronoun, as in (6), both in subject and object territories.

(5) Us and our neighbors went for a trip to Italy this summer.

(6) I saw my best friend last night. Him and I took kung fu classes together when we   
were in high school. 

Such a detailed data analysis reveals interesting general trends in the use of individual 
pronouns across all age groups in contemporary American English.

2 Surveys and Methodology 

2.1  Respondents 

The data analysis for this article is based on surveys distributed to 65 people in three age 
groups. The first age group is composed of speakers younger than 25, the second is 
represented by people from the age of 26 up to 50, and the last group involves 
respondents older than 51. As for the professional profile of the surveyed people, the 
first age group was the most homogeneous. It was mainly composed of undergraduate 
university students. The respondents in the second and third age groups, on the other 
hand, had a diverse professional background. The chart 2.1 below demonstrates the total 
numbers of respondents in each age group. 

As it is shown in Chart 2.1, the first age group involved 32 speakers, the second 
included 19 speakers and finally, the survey was taken by 14 people older than 51. This 
overall distribution of age groups suggests that in some cases the results of the smallest 
(51 and older) group were not statistically relevant. For sake of data accuracy and 
reliability, all such responses were excluded from the survey.    
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Age 0-25 Age 26-50

Age 51-*

Age 0-25

Age 26-50

Age 51-*

Category

32; 100,0% 19; 100,0%

14; 100,0%

Pie Chart of AGE

Panel variable: AGE

Pie Chart 2.1 

2.2 Survey 

The data presented in this article were obtained from the first two sections of the survey.  
In the first part, respondents were asked to rate the offered sentences, used in a casual 
conversation, from 1 (the most suitable option) to 4 (the least suitable option). Some of the 
respondents ranked more options using one number (usually number 4) to indicate that two 
or more options are not acceptable for them and therefore, the totals for some figures may 
be uneven. 

The sentences that were subject to the linguistic analysis contained coordinated 
phrases of a pronoun and a noun phrase (7) or coordinated phrases of two pronouns (8). 

(7) A My sister and I are coming to Paris for Christmas.
B My sister and me are coming to Paris for Christmas. 
C Me and my sister are coming to Paris for Christmas. 
D I and my sister are coming to Paris for Christmas. 

(8) I saw my best friend last night. 
A  He and I took kung fu classes together when we were in high school. 
B  He and me took kung fu classes together when we were in high school. 
C Him and me took kung fu classes together when we were in high school. 
D Him and I took kung fu classes together when we were in high school. 

The first part of the survey, as demonstrated in sentences (7) and (8), tested whether 
speakers preferred subjective over objective forms of pronouns in coordinated phrases in 
the subject territory. Second, it was also analyzed whether the pronouns tended to occur as 
first members of the coordinated phrase or in the final position (compare with Quinn 
2005). Consequently, it was studied whether the choice of a certain form of a pronoun and 
its order in the phrase was determined by the age variable. 
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The second type of exercise was inspired by Quinn’s (2005) surveys for New 
Zealand English. In the form of a cloze test with options, respondents were asked to fill in 
the gaps, choosing both the form of the pronoun and its order in the phrase.  The first item 
of the second section of the survey is manifested in (9). 

(9) B. he, him, his colleagues 

Hugh Flemming is retiring next week. The head of the department is holding a party for 
____________ and ________________ next Friday.

As in the previous section, this part tested whether the respondents favored subjective over 
objective forms and the order of the pronoun within the coordinated phrase. All the 
pronouns occurred in postverbal positions, either functioning as direct objects or in various 
functions as part of prepositional phrases. I also analyzed whether the age variable is a 
determining factor for the choice of a certain form of the pronoun and for the order of the 
pronoun in the noun phrase.

This form of a test, as demonstrated in (9), made it possible for the surveyees to 
choose both the form of the pronoun they prefer in a particular syntactic environment, as 
well as the order that they considered to be the most natural in a casual conversation. Such 
a method of testing brings forth some advantages and disadvantages. First of all, the order 
in which the items for each task are given may subconsciously influence the respondents’ 
ordering. Second, respondents were asked to give the best option and, thus, it is not 
possible to compare the scales of preferences for each combination in the task. However, 
this method, as problematic as it may seem, has a major advantage - speakers are able to 
make their own combinations and, therefore, are less restricted in their choice.  

After having described the format of the survey, I will present some of the results 
of the statistical analysis as they will reveal some interesting insights into the latest 
developments of the pronominal system in American English. The data will be discussed 
section by section, showing the syntactic behavior of individual pronouns in the above 
mentioned environments and the difference in the choice of the pronouns determined by 
the age variable. 

3 Data Analysis 

3.1 Pronoun variation in the subject territory 

In this section, the results from the first part of the survey will be presented. This part dealt 
with the pronoun variation in the following syntactic environments (see above): NP + a 
pronoun in the subjective form, NP + a pronoun in the objective form, a pronoun in the 
subjective form + NP, a pronoun in the objective form + NP, a  pronoun in the subjective 
form + a pronoun in the subjective form, a pronoun in the objective form and a pronoun in 
the objective form, a pronoun in the subjective form and a pronoun in the objective form, 
and finally a pronoun in the objective form + a pronoun in the subjective form.  

The statistical analysis shows several general trends in the use of pronouns in 
coordinated phrases in the subject territory. The first generalization to be made is related to 
the use of objective forms of pronouns that followed a noun phrase in the coordinated 
phrase (as in 10). 

(10) Our neighbors and us went for a trip to Italy this summer. 
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In such syntactic environments, the objective pronoun forms were generally ranked 
low by the youngest age group (0–25). The first plural objective pronoun form in a final 
position (as in the example 10) was even more preferred than any other offered option. The 
second and third age groups, on the other hand, did not show a major preference for 
objective forms in the subject territory.   In the use of a singular masculine form him as in 
(11),

(11) His brothers and him have never been close.

 the analysis demonstrated a statistically significant difference between the first and the 
second age group. Speakers under 25 ranked the option NP+him 2,4 on average (given in 
Mean column in the chart), while respondents between 26–50 graded it approximately 0,8 
higher than the first age group. 

ANOVA Chart 3.1.1 
Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on 

                               Pooled StDev 

Level       N    Mean   StDev  --------+---------+---------+---------+- 

Age 0-25   32  2,4375  0,9483  (------*-----) 

Age 26-50  15  3,2667  0,8837                (--------*---------) 

Age 51-*   10  3,2000  0,9189            (-----------*-----------) 

                               --------+---------+---------+---------+- 

                                     2,50      3,00      3,50      4,00 

Pooled StDev = 0,9270 

Interestingly, the preferences for objective forms in the subject territory increase if the 
pronoun is coordinated with another pronoun. To be consistent with the example (11), I 
will use the following graph to capture the difference in preferences for the objective form 
him as a final conjunct (Quinn 2005) both in the coordinated phrase with a noun phrase 
(2B) and with another pronoun (5B).

Histogram 3.1.2 Comparison of 2B (His brothers and him have never been close) and 5B 
(She and him have always been like a daughter and son). 
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The histogram 3.1.2 demonstrates that all age groups prefer the objective form him when 
coordinated with another pronoun than with a noun phrase. Similarly, other objective 
forms of the pronouns functioning as final conjuncts are more tolerated by the three age 
groups in the environment of another pronoun than with a noun phrase.  

It is also necessary to pinpoint several comments on the order of pronouns in 
coordinated phrases. It is worth mentioning that pronouns, when coordinated with a noun 
phrase, are favored in the final position. This tendency is linguistically counterintuitive, as 
it violates the heavy-end shift principle (for similar results see Quinn 2005, on the other 
hand compare with Wales 1996 and Biber 1999). In other words, despite the “lightness” of 
objective forms of pronouns, these forms are prone to appear as final conjuncts.

Stepping out of the language-internal explanations, another interfering motivation 
for the preference of objective pronoun forms in final positions may be the tendency to 
place elements with a heavier information load at the end of the sentences. As attractive as 
such a conclusion may appear, it does not hold either because the subjective pronoun 
forms, having the same information weight as objective forms of pronouns, tend to appear 
exclusively in initial positions (see below). The only plausible explanation at hand is 
related to the grammatical knowledge of speakers. Despite their apparent ”grammatical 
insecurity” (Wales 1996) with the pronominal case category, they (subconsciously) 
associate first positions in the sentences with subject forms.  

Such a generalization is supported by low figures (considering 1 as the best option) 
for preferences of the pronoun in a subjective form and an NP, as in (12). 

(12) He hasn’t talked to his brothers for several years. He and his brothers have never 
been close. 

This type of ordering of a pronoun (in the subjective form) and a noun phrase was the most 
preferable across all age groups (with the above mentioned exception for the first person 
plural ordering of the first age group where the we + NP sequence was the second favorite 
option).  It is, therefore, possible to sum up that despite the age difference, all respondents 
tended to choose the forms of the pronouns which corresponded to their prototypical 
syntactic functions in the subject territory. 
      The second comment will be made on the exclusive syntactic behavior of the 
first person singular pronoun. In accordance with Wales’ (1996), Biber’s (1999) and 
Quinn’s (2005) data, the use of this pronoun goes against all the generalizations that have 
been made so far. The figures for the preferences of all first person forms across the three 
age groups are given in the graphs 3.1.3 and 3.1.4. 

The histograms 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 indicating the first person singular variation in both 
types of coordinated phrases show that the trends of usage of this pronoun deviate from all 
other pronouns. The use of the first person singular pronoun I as an initial conjunct is 
disfavored by all age groups (see the figures for 1D and significant preferences of I in final 
positions in 6A, 6D and 7A).   The high ranking of these constructions by all speakers may 
be influenced by extralinguistic factors.  The language-internal rules seem to be overridden 
by the modesty principle (Wales 1996: 103). In other words, speakers, following the rules 
of courtesy, suppress the “ego-centricity of the discourse” (Wales 1996: 103) by placing 
the first person singular pronoun I in the final position of the coordinated phrase. 
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Histogram 3.1.3 The first person pronoun variation in the phrases involving a pronoun and 
an NP (1A = My sister and I are coming to Paris for Christmas, 1B = My sister and me are 
coming to Paris for Cristmas, 1C = Me and my sister are coming to Paris for Christmas,
1D = I and my sister are coming to Paris for Christmas)

Histogram 3.1.4 The preferences of I in final positions (6A = He and I took kung fu 
classes together when we were in high school, 6D = Him and I took kung fu classes 
together when we were in high school, 7D = Them and I studied in the same program)
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On the other hand, the modesty principle is violated in cases where the first person 
singular pronoun is used in the objective form. Comparing the figures for 1B (NP + me) 
and 1C (me + NP), it is possible to state that with the first two age groups, the preferences 
for using the object pronoun form me as an initial conjunct (as in Me and my sister are 
coming to Paris for Christmas) are strikingly higher than the ones for using this pronoun in 
the final position. As data in 3.1.3 demonstrate, 24 out of the total 32 speakers of the first 
age group (see line 3, the first section in the graph 3.1.3) chose the variant with the 
ordering me + NP  either as their first or second option.

Not only does the use of the pronoun form me  break the modesty principle but it 
also goes against the generalizations that have been made about all other pronoun forms in 
coordinated phrases. As concluded earlier, the objective pronoun forms are generally 
favored in final positions (see in 10). Therefore, from this perspective, the behavior of the 
form me is rather anomalous.  

It is difficult to explain why speakers tend to place the first person subject form in 
the final position and the first person singular object form in the initial position. The 
potential explanation that can be made at this point is oriented towards the difference in the 
pronoun forms per se. The subjective form I is connected with formality (Dekeyser 1975, 
compare the subject and object pronoun variation in it clefts It is I versus It is me, section 
1.1). Therefore, speakers choosing this pronoun form seem to be more rule-sensitive and 
they place the pronominal form correctly at the end of the sentence. The pronoun me, on 
the other hand, is associated with familiarity and informality (Wales 1996). Speakers feel 
more relaxed using this pronoun and they are less aware of grammar rules and restrictions.   

Interestingly, the behavior of the pronoun forms in the two types of coordinated 
phrases shows certain parallels. In both cases, respondents of the second and third age 
group preferred the usage of subjective pronominal forms corresponding to their functions 
as a subject in the sentences. At the same time, the usage of subject forms as final 
conjuncts and object forms in the initial position are ranked highly by all of the speakers. 
The exception is the first person singular pronoun of which distribution violates the general 
trends in pronoun variation.

3.2 The pronoun variation in the object territory 

This section analyses the results obtained from the second part of the survey, which dealt 
with the pronoun variation in postverbal positions.  The pronouns functioned as direct and 
indirect objects or as part of prepositional phrases, as was shown in (9), repeated below as 
(13).

(13) B. he, him, his colleagues 

Hugh Flemming is retiring next week. The head of the department is holding a party for 
____________ and ________________ next Friday.

The statistical analysis reveals a striking difference between the pronoun variation 
in the subject and object territories. While the first age group exhibits increasing 
preferences for the use of objective forms in the subject territory, the occurrence of subject 
forms in the object territory is rather rare.  Generally speaking, respondents of all age 
groups preferably chose the form of the pronoun that corresponded to the syntactic 
function of a pronoun. The anomalous usages of pronouns are demonstrated below where 
the subject forms appeared as part of prepositional phrases (14), subjects of semi-clauses 
(15), or direct objects (16). 
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 (14)  Hugh Flemming is retiring next week. The head of the department is holding a party 
for he and his colleagues next Friday.

(15) I planned on visiting my cousins tonight but I realized they would be coming back 
from their trip. I didn’t want they and my aunt to stay up late and cook dinner for me. 

(16) I haven’t seen Carol for a long time. Last time we saw each other her brother Nick 
drove she and I to their cottage in the mountains. 

The subjective forms occur only occasionally; therefore, it is difficult to make any 
generalizations about the syntactic behavior of individual pronouns.
Such homogeneity of the pronoun usage is, again, challenged in the first person singular 
pronoun environment. This pronoun shows peculiarities in its syntactic behavior and 
exhibits a considerable fluctuation of subjective and objective forms. In the survey, the 
variation of the first person singular pronoun forms was tested in three tasks (items 13, 14 
and 16), where the pronoun was part of a postverbal prepositional phrase (17) or 
functioned as a direct object (18). 

(17) When I noticed that people started getting passionate about their opinions, I thought it 
was high time for you and I to leave. 

(18) My neighbors invited my parents and I for drinks last night. We drank two bottles of 
wine and had a good sleep tonight. 

In all these environments, the subjective form I seems to be a full-fledged variant of the 
objective form me. Specific figures are shown in the following histogram (3.2.1), 
demonstrating preferences for each form across all age groups. 

Histogram 3.2.1 Preferences of the subjective form I (0) and the objective form me (1) in 
the following environments (13 G2 I haven’t seen Carol for a long time. Last time we saw 
each other, her brother Nick drove she/her and I/me to their cottage in the mountains, 
14G1 My friends invited me/I and my parents, 16G2 It was high time for you and me/I to 
leave)
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First two lines of the histogram 3.2.1 capture the variation of subjective and objective 
pronoun forms functioning as direct objects. As data reveal, the fluctuation of the two forms 
is higher in the coordinated phrase involving two pronouns (13 G2) than when the pronoun is 
coordinated with an NP (14 G1). The preferences for the use of subjective form in the object 
territory increase when the first person singular pronoun is coordinated with a second person 
singular pronoun, and the coordinated phrase is part of a prepositional phrase. As figures 
show, for the first age group both forms are equal candidates and the second and third age 
group choose the subjective form I more often in the prepositional phrase than in immediate 
postverbal positions. 

The opposite edge of the scale of variability of pronoun usage is occupied by the first 
person plural pronoun forms, as represented in (19). 

(19) we, us, our amazing presentation

We were late to the Thursday study group. When we got there, they talked 
about____________ and ______________. 

This pronoun did not exhibit any variation. In other words, no respondent of any age group 
chose a subjective form we as a variant in this environment (see ANOVA Chart 3.2.2 where 
1 in the Mean column stands for the objective form us and 0 for the subjective form we).

ANOVA CHART 3.2.2 

Level       N     Mean    StDev 

Age 0-25   32  1,00000  0,00000 

Age 26-50  19  1,00000  0,00000 

Age 51-*   14  1,00000  0,00000 

           Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on Pooled StDev 

Level        +---------+---------+---------+--------- 

Age 0-25     * 

Age 26-50    * 

Age 51-*     * 

             +---------+---------+---------+--------- 

           1,00000   1,00010   1,00020   1,00030 

Pooled StDev = 0,00000 

To be consistent with the analysis of pronoun variation in the subject territory, I 
will outline the major tendencies in the ordering of pronouns in postverbal positions. First 
generalization to be made is related to the position of pronouns when coordinated with a 
noun phrase. In contrast to the tendency to place a pronoun at the end of the coordinated 
phrase in the subject territory, pronominal forms in postverbal positions are favored as 
initial conjuncts. This trend holds even in case of the first person singular pronoun me (see 
histogram 3.2.3 on the next page). 
 It is also interesting to point out that in this environment the ordering of the 
objective form me is conditioned by the syntactic environment in which it occurs. When 
coordinated with another pronoun, it appears both as an initial and a final conjunct. 
However, in coordination with an NP, the modesty principle is outweighed by the heavy-
end shift principle and all age groups show a preference to place the pronoun initially. 
 The ordering of the first person singular pronoun I, on the other hand, does not 
seem to be determined either by language-internal rules, or by the age variable. This 
pronoun appears exclusively as a final conjunct in both types of coordinated phrases. 
Speakers of all age groups, attempting to follow grammar rules, choose the more formal 
variant I as a result of hypercorrection. In accordance with their grammar awareness, they 
apply the modesty rule and place the pronoun correctly at the end of the sentence.
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 In sum, respondents of all age group prefer objective forms in both types of the 
coordinated phrases in the object territory. The fluctuation of the forms is determined by 
the choice of individual pronouns. On one hand, the first person plural object form us is the 
only candidate for the use in the coordinated phrases in the object territory. On the other 
hand, the widest variation is exhibited by the first person singular forms me and I.

Histogram 3.2.3 Ordering of pronouns in postverbal position (13 I haven’t seen Carol for 
a long time. Last time we saw each other, her brother Nick drove she/her and I/me to their 
cottage in the mountains, 14 My friends invited me/I and my parents, 15 We were late to 
the Thursday study group. When we got there, they talked about us/we and our amazing 
presentation). 

4 Conclusions 

Based on the statistical analysis of 65 surveys, it is possible to draw following conclusions. 
First, in both territories, pronoun variation is influenced by the syntactic environment in 
which the pronouns occur. The fluctuation of subjective and objective forms is higher in 
the coordination of two pronouns rather than in the coordination with an NP. Also, the 
choice of an individual pronoun conditions the degree of variation (see also Wales 1996 
and Quinn 2005). While the object pronoun form us seems to be dominant in coordinated 
phrases both in subject and object territories, the subject pronoun form I expands 
aggressively to the object territory.

Furthermore, there are several general trends in ordering the conjuncts in the 
coordinated phrases. Counter-intuitively, pronouns when coordinated with an NP are 
placed in the final position in the subject territory. The ordering within the coordinated 
phrase is also conditioned by the choice of individual pronouns. There is a general pattern 
of placing the objective pronominal form me before the noun phrase in both territories. The 
subjective form of this pronoun, however, occurs exclusively in the final position.   
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All the outlined general trends in the use of pronouns in coordinated phrases 
illustrate that objective pronoun forms and the subjective form I are not restricted to the 
positions based on their prototypical functions. It is also possible that the perception of 
stylistic values of the pronominal forms has been gradually shifting. While the objective 
form us becomes a mainstream neutral variant for youngest speakers, the subject 
pronominal form I moves towards the very edge of formality.  However, this general 
tendency to weaken the subject/object distinction is not strong enough to lead to the 
reducing of the case category into one “common case” (Wales 1996: 107).   
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Abstract: The difference between help+to infinitive and help+bare infinitive
has been analyzed in detail in various studies and it has been found either 
withstanding any attempt at finding some underlying functional definition or it 
is interpreted in terms of grammaticalisation, where help in help+bare stem is 
shifting towards a modal expression. This paper presents another possible 
approach, namely a gradual lexicalisation of the whole construction. 

1 Introduction 

Factors determining the competition of to-infinitives and bare stems complementing verbs 
have been a constant challenge. They are discussed in virtually every comprehensive 
grammar of English and in a great number of studies and articles. One of the quite recent 
ones is a paper on help by Anthony McEnery and Zhonghua Xiao from Lancaster 
University HELP or HELP to: What Do Corpora Have to Say? Based on corpus data it has 
brought a number of interesting observations and suggestions. What interests us most and 
what is relevant for this paper are the conclusions summed up on page 185. From among 
them is the statement that ‘The alleged semantic distinction between the full and bare 
infinitives is not supported by our corpus data, nor is the claim justified that HELP is in the 
process of grammaticalizing as a modal auxiliary.’ Let it be added that what is stated about 
the passive construction, which according to the  authors ‘exclusively selects bare 
infinitives’ (McEnery and  Xiao 185), seems to be a printing error, since the passive has 
always the to-infinitive, as correctly stated in the text.

In the present paper we should like to discuss ‘what the corpora do not say’ 
summing up the current views and adding our proposal of a different approach. 

2 Help+to versus help+bare stem

2.1 The rising number of bare stems after help can be interpreted as the process of gradual 
grammaticalisation (cf. Mair (1995), Hopper and Traugott (1993)). In the help + infinitive
sequence, in strictly syntactical terms, help is the governing (primary) element (head) and 
the following verb form the governed, complementing (secondary) part, a post-modifier. If 
the secondary, post-head infinitive is with to, the role of both parts of the sequence is the 
same even in semantic (onomasiological) terms. The syntactical head is at the same time 
the semantic head, the to infinitive giving additional information. So in He helped to make 
it happen, helped is the governing verb complemented by an infinitive with to (syntax) and 
it means ‘performing certain supportive activity to enable it to happen’ (meaning). With 
the bare stem after help, the syntactical situation is the same. Help remains the governing 
verb, the head of the sequence. But what changes is the semantic weight (t žišt ,
relevance) distribution. Help is semantically emptying (from intension to extension) and 
the semantic weight is shifted onto the modifying bare stem, the syntactically dependent, 
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complementing element, a post-modifier. It is in this sense that this process is by some 
interpreted as a gradual change of help into a kind of a modal verb. This is the notorious 
case with true modal verbs in the development of English. The only difference is that with 
them there is also a shift in syntactical terms. The former governing element loses its head 
status and turns into a subsidiary, auxiliary word. It then becomes a grammatical signal of 
mood. In the case of help we could then speak about a gradual formation of something like 
an adjutative, concomitant (Mair 1995) or supportative mode. Something like the 
‘adhortative’ with let’s (Hopper and Traugott 1993). This process is at its very beginning 
and so the argument (McEnery and Xiao 2005:174) that help does not behave like need
and dare by having no inversion in questions and negation with not is not valid. In this 
case there still remains the possible competition of these two forms of infinitive after the 
head verb. The closer tie between the two verbal forms in the help+bare stems is supported 
by the hardly possible fronting of the sequence. While e.g. turning It would help to make 
up for that the other time into To make up for that the other time would help is felicitous, 
starting with the bare stem is not. Besides, this shift of weight should be reflected in a 
change in the way the whole sequence is stressed. Help to make up can be expected to have 
two main stresses, that is stress on both parts of the sequence (level stress), while with help
+ bare stem the main stress should be on the second member of the sequence. The 
mechanism of shifting weight can, in our opinion, be also applied to the competition  
between the English infinitive and the ing form following verbs denoting phases of verbal 
action (such as e.g. start, continue, cease).

2.2 There, however, seems to exist another interpretation of the difference between the two 
constructions. The bare stem phrase does not necessarily have to represent gradual 
grammaticalisation adding to the repertory of modal meanings, but a shift to some kind of 
lexicalization. The whole construction could then represent a lexical unit, something like a 
compound verb. A ‘verbo-verbal’ unit of the let go type. The semantically emptying 
governing verb help would then change into a kind of syntactical prefix. A verb acting like 
a discontinuous prefix with a ‘participative’ meaning. It would correspond in function to 
the English co- and the Czech spolu-. Naturally help, on the one hand, and co- and spolu-,
on the other hand, correspond only in syntactical terms, not in terms of meaning. However, 
the Random House Dictionary states that co- is sometimes found with the derived sense 
‘auxiliary, subsidiary’, it is not just the usual equal share. So in

… to name their corporate heroes BUSINESS buffs spend many a dull hour poring 
over balance sheets, share prices and financial ratios in search of the best-performing 
firms. But crunched numbers do not mean everything. Solid profits and a strong 
balance sheet help make a great company, but they may not be enough to make it 
admired. (BNC ABH 2539) 

help make means something like ‘co-make’ (in Czech ‘spoluvytvá ejí’), while help to make 
would be ‘help in the effort to make’ (‘pomáhají vytvá et’). All our examples are taken 
from The British National Corpus (see references). 

Similarly in cases where make has a causative meaning, like

Voice over A second scanner at the John Radcliffe Hospital can help make the 
diagnosis even clearer. It looks at the blood flows deep in the brain. Iris's scan reveals 
there's little activity in the affected part, compared with her husband's normal scan. 
(BNC K25 3864) 
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the verb help is semantically very weak and sort of softens the whole phrase. The 
corresponding Czech version would probably be just ‘m že ujasnit’, while can help to 
make more precise would be ‘m že pomoci ujasnit’. Or it’ll help make you feel better is
rather ‘ud lá ti to líp, pom že ti to’ than ‘pom že ti to k tomu, aby ti bylo líp’.  

The weakened role of help becomes obvious when make is part of a verbal phrase 
like make sure in 

… last three matches, with Oxford winning their final game at Tranmere and making 
up for their inferior goal difference, Plymouth and Newcastle also winning, and 
Grimsby getting at least a draw. ‘I think we are already safe, but I would have liked to 
help make sure,’ said Rogan. Rogan has not been picked for Northern Ireland since he 
was booked for arguing with a linesman in a 4–1 European Championship defeat in 
March of last year. (K4T 6385) 

where make sure means ‘byl bych se rád ujistil’ (‘byl bych se rád pomohl ujistit’ is hardly 
felicitous).

The following text contains both patterns in one extract: 

In 1991, with your support, the appeal could pass its finishing post. BIG REWARDS! 
One Small Step is building a laboratory that will help keep many children from lives 
spent in a wheelchair…please help to make this possible for our kids and run for them 
in the next London Marathon. LONDON MARATHON '91 Run for us, so we can run 
for them… By running for Great Ormond Street Children's Hospital Fund you could 
help support the … (BNC CFM 197) 

 As soon there is a direct appeal, the weight is on help and to infinitive follows. 
Otherwise there are bare stems. Please help to make was in the whole corpus found twice, 
please help make not at all. Will help keep from is again rather ‘ochrání’ than ‘pom že
chránit’ and help support ‘podpo it’ rather than ‘pomoci podpo it’.

 Other examples where Czech would have a synthetic verb for the whole phrase: 
help make - p i init se o

‘Everyone appeared very impressed with the complexity and size of the plant and its 
safety features. ‘I would like to thank all those who helped make the event such a 
success, everyone from the security people to the restaurant staff — who did a roaring 
trade. We were delighted so many families decided to come.’ (BNC HPC 211) 

help do - dopomáhat

‘The best way to fight this appalling illness is to make sure everybody knows about Aids 
and how it can be fought. Freddie's best known song has helped do that.’ Mr Nick 
Partridge, Higgins Trust chief executive, said the donation would help the charity buy a 
new headquarters. (BNC AKV 8)

You do not have to become a psychologist in the academic sense. You don't even need 
to know much about the theories behind behaviour modification. You are merely 
required to put certain principles into practice at work. To help do this a number of 
consultants now run carefully devised training programmes and there are a variety of 
excellent do it yourself handbooks. (BNC AYJ 818)

I mean, I was there er, I left yesterday afternoon, I mean, I had to go in early and we 
had erm an auction and I helped do that. So, I don't mind doing that, I don't mind 
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helping but I don't want to be You want involved in any more No. business. No. (BNC
KDW 1068)

 The advantage of English is the great productivity of such phrases. The Czech 
prefixes are more or less restricted. Thus e.g. the Czech spolu- is in the largest Czech 
dictionary (Slovník spisovného jazyka eského 1971) said to be a living prefix, but it is 
definitely not as productive as help (cf. help exist, co-exist and ?spoluexistovat).

Table 1 presents a list of the bare stem verbs following help giving the number of ‘hits’ for 
the four forms of help in the BNC.

help helps helped helping total

keep 115 24 22 4 165 
make 96 10 44 3 153 
prevent 121 13 5 0 139 
pay 95 3 8 1 107 
bring 58 0 27 5 90 
create 53 3 31 1 88 
raise 56 2 18 5 81 
finance 62 0 9 2 73 
maintain 47 6 10 3 66 
protect 52 7 3 2 64 
ensure 52 5 5 1 63 
build 34 8 17 3 62 
get 44 4 11 1 60 
implement 52 0 7 1 60 
provide 46 3 8 2 59 
develop 41 2 11 4 58 
give 22 6 10 0 38 
fight 28 5 0 0 33 
form 17 1 15 0 33 
achieve 29 0 1 1 31 
determine 23 3 2 0 28 

Table 1: Bare stem verbs following help in the BNC. 

 It is evident that the least popular sequence is helping + bare stem. This could be 
taken as evidence of the fact that with the ing form the semantic weight is by definition on 
the verb help, the ing form being a marked member in the opposition with the simple tense 
form.  To say nothing of the fact that in most cases the ing form is not part of the 
continuous tense at all.

Let us now give more detailed information about some such prospective ‘verbal 
compounds’.  
 To illustrate the difference between the two forms of the infinitive we will first 
comment on finance (Table 2). Although it is the eighth most frequent in the bare stem, it 
seems to be closest to such a kind of compound. Similar cases are help-determine (Table 3) 
and help-create (Table 4). For comparison we add help-make (Table 5), the second most 
frequent verb after keep.
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to finance finance 

helps 1 0 
helpplural  1 0 
helped 1 7 
have helped 0 1 
had helped 2 1 
will help  2 6 
would not help 1 0 
can help 1 1 
to help 1 55 
helping  4 2 
help (lemma V) – total 14 73 

Table 2: help to finance x help finance in the BNC 

 Help to finance would represent the evenly distributed weight of both members 
of the phrase, the Czech pomoci, pomáhat v n em, tj. financovat. The semantic and 
syntactic weight here is on the governing verb with an expected stress on both verbal 
forms (level stress). In help finance help syntactically remains the governing element, 
but the semantic weight is shifted onto finance. Help should then have weaker stress 
than finance. This then would well correspond to the Czech spolufinancovat. The 
absolute majority of bare stems (73:14) and the 55 of those following the to infinitive as 
against just one in the to help to finance case seem to indicate that this sequence is 
furthest on the way to a compound verb or closest to ‘co-finance’, which is not found in 
the OED, though there are many instances via Google. This corresponds to similar shifts 
in NP of the N+N case, such as a hell of a mess, or this sort of thing, etc., where the first 
noun is the syntactical head of the phrase in both cases, but the actual semantic head is 
the of phrase.  

 Some examples for illustration: 

… partners, including Boeing Co, Du Pont Co, Ford Motor Co and the National 
Security Agency, but IBM's $100m-plus represents about half the total raised by the 
company, and IBM has also supplied top managers to the company. IBM had 
originally agreed to help finance the project through to the end of 1992, and has 
since been helping Supercomputing Systems to meet its payroll on a week-by-week 
basis. (BNC CSV 230)

In Czech it would be ‘že bude spolufinancovat’ in the sense of ‘p isp je’ (contribute). 
This disproves P. Christophersen and A. O. Sandved (1970), who state that this meaning 
is ‘nearly always followed by to’ (sect. 354). 

 If the receiver of help is the agent of finance, then help comes close to be able to:

Whether you are in the market for a new car, or are searching for a value-for money 
second-hand model, you may need to borrow money to help finance the deal. 
Midland Car Loans have been specially developed to put you on the road as quickly 
and simply as possible. (BNC EEO 859) 
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to determine determine 

helps 4 4 
helpplural  10 3 
helped 1 1 
will help  14 3 
would help 0 2 
should help 0 1 
can help 4 2 
could help 1 2 
may help 2 0 
might help 1 0 
must have helped 1 0 
used to help 0 1 
to help 0 9 
helping  7 0 
help (lemma V) – total 45 28 

Table 3: help to determine x help determine in the BNC 

 The semantic and syntactic weight in the to infinitive case is again on the governing 
verb with an expected stress on both verbal forms (level stress). In case of the bare stem, 
help syntactically remains the governing element, but the semantic weight is shifted onto 
determine. Help should then have weaker stress than determine. Help determine comes 
closer to ‘co-determine’ (Czech ‘spoluur ují, spoluutvá ejí’) than help to determine
(‘pomáhají ur it, utvá et’).

The verb co-determine is registered in the OED as derived from codeterminant.
Under co-determinant we find the following definition:

One of a set of determining factors. Hence co-de termine v.

What is most interesting is that the other of the two quotations in the OED comes from 
Brno Studies and the co- is preceded by helped, which does seem pleonastic (?pomáhá 
spoluur ovat): 

1959 Brno Studies I. 34 The OE ‘diacritical e’ was always closely preceded by the 
letter whose phonematic equivalent it helped to co-determine. 

 Google records about 28,900 occurrences of co-determine (also spelled 
codetermine), but when asked about help to co-determine it answers ‘Did you mean help to 
determine?’. 

 Examples for help determine:

… and relative power of the parties are especially important in shaping structure — 
that either unions or employers, or in some cases the government, want (and if 
necessary can make) it that way. Therefore, we now need to examine the explanatory 
factors which help determine on an inter-country basis each of the three major types of 
bargaining structure which have been identified. (BNC CLE 878) 

I'm ten years older! But I feel even more optimistic about the future of our world now 
than I did then. These are exciting times and you and your readers are very lucky. Your 
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generation will be the key architects who will help determine and shape the new world 
which will emerge in the new century. (BNC ACN 1789)

 Illustrative may be instances in which the object of the verb determine is the same 
noun phrase. The bare stem comes closer to mohou spoluur ovat, while the to-infinitive 
would be m že pomoci ur it:

Measuring changes over time An important function of assessment is that it can help 
determine the extent to which a child’s language is subject to changes over time. This 
involves carrying out two separate assessments and comparing the results. (BNC CG6 
563)

Tapping the wall with the handle of a screwdriver often produces a dull, hollow sound 
which can help to determine the extent of the area affected. Damp patches elsewhere, 
especially if they occur after rain, are usually due to defective roof drainage and 
flashings around chimneys. (BNC AS1 565) 

to create create 

helps 14 3 
helpplural  8 6 
you help 0 1 
helped 46 14 
have helped 10 1 
has helped 10 2 
had helped 5 4 
will help  6 5 
would help 3 3 
should help 0 1 
can help 3 7 
could help 0 2 
may help 1 1 
might help 0 1 
must help 1 0 
is to help 1 0 
does help 0 1 
did help 0 1 
to help 2 24 
helping  22 1 
help (lemma V) - total 132 78 

Table 4: help to create x help create in the BNC 

 Help create thus seems to correspond to the Czech ‘spoluvytvá et, -vytvo it’, in the 
sense of ‘co-create’, which is found in the OED, while help to create would rather be 
‘pomáhat vytvá et’:

What is it about PolaGraph that sets it apart from all the other black and white films? 
‘It's an amazing film. There isn't anything else that produces the same feel. The grain 
and the tonal range help create the kind of black and white images I like best. (BNC 
APL 106)
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… to decide upon the appropriate materials with which to work. The most important 
are music and the type of dancer. Music Music must be chosen that will best give the 
overall and phrase rhythms to the steps, poses and gestures, that will help to create the 
atmosphere and mood of the whole and that will underline the action. (BNC A12 5)

 Since the three verbs, finance, determine and create, are more or less formal, we 
should like to add the verb make, the second most frequent after keep.

to make make 

helps 39 0 
helpplural  18 13 
you help 1 0 
helped 50 30 
have helped 12 4 
has helped 8 6 
had helped 7 4 
will help  15 9 
would help 1 7 
should help 4 0 
can help 13 10 
could help 2 1 
may help 6 1 
might help 2 1 
must help 1 0 
was to help 0 1 
does help 1 1 
didn’t help 1 0 
to help 2 50 
helping 18 3 
helpimperative 1 0 
please, helpimperative 2 0 
used to help 0 1 
helppassive 3 0 
help (lemma V) - total 267 142 

Table 5: help to make x help make in the BNC 

 This table confirms the observation that help make is most frequently found in the 
infinitive, unlike help to make. What becomes clearer here is that the bare stem does not 
occur, or rarely does, after semantically stronger words like please, should, must, didn’t, you
and after the imperative of help. Some role in tightening the phrase can be played by the 
tendency to avoid two to infinitives (Lind 1983:267). Out of the 142 help make occurrences, 
70 are causative (e.g. help make better, help make a success).

 The emphatic do was found only with help to make:

If you have any doubts on health grounds about taking up cycling, talk to your doctor 
and ask his advice. Choosing the right bike for you depends on what you want to use it 
for. But having gears does help to make life easier on the hills. If your bike is second-
hand, or hasn't been used for a while, then it's important to check that it's safe to ride. 
(BNC A0J 24) 
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 A seeming exception seems to be does help make in the following quotation, where 
does is due to the inversion after nor:

Scotland was probably the worst blow to British unity in recent years, for it made the 
Scots feel they were being treated like second-class citizens. The Anglo-Irish Agreement 
of 1985 had a similar effect on the British in Northern Ireland. Nor does cricket help 
make sense of our relations with the European Conmunity. We British have accepted our 
membership of the EC because we reckon we shall be more prosperous in than out. We 
would rather be rich than poor, which even our politicians understand because they 
prefer being… (BNC AHN 1555) 

 You as a form of address in this tense situation is marked (carrying the main stress): 

‘We, too, have every intention of rescuing your daughter,’ the Captain said mildly, ‘but 
we would also like to catch the people who kidnapped her. Kidnapping is a business and 
a very profitable one. The more profitable you help to make it, the more people will be 
kidnapped in the future.’ ‘I don't care about other people being kidnapped, that’s your 
problem. I want my daughter back alive. (BNC CJX 2091)

3 Conclusions 

Both the presented interpretations, i.e. a gradual shift of help + bare stem to modality or 
towards lexicalisation, have their pros and cons and they agree with the English tendency to 
analytical expression. The presented BNC corpus data, however, seem to be more in favour 
of the latter, i.e. considering help to be turning into a kind of a discontinuous prefix. This is 
reflected in the tightness of the construction, the presumably compound type of stressing, 
and primarily by the overwhelming prevalence of its infinitive form (i.e. of to help+bare 
stem).
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Abstract: It is often argued that countability is a grammatical category of the 
English noun and only a semantic category of the Czech noun. The present 
contrastive, corpus-based analysis of the singular and plural nouns after Czech 
and English indefinite quantifiers reveals similarities between English and 
Czech as far as the distribution of indefinite quantifiers is concerned, especially 
with one group of ‘plural invariable nouns’, sometimes called ‘summation 
plurals’.

1 Introduction 

The present paper is a contribution to a contrastive analysis of English and Czech as far as 
the category of countability is concerned. First, I will compare the notion of countability as 
it is dealt with in major grammar books of English and of Czech, focusing on the 
grammatical status of this category in both languages. I will then analyze the distribution 
of Czech and English indefinite quantifiers with nouns in the singular and plural forms, 
focusing on the ‘plural invariable nouns’ (Quirk 1985: 297), since these present a problem 
if the countable / uncountable distinction is to be seen as a dichotomy. Special attention is 
paid to the usage of ‘summation plurals’ (Quirk 1985: 300) after indefinite quantifiers. 
Examples are retrieved from the XML edition of the British National Corpus (BNC) and 
from two synchronic components of the Czech National Corpus (CNC): SYN2005 and 
SYN2006PUB.1

2 The status of countability in English and Czech 

In English, countability is considered to be a grammatical category (e.g. Dušková 1988: 
35, Poldauf 1972: 39). English nouns as such, or in their individual meanings, are used as 
countable or uncountable. The problem is, however, that this difference does not have its 
own specific formal means of grammatical expression, but is reflected in other 
grammatical categories (Poldauf 1972: 39),2 those of determination and number in 
particular. Uncountable nouns cannot be used with the indefinite article (*a furniture),
countable nouns cannot be used in the singular without a determiner (*book). Every and
each combine with countable nouns only. The difference is also reflected in the use of 
quantifiers: only countable nouns are quantifiable by cardinal numerals3 and as far as 

1 SYN2005 is comparable to the BNC in size (100 million words) but not in structure as it contains only 
written texts. SYN2006PUB is a 300 million word corpus of Czech journalistic texts dating from 1989 to 
2004. For all searches in the corpora of the CNC, the corpus manager Bonito was used. 
2 In Poldauf’s own words (1972: 39), ‘jednotlivá substantiva v bec nebo v ur itých svých významech se totiž
chovají jako tak zvaná “po itatelná” nebo “nepo itatelná”. Na tvaru substantiva tento rozdíl patrný není, 
objevuje se však, když je t eba substantiva vybavovat p íznaky jiných kategorií’. Czech-to-English 
translations throughout this paper are mine. 
3 According to Huddleston and Pullum, ‘a simple test for count nouns is the ability to combine with the 
cardinal numerals one, two, three …’ (2002: 334). 
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indefinite quantifiers are concerned, many, few and a few / several are followed by plurals 
of countable nouns and much, little and a little by uncountable nouns. English dictionaries 
do state whether a noun is countable or not and in which of its senses.
   In Czech, a Slavic language with no grammatical category of determination, 
countability is not a grammatical, but just a semantic category, systematically reflected in 
the category of number only. As far as indefinite quantifiers are concerned, of the 
indefinite numerals mentioned in textbooks (málo (few/little), mnoho (many/much), kolik 
(how many/how much), n kolik (several, a few) and tolik (so/this many / so/this much)), 
only n kolik is restricted to expressing a number (n kolik lidí, let - several people, years), 
while others, when combined with uncountable nouns, also express a quantity not 
conceived of as a number: málo d tí / málo vody (few children / little water), mnoho d tí / 
mnoho vody (many children / much water) (Komárek 2006: 62).4 Dušková reminds that the 
meaning of uncountable nouns blocks the usage with cardinal numbers and words like 
n kolik (1988: 50).
   The terms countable / uncountable noun (‘po itatelné / nepo itatelné 
substantivum’) are used for Czech nouns, too (Dušková 1988: 50). Komárek (2006: 62) 
seems to prefer ‘po ítatelné substantivum’, a term even closer to the verb ‘po ítat’ (‘to 
count’), suggesting perhaps that ‘countable’ has rather a literal meaning. The normative 
grammar of Czech Mluvnice eštiny (1986: 45) does not talk about ‘po itatelné 
substantivum’, but it mentions ‘takzvané [sc. so-called] nepo itatelné substantivum’ in the 
section on number, defining it as a noun that does not enter the singular – plural 
opposition. In other words, according to Mluvnice eštiny, uncountable nouns are not just 
nouns with singular forms only (singularia tantum), but also those having only plural forms 
(pluralia tantum) (Mluvnice eštiny 1986: 46). Besides, there is also a transitional group of 
nouns which are used primarily in the plural form, that is, their singular forms, not the 
plural forms, are the marked ones (Mluvnice eštiny 1986: 50). Czech dictionaries (neither 
Czech-to-Czech, Czech-to-English, nor English-to-Czech) do not state whether a noun is 
po ítatelné or po itatelné, but they do state that a particular noun is a plurale tantum 
(pomnožné), or that it occurs usually in the plural (zprav.pl.), and in which of its senses. 
Singularia tantum are not identified in Czech dictionaries, and in grammar books they are 
only vaguely mentioned with reference to their semantics and often extra-linguistic reality. 
The following semantic categories are mentioned, followed by lists of nouns, which are not 
and can never be exhaustive: proper nouns, some abstract nouns, mass nouns and 
collective nouns (Mluvnice eštiny 1986: 46). 
   Nonetheless, neither in grammars of English as represented by Quirk (1985) and 
Huddleston/Pullum (2002) is countability treated in a special section nor explicitly called a 
‘grammatical category’. Huddleston and Pullum ‘first … need to examine the distinction 
between count and non-count nouns, since this interacts in important ways with the number 
system’ (2002: 334), Quirk states in the very introductory section on nouns that ‘it is 
necessary, both for grammatical and semantic reasons, to see nouns as falling into different 
subclasses’ (1985: 245), recognizing proper nouns and common nouns, the latter divided 
into COUNT nouns, and NONCOUNT nouns (1985: 246).5 Also Poldauf is quite careful about 
his wording:

4 ‘… jen výraz n kolik je specializován na vyjad ování po tu, kdežto ostatní [neur ité kvantifikátory] 
vyjad ují ve spojení s nepo ítatelnými substantivy také množství nepojaté jako po et (kvantum): málo 
d tí/málo vody, mnoho d tí/mnoho vody…’ (Komárek 2006: 62). 
5 The division into concrete and abstract nouns goes, according to Quirk, ‘across the grammatical and 
semantic count/noncount distinction’, though Quirk admits that ‘there is a considerable degree of overlap 
between abstract and noncount’ (Quirk 1988: 247). 
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‘Pokud mluvnickou kategorií rozumíme nejen lišení, které se v jazyce vyjad uje protikladem 
p íznakového a nep íznakového tvaru, nýbrž v bec lišení, které v jazyce v mezích jednoho slovního 
druhu nesporn  je, m žeme v angli tin  mluvit také o kategorii po itatelnosti’ (Poldauf 1972: 39).  

If a grammatical category is to be understood not only as a contrast of a marked and unmarked form, 
but any contrast existing within a particular part of speech, then the category of countability can be 
recognized for English. 

Indefinite quantifiers much/many, little/few are not mentioned in Quirk’s table 
summarizing grammatical properties of the noun classes he recognizes (1985: 246), and 
Huddleston/Pullum only define much, little and a little negatively as ‘incompatible with 
count singular nouns’ (2002: 339), leaving many and few aside. Some nouns, especially 
‘plural invariable nouns’, as they are called in Quirk (1985: 297)6, present a problem when 
it comes to strictly taxonomizing them as count or non-count, with dictionaries glossing 
some of them as plural (Longman) or as a plural noun (Cambridge), others as usually
plural (Longman) or C usually plural (Cambridge).  
   In the next two sections, with the support of data from the BNC and the SYN2005 
/ SYN2006PUB components of the CNC, I will be trying to show that, despite the apparent 
and often quoted differences, more similarities between English and Czech can be 
observed when it comes to the distribution of indefinite quantifiers, especially in their 
combinations with one group of English and Czech ‘plural invariable nouns’. 

3 Indefinite quantifiers

Table 1 summarizes results of a corpus search for Czech indefinite quantifiers immediately 
followed by nouns in the genitive plural and in the genitive singular. The SYN2005 
component of the CNC was used and the text of the query read ([word=“kolik”] [tag= 

“N..P2.*”]), with the slot for the ‘word’ element (called ‘item’ in the English version of 
Bonito) filled in with the individual quantifiers, and with P (plural) replaced with S 
(singular) for each of the quantifiers:7

kolik  
how much 
how many 

tolik
so/this much 
so/this many 

moc
much 
many

mnoho
much 
many

hodn
much 
many

málo
little
few

n kolik
several 
a few 

trochu
a little 

trošku
a little 

gen. 
sg. 

539 2,364 1,137 1,958 1,379 1,214 0 2,706 132 

gen. 
pl. 

2,488 3,690 1,026 10,132 2,177 2,654 31,634 219 9 

Table 1: The frequency of nouns in the genitive singular and the genitive plural 
immediately following indefinite quantifiers in SYN2005 

 Data in Table 1 confirm that all Czech indefinite quantifiers except n kolik combine with 
nouns in both genitive singular and plural forms. The fact that the distribution of the 
quantifiers moc, mnoho and hodn itself is not governed by the number of the noun which 
follows, or its ‘countability’,8 but other factors not to be dealt with in this paper,9 is, along 

6 Huddleston/Pullum call them ‘plural-only nouns’ (2002: 340). They are presented in the chapters called 
Number (Quirk 1985: 297) and Number and countability (Huddleston/Pullum 2002: 333). 
7 For the syntax of the query, cf. http://ucnk.ff.cuni.cz/bonito/index.html 
8 It seems to be common for Slavic linguists writing in English to talk about a mass noun (as opposed to a 
count, or countable noun), if it occurs in the genitive singular after an indefinite quantifier; Wierzbicka even 
translates Ja s’’el mnoho zemljaniki as I ate ‘much’ strawberries (Wierzbicka 1988: 503), although the 
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with the non-grammaticalized category of determination, generally accepted as a legitimate 
argument for the non-grammatical, or rather less grammatical status of the category of 
countability in Czech.

 Nonetheless, it also follows from Table 1 that 
(a) some of these quantifiers are strikingly more frequent with nouns in the plural form:10

 kolik and mnoho are almost five times as frequent with nouns in the genitive plural as 
with nouns in the genitive singular 

málo is more than twice as frequent with genitive plural as with genitive singular, hodn
almost twice so. 

(b) n kolik indeed only combines with nouns in the genitive plural in SYN2005 (31,634), 
which confirms Komárek’s thesis that it is restricted in usage to expressing a number 
(‘po et’). What this also means, however, is that n kolik follows the pattern of the English 
quantifiers several and a few. Interestingly, also trochu and trošku behave quite 
systematically in that they strongly prefer nouns in the genitive singular in SYN2005 
(2,706 and 132 tokens respectively). When trochu or trošku do, quite exceptionally, 
combine with plural nouns (only 219 and 9 tokens respectively), then either with pluralia 
tantum or with nouns that Mluvnice eštiny describes as those that tend to occur in the 
plural, denote masses or abstract entities, often with uncountable English equivalents. 
Table 2 presents genitive plural forms of nouns not just immediately following the 
quantifiers trochu and trošku, but also those with one intervening adjective, if the 
frequency of the noun is at least two in SYN2005. Interestingly, all of the premodifying 
adjectives contribute to a mass interpretation of the collocating nouns, in spite of their 
apparent plural form; the most frequent adjective here is sušený ‘dried’; there are dried 
mushrooms, herbs, seaweed, and flowers. Herbs are also chopped (nasekaných),
mushrooms also stewed (dušených), apples are those that fell from the tree (napadaných), 
potatoes are boiled (va ených) or fried (smažených):

trochu trošku 
pen z (money) 102 5 
sil (powers) 10 1 
potravin (foods) 5  
vajec (eggs) 4  
vají ek (eggs dim.) 2  
vitamín (vitamins) 4  
informací (information) 3  
vlas (hair) 3  
hub (mushrooms) 3  
kv tin (flowers) 3  

Russian quantifier mnogo combines with both singular and plural nouns and is not an equivalent to much 
exclusively. Kresin, in her textbook of Czech for foreigners, says that ‘words denoting quantity are used with 
the genitive singular of mass nouns and the genitive plural of count nouns’ (2000: 245). 
9 Style seems to be the main factor influencing the choice (moc is marked in the dictionary Slovník spisovné 
eštiny pro školu a ve ejnost as colloquial, mnoho in Poldauf (1957: 73) as literary). 

10 It needs to be pointed out, though, that also in the BNC many followed by a noun in the plural form is 
much more frequent than much followed by a noun in the singular form. More specifically, many is followed 
by a noun in the plural 38,557 times and by a noun indexed as ‘neutral for number’ 4,498 times (many people
covers 3,981 of the tokens). Much is 11,969 times followed by a noun in the singular, and 104 times by a 
noun ‘neutral for number’ (e.g. data, fruit, fish, salmon, staff).
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brambor (potatoes) 2  
bylin (herbs) 2  
nadlevinek (adrenal glands) 2  
rozinek (raisins) 2  
sazí (soot) 2  
sympatií (compassion) 2  
úsm v (smiles) 2  
chaluh (seaweed) 2  
jablek (apples) 2  
slin (saliva) 2  
starostí (worries) 2  
zkušeností (experience) 2  
Table 2: Nouns in the genitive plural form quantified by trochu and trošku in SYN2005 at least 

twice

   On the basis of this data analysis I would like to propose that trochu and trošku
along with n kolik can be classified as Czech quantifiers selecting nouns according to their 
‘countability’11 and that this is a fact that should be mentioned as an argument for a higher 
grammatical status of the category of countability in Czech than has been generally 
acknowledged.

4 The status of ‘plural invariable nouns’: the case of ‘summation plurals’ 

Taxonomies of ‘plural invariable nouns’ differ a lot among grammarians and linguists vary 
also in their approach towards plural invariable nouns as far as countability is concerned. 
Dušková maintains that most pluralia tantum are classified as uncountable nouns (1988: 
57), without actually specifying which pluralia tantum in particular she has in mind. 
Poldauf, on the other hand, says that even pluralia tantum respect this category (‘ani 
pluralia tantum se nevymykají z této kategorie’), but he admits that there are certain 
difficulties in expressing other categories (Poldauf 1972: 39): 

Po itatelná pluralia tantum mohou dob e ozna ovat v tší po et (An optician sells spectacles and 
magnifying glasses – srov. spectacles : magnifying glass. Hodiná  prodává hodiny a budíky. – srov. 
hodiny : budík). Možnost lišit singulár a plurál je tu neutralizována ustáleností plurálové formy. 
V kategorii ur enosti se signál “a(n)” objevuje z ídka a cítí se jako n co neum lého (a bellows, a 
barracks, a scissors). Tím obtížn jší je pak spojovat pluralia tantum s p ívlastky obvyklými jen p i
po itatelných singulárech (one), plurálech (several, few, many, two atd) nebo jen p i nepo itatelných 
(little, much).  

Countable pluralia tantum can well denote a larger number of entities (An optician sells spectacles 
and magnifying glasses – cf. spectacles : magnifying glass. Hodiná  prodává hodiny a budíky. – cf. 
hodiny : budík), but the possibility of expressing a formal contrast between singular and plural is 
lower due to the conventionalisation of the plural form as the default one. As for the category of 
determination, the indefinite article “a(n)” is rare and is not felt to be entirely idiomatic (a bellows, a 
barracks, a scissors). Even more difficult is to combine pluralia tantum with attributes typical for 
countable singular forms (one), plural forms (several, few, many, two, etc.) or uncountable nouns 
(little, much).

   While it would undoubtedly be worthwhile to analyze all classes of plural 
invariable nouns with respect to their overall grammatical behaviour, it cannot be done 

11 After all, this is exactly what Kresin argues in her textbook of Czech for foreigners: ‘trochu is only used 
with mass nouns and n kolik is only used with count nouns’ (2000: 246). 
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within this paper. Therefore, as there is no grammatical category of determination in 
Czech, I will focus on the usage of indefinite quantifiers. Of all the plural invariable nouns, 
I choose ‘summation plurals’ as they are called in Quirk (1985: 300), sometimes also 
called ‘bipartites’ (Huddleston/Pullum 2002: 340), or ‘names for “dual objects”’ 
(Wierzbicka 1988: 514)12, for one simple reason: of all the plural invariable nouns, these 
suit best the definition of countables as nouns denoting bounded entities.13

4.1 Lists and grammatical properties of summation plurals in English and in Czech 

Summation plurals are nouns denoting ‘objects made up of two like parts’ 
(Huddleston/Pullum 2002: 340). Poldauf talks about a total which is composed of two 
identical parts and which can be decomposed into these parts, noting that the 
denominations of these individual parts can differ from the denomination of the whole 
(scissors, trousers; compasses consist of a pair of legs) (Poldauf 1972: 27).14 According to 
Wierzbicka, ‘the nouns included in this class designate objects which have two identical 
parts fulfilling the same function within the whole’ (1988: 515). 

4.1.1 Summation plurals in English 

Usually, two groups of summation plural nouns are recognized (cf. Quirk 1985: 300; 
Huddleston/Pullum 2002: 341):15

(i) tools and instruments: bellows, glasses, sunglasses, goggles, spectacles, binoculars, 
scales, clippers, forceps, pincers, scissors, shears, tongs, pliers, tweezers, compasses, 
nutcrackers

(ii) articles of dress: braces, breeches, briefs, flannels, jeans, knickers, pants, pyjamas, 
shorts, slacks, suspenders, tights, trousers, trunks, corduroys, overalls, panties, bloomers, 
drawers

   Quirk maintains that ‘although nouns that are summation plurals require plural 
concord, they differ from ordinary plural nouns in that they are not usually thought of as 
denoting plural number’, admitting that ‘yet usage varies’ (Quirk 1985: 301). 
Huddleston/Pullum conclude that while ‘there may also be differences between the various 
bipartite nouns … overall … bipartite plurals cannot be said to satisfy the test for count 
nouns’ (2002: 342). Both Quirk and Huddleston/Pullum present examples with both and
cardinal numerals, all of arguable acceptability: 

(1) % I’ll get both these trousers cleaned. (Huddleston 2002: 342)

(2) ? Have you got two tweezers I can borrow? (Huddleston 2002: 342) 

12 Even though the duality is not always quite obvious. 
13 According to Langacker (1987: 63), ‘a COUNT NOUN designates a region that is bounded within the 
scope of predication in its primary domain’. Compare also Talmy (2000). 
14 In Poldauf’s own words (1972: 27), ‘proto nacházíme plural k ozna ení … celku, který se skládá ze dvou 
soum rných ástí a m že na n  být rozložen, t ebas ozna ení t chto ástí m že být zvláštní (scissors, 
trousers; compasses consist of a pair of legs)’.
15 Nouns glossed as American were excluded from the list as the BNC, the corpus used for this analysis, is a 
corpus of British English. 
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   If a number contrast needs to be expressed, the construction with a pair of is 
commonly used. According to Dušková, nouns of the scissors type can sometimes even 
combine with indefinite quantifiers (several, many, etc.), or with an indefinite article, if 
premodified. Such combinations are felt to be of doubtful acceptability, but are not 
impossible: a garden shears, several nutcrackers’16 (Dušková 1988: 47). 

4.1.2 Summation plurals in Czech 

Apparently, Czech summation plurals do not always correspond to the English ones. 
Poldauf explains that in Czech symmetry is enough, and there is no need of factual 
divisibility (1972: 27).17 Poldauf’s examples are hodinypl – clocksg, houslepl – violinsg and
ústapl – mouthsg, and Czech learners of English and English learners of Czech have 
supplied numerous others in their mistakes: šatypl – dresssg, hodinkypl – watchsg, dve epl – 
doorsg (cf. Poldauf 1972: 43, Dušková 1988: 49). For the purposes of this paper, Czech 
summation plurals were taken from Mluvnice eštiny (1986: 51-52), where they come in 
two groups of the so-called ‘pluralia tantum’, quite parallel to the English groups, and they 
were updated according to a native speaker’s intuitions: 

i. názvy nástroj  a za ízení (nouns denoting instruments and appliances): housle (violin),
varhany (organ), tympány (timpani), inely (cymbals), dudy (bagpipes), n žky (scissors),
klešt (pincers, pliers), hodiny (clock), bradla (parallel bars), nosítka (stretcher), brýle 
(glasses), váhy (scales), vidle (pitchfork), vrata (gate door), kamna (stove), štafle 
(stepladder), sá ky (sledge), sán (sledge), dve e (door), hodinky (watch) 

ii. názvy od v  (nouns denoting clothes): tepláky (tracksuit), montérky (overalls), plavky 
(swimsuit), opalova ky (bathing suit), kalhoty (trousers), dupa ky (playsuit), šaty (dress),
svršky (garments), kalhotky (knickers), trenýrky (boxer shorts), šortky (shorts), kra asy
(shorts), džíny (jeans), džínsy (jeans), rifle (jeans), slipy (briefs), pun ochá e (tights)

   As to the grammatical properties of Czech summation plurals, Czech has 
grammaticalized a specific set of numerals, called ‘souborové íslovky’ (numerals of 
summation).18 These can be seen as grammaticalized counterparts to the English 
construction with a cardinal numeral followed by pair(s) of. Like the construction with 
pair(s) of, the usage of these numerals is by no means restricted to summation plurals as 
they very often occur with nouns denoting objects commonly existing in pairs (dvoje boty 
– two pairs of shoes).19 Even the indefinite numerals exist in this form (n kolikery, kolikery, 
tolikery).20

16 As far as combinations with the indefinite article are concerned, a similar statement can also be found in 
Quirk: ‘Many of the summation plurals can take the indefinite article, especially with premodification: (a) 
new slippers, (a) garden shears…’ (1985: 300). 
17 ‘V eštin  z ejm  dosta uje symetri nost bez faktické rozložitelnosti’ (Poldauf 1972: 27). 
18 Dušková notes that in English ‘pluralia tantum nelze užít s íslovkou’ and that ‘proti eské íslovce stojí u 
substantiva ozna ujících p edm ty skládající se ze dvou ástí a pair of (nap . a pair / two pairs of trousers 
jedny / dvoje kalhoty)’ (1988: 47). 
19 With these nouns also an analytical construction pár + Ngen.pl, equivalent to the English one (a pair of) is 
commonly used. With summation plurals, however, it is very infrequent. One of the two examples of pár
kalhot (‘a pair of trousers’) in the CNC is glossed as an anglicism, the other one was found in a Czech 
translation of an English text: 

… moje p íkazy jsou, aby sis koupil sám nový pár kalhot nebo dvoje (SYN2006PUB mf950216)
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4.2 Data analysis 

4.2.1 Summation plurals in the BNC

English summation plurals listed in 4.1.1 were searched for in the BNC, when preceded by 
many, much, several, few and little with a span of four words, that is, with two intervening 
words at most. 
   It turns out that none of the listed nouns denoting tools and instruments in the 
intended meaning is ever preceded by these indefinite quantifiers in the BNC, unless the 
construction with pairs of precedes. Metaphorical usage, though very infrequent in the 
BNC (one example), seems to be permitted: 

(3) The hundred books on the table in front of me are so many tongs that pinch out the 
nerve of independent thought … one cannot go one’s own way independently 
enough (BNC HON 332) 

   Of the nouns denoting articles of clothes, only three were found with an indefinite 
quantifier in the desired meaning.21 The indefinite quantifiers are a few (sentences (4) and 
(5)) and many (6):

(4) She knew that although the shop stocked a few overalls and smocks and even some 
children’s clothes and sheepskin jackets, it was the long dresses with their 
wonderfully romantic feel and yards of material in the skirts, that the cognoscenti 
came to buy. (BNC GU9 236)

(5) Jesus, a few baggy trousers and arseway haircuts and everyone’s about the great 
Manchester scene! (BNC ACN 1036)

(6) oh like totally over, that’s why he doesn’t need to wear too many swimming trunks

cos you can’t see anything anyway (BNC KE1 3607)

   It becomes apparent that summation plurals are not commonly quantified by 
indefinite quantifiers, unless the construction with pairs of is used: several pairs of, many 
pairs of, (a) few pairs of.22

Byl tam pár šedejch kalhot s ostrýma pukama a erný vylešt ný boty, ukaž, m žu se v nich vid t, no jasn , že 
jo… (SYN2005pmccabek) 

20 n kolikery is an equivalent of several pairs of. In SYN2005 it occurs 54 times, only 35 of these, however, 
are combinations with summation plurals.

kolikery is an equivalent of how many pairs of, but it is not attested in SYN2005 with a summation plural 
and in SYN2006PUB only once (kolikery mám kalhoty ‘how many pairs of trousers I have’): 
Ale v oble ení jsem asi horší než on. Loni v srpnu m  Pavel poprosil, jestli bych mu mohla jako dárek k 
t icetinám spo ítat, kolikery mám kalhoty. Dopo ítala jste se? Bylo jich opravdu hodn . Jenže jsem mu to 
stejn  ne ekla … (mf030801) 

tolikery is a theoretical counterpart of too many pairs of, neither of which is attested in the SYN2005, 
SYN2006PUB nor the BNC. 

21 Sentences where little means ‘small’, or the noun is not a summation plural (e.g. Arbuckle directed a few 

comedy shorts … BNC K4T 10156) were manually discarded.
22 It needs to be pointed out, though, that these are not that frequent in the BNC either: 
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4.2.2 Summation plurals in the SYN2005 and SYN2006PUB components of the CNC 

Czech summation plurals listed in 4.1.2 were retrieved from SYN2005 and SYN2006PUB 
in their positions after an indefinite quantifier (that is not only hodn , moc, mnoho and
málo, but also kolik, tolik, n kolik and trochu/trošku), with up to two intervening words. 
The text of the query read 
([(word=“kolik”) | (word=“tolik”) | (word=“n kolik”) | (word=“moc”) | 

(word=“mnoho”)  | (word=“hodn ”) | (word=“tolik”)    | (word=“trochu”) | 
(word=“trošku”)] []{0,2} [word=“šat ”]), where the slot for the last word was a slot for 
the individual summation plural nouns. All relevant tokens23 are listed in Table 3 and 
Table 4, with frequencies given for each individual quantifier found:24

kolik tolik n kolik moc mnoho hodn  málo

housle SYN2005 (violin)   1     

housle SYN2006PUB   1 1    

varhany SYN2005 (organ)   1     

varhany SYN2006PUB     2   

tympány SYN2005 (timpani)    1    

váhy SYN2006PUB (scales)       1 

bradla SYN2005 (parallel bars) 1       

klešt  SYN2005 (pincers, tongs)      1  

brýle SYN2005 (glasses) 1       

brýle SYN2006PUB     1   

sá ky SYN2006PUB (sledge)   1     

sán  SYN2005 (sledge)   1  2   

dve e SYN2005 (door) 2 3 13  6   

dve e SYN2006PUB 4 3 32  2   

Table 3: Nouns denoting ‘tools and instruments’ after indefinite quantifiers in SYN2005 and 
SYN2006PUB

(a) several pairs of was found 27 times in the BNC, but only three times with a summation plural; there was 
one token of the noun sunglasses and two tokens of the noun knickers, e.g. in: 
She (Jane’s editor) is so jittery it’s said she wriggles about on her chair to such an extent that she wears out 
several pairs of knickers a week! (BNC ABW 218)
(b) How many pairs of occurs five times in the BNC, three of which are combinations with a summation 
plural (one token of the noun pyjamas, two tokens of the noun trousers).
23 Sentences in which the summation plural noun has a shifted meaning were discarded, as in 
... ekl mluv í Bílého domu Barry Toiv k tomu , že v Kongresu ubude n kolik t žkých proticlintonovských 

vah, nap íklad republikánští senáto i Alfonse D’Amato z New Yorku i Lauch Faircloth … (SYN2006PUB 
mf981105) 
Also the noun hodiny was excluded from the analysis, due to a high frequency of irrelevant tokens dealing 
with time (kolik je hodin ‘what is the time’, je moc hodin ‘it’s late’, literally ‘it’s many hours’; tolik hodin ‘so 
late’, literally ‘that many hours’). 
24 Trochu and trošku were not found with summation plurals. There was one token with the noun šaty with 
the general meaning of ‘clothes’: Za alo se stmívat a ochladilo se. N jaké jídlo a trochu šat  by se hodilo. 
(SYN2005 nevibojo) 
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kolik tolik n kolik moc mnoho hodn  málo 

šaty SYN2005 (dress) 1 5 5  3  2 
šaty SYN2006PUB 1  2  1 1  
svršky SYN2005
(garments) 

  1     

svršky SYN2006PUB 1  2     
džíny SYN2005 (jeans)  1      
kalhoty SYN2006PUB 
(trousers)

  1  1   

kalhotky SYN2006PUB
(knickers)

 1 1     

Table 4: Nouns denoting clothes after indefinite quantifiers in SYN2005 and SYN2006PUB 

   Since the indefinite quantifiers mnoho, moc, hodn and málo do not exist in the 
form of a ‘souborná íslovka’, one could perhaps expect that they will freely combine with 
summation plural nouns. After all, as Poldauf argues, one of the reasons why Czech keeps 
so many pluralia tantum and there is no tendency to integrate them into the system is the 
fact that words málo and mnoho can be used with both countable and uncountable nouns 
(Poldauf 1972: 39).25 The corpus findings, however, do not seem to confirm such 
expectations; especially moc, hodn and málo are quite rare with the summation plurals.
   There is only one token of an indefinite quantifier with a noun denoting a tool 
(klešt ):

(7) Kdo nese v rukou p i st ídání šichty hodn  kleští, je par ák – hamršmíd. Svazek 
kleští držený za jejich konce, nedbale až elegantn  … (SYN2005 glazar) 

   With nouns denoting musical instruments, moc occurs twice; what is referred to, 
however, is rather the music than the instruments producing it.  

(8) Na m j vkus, vzhledem k tomu, jak je Monroe slavný, je tam moc banja a houslí a 
strašn  málo mandolíny. (SYN2006PUB fc93)

(9) Vytýkali mu, že píše hudbu hlu nou, že užívá p íliš saxofon , harfy, moc tympán .
(SYN2005 xant0312)

On the other hand, the noun varhany does refer to the musical instrument itself in the two 
tokens found with mnoho:

(10) … tyto zem  jsou velmi katolické. Proto je v nich také mnoho kostelních varhan.
(SYN2006PUB mf990302)

(11) Je mnoho varhan, na které opravdu nelze hrát. (SYN2006PUB pr990410)

25 In Poldauf’s words (1972: 39), ‘v eštin  se udržuje zna ný po et plurálií tantum, aniž vzniká tendence 
za lenit je mezi ostatní substantiva’. The other reason is the already mentioned fact that Czech has two sets 
of numerals: ‘ eština má k disposici dv ady íslovek (jeden, dva, t i, ty i … a íslovky, jimiž se výslovn
uvádí, že jednotky se mezi sebou liší dvoje / oboje, troje, tvero …. n kolikero)’. 
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   Nouns for objects connected with daily life do occur, brýle once and dve e six 
times in total, twice in coordination with a countable noun. The quantifier in question is 
always mnoho, often preceded by p íliš (p íliš mnoho – too many/much): 

(12) I vašim d tem bych doporu ila titanové obrou ky. Mít p íliš mnoho brýlí je 
nepraktické a proto m žete zvolit brýle samozabarvovací. (SYN2006PUB
bl970729)

(13) V panelákových bytech bývá zbyte n mnoho dve í, které zabírají mnoho místa. 
(SYN2005 ln011113)

(14) D m m l p íliš mnoho oken a dve í a on je nemohl hlídat ty iadvacet hodin 
denn . (SYN2005 predvoli)

Interestingly, also the noun sán occurs twice in SYN2005 with mnoho:

(15) Na po átku prosince 1564 se objevilo v Kremlu mnoho saní, na které nakládali 
carský poklad a státní pokladnu. Car Ivan se vydal s rodinou a bližními … 
(SYN2005 refl0138)

(16) P íští den vyjelo Artuka hledat mnoho saní. Našli ho daleko na led
roztrhaného. Tak duchové nakládají s lidmi, kte í necht jí v it … (SYN2005
eskymo)

As far as nouns denoting articles of clothes are concerned, mnoho once quantifies the noun 
kalhoty, coordinated to a countable noun: 

(17) V jejich šatníku budou p evažovat klasické košile, kravaty, obleky a mnoho kalhot

a sak, které lze navzájem kombinovat. (SYN2006PUB hn970801)

Somewhat more frequent are these quantifiers with the noun šaty, a noun which has a 
perfectly countable English equivalent. Again, mnoho is more frequent that moc or hodn :

(18) Nekupuji si mnoho šat , ale když už si n jaké vyberu, musí mi dokonale padnout a 
musím se v nic cítit … (SYN2005 stor0115)

(19) Získaly jsme hodn  originálních šat  z dvacátých a t icátých let, ale v t ch se 
bohužel nedá vystupovat asto, protože se opot ebovávají. (SYN2006PUB
mf010131)

   To summarize, the most frequent indefinite quantifier used with Czech summation 
plural nouns is n kolik (62 tokens), followed by mnoho (18 tokens), tolik (13 tokens), and 
kolik (11 tokens). The indefinite quantifiers moc, hodn , málo are very infrequent, and 
trochu and trošku are not used at all. While bearing in mind that the combined SYN2005 
and SYN2006PUB are corpora of 400 million words in total (as compared to the 100-
million-word BNC), and the most frequently occurring Czech nouns are dve e (door) and 
šaty (dress), i.e. nouns with countable English equivalents, in general it can perhaps be 
concluded that indefinite quantifiers are quite infrequent with summation plurals in Czech, 
like they are in English. 
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   Immediately, two potential explanations are at hand. First, both of the Czech 
corpora are representative of written language only,26 which sheds some doubt on their 
overall representativeness. Since spoken parts of the CNC are too small, and are not 
available in a tagged version, there is nothing that can be done to verify the validity of such 
an explanation at the moment. Second, it could be argued that the concept itself is not 
something one would need to express that often.27 This is a very plausible explanation, but 
two things have to be borne in mind: first, the most frequently occurring indefinite 
quantifiers are mnoho and kolik, i.e. those strongly favouring plural nouns in general. 
Second, kolik and tolik do express a meaning corresponding to moc and hodn  (examples 
20 – 25): 

(20) Otcovy distinkce a zbrojní pas, svázané gumkou staré b žné ú ty, mušle a kolik

starých brýlí, plnicí pera, manžetové knoflíky a pistole v pouzd e, špalek obálek a 
listin … (SYN2005 ryby)

(21) … cvi ením na Spartakiádu. Tenkrát jsme ud lali skladbu na bradlech. Dovedete si 
asi p edstavit kolik t ch t žkých bradel jsme museli na Strahov donést. 
(SYN2006PUB ml020624)

(22) … a taky kolik zimních svršk  - epic, rukavic, bund a svetr  - na sebe byli schopni 
doslova narvat v omezeném asovém … (SYN2006PUB bl970224)

(23) …v tšina z nás už ví, jaký by byl nesmysl nadávat architektovi za to, že vymyslel 
tolik dve í. Zkrátka musíme jít a sami ty dve e otev ít nebo zavolat záme níka.
(SYN2006PUB lnd91302) 

(24) An o, jak to d láš, že máš tolik p knejch šat ? Jednoduše. Oblékám se na splátky a 
svlékám za hotové. (SYN2005 bl040317)

(25) … už skoro celou výbavu, jen se p ij te podívat, kolik jí z stalo skla, domácího 
ná iní, kolik šat  a šperk . (SYN2005 perchta)

Elsewhere, n kolik desítek d tských hodinek (several ten/dozen toy watches; 
SYN2006PUB bl991210), n kolik desítek kamen r zných druh (several ten/dozen stoves 
of various kinds; SYN2005 mf000226), n kolik set brýlí (several hundred glasses; 
SYN2006PUB mf990810), n kolik desítek tisíc trenýrek (several ten/dozen thousand boxer 
shorts; SYN2006PUB resp9232) implies a large number, jen n kolik desítek varhan (only
several ten/dozen organs; SYN2005 pr031223) a small number. One even comes across 
analytical constructions such as n kolik kus  hodinek (several watches, literally ‘several 
pieces of watch’; SYN2006PUB pr040225) and n kolik model šat (several designs of 
dress; SYN2006PUB story95). Therefore, rather than arguing for a lack of an actual need 
in the extra-linguistic reality to express the concept in question, I would like to suggest an 
alternative linguistic explanation. Given the fact that the most frequent indefinite quantifier 
with these nouns is n kolik (a quantifier combining exclusively with plural nouns, like 
cardinal numerals starting from two), followed by one strongly favouring nouns in the 
plural (mnoho), and trochu and trošku are never used, it seems plausible that though 

26 This fact definitely explains the overall high frequency of mnoho. 
27 After all, of the 27 tokens of many pairs of in the BNC, only two are followed by summation plural nouns 
and not preceded by how: with many pairs of worn jeans (BNC FBR 392), with the use of many pairs of 

tights or balls of newspaper stuffed into every hole, nook or cranny (BNC HHU 73). 
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objects expressed by summation plurals can be counted, the countability of the nouns that 
denote them is not sufficient to project itself into expressions such as moc, hodn and
málo. As Komárek argues, it is more likely that words like málo, hodn do not express a 
number at all, but just quantity, and their meaning of a number is only a result of 
inferences from the context, i.e. combinations with countable nouns (Komárek 2006: 62).28

5 Concluding remarks 

While fully accepting the thesis about a lower degree of grammaticalization of the category 
of countability in Czech than in English (as Czech does not have a grammaticalized 
category of determination), in this paper I was trying to show that there might be more 
similarities between English and Czech than usually acknowledged. For my research, I was 
using the XML edition of the British National Corpus and two synchronic components of 
the Czech National Corpus: SYN2005 and SYN2006PUB. As the category of countability 
is closely related with the category of number in both languages, I compared the frequency 
of singular and plural forms of nouns after indefinite quantifiers, and analyzed the 
distribution of these quantifiers in Czech. It turns out that n kolik and trochu/trošku are
very similar to a few/several and a little in their preference for plural and singular forms of 
nouns respectively. When trochu or trošku quite exceptionally combine with plural nouns, 
then either with pluralia tantum or with nouns that Mluvnice eštiny describes as those that 
tend to occur in the plural, or denote masses or abstract entities, often with uncountable 
English equivalents. I also analyzed the frequency of indefinite quantifiers with one group 
of ‘plural invariable nouns’ in both languages to verify theses stated in linguistic literature 
about the grammatical status of these nouns as far as countability is concerned. Though 
objects denoted by ‘summation plurals’ are very good examples of bounded entities and 
therefore very good candidates for countable nouns, the a priori plural status of these nouns 
prevents them from combinations with indefinite quantifiers, not only in English, but also 
in Czech, despite the fact that most of the Czech indefinite quantifiers easily combine with 
both singular and plural forms of nouns. 
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Abstract: This study has three objectives, one linguistic and two cultural: 

1) To establish the semantic field of words referring to smells, with special 
reference to their synonymy (paradigmatic relations) and their collocations 
(syntagmatic relations). In the syntagmatic analysis only the premodification of 
head words is discussed in greater detail (sections 2,3);

2) To assemble the repertoire of smell-producing items (here called 
“motivators”) and attempt their classification and frequency. The sources of 
smell are human beings and animals, vegetation and other organic matter, 
inorganic matter (including aspects of nature and weather, minerals, and man-
made smells ranging from perfumes to products of industrial activities). They 
were collected from 240 works by 65 English writers from the past four 
centuries (section 4);  

3) To find differences in the perception of smells and their use in literary texts 
over the centuries, to identify the repertoire of smells of major writers and their 
idiosyncrasies, and to establish differences between Czech and English writers 
of the same or similar genres as to their use of olfactory perception (sections 
5,6).

1  Introduction 

In social and cultural history, the latest field to attract scholarly interest is the field of 
senses: sight, sound, taste, touch, smell. In the “sight” category, the perception of colours 
ranks first; the field of “smells” comes last; as a matter of fact, this may be the first attempt 
at its analysis. 

In the earlier stages of society, people lived in radically different “sensory worlds”. 
There were also differences between the non-civilized and the civilized world. Native 
Americans and other “nature peoples” lived in a world in which the experience of all the 
senses was integrated, they simultaneously watched and listened and often used their 
fingers and their noses as well when exploring the (potentially inimical) environment. In 
the olden days, in contrast to modern life, the sounds of animals and weather events were 
of greater importance. Civilized people tend to put priority on sight. Perception of time has 
also become more important for the modern man. On the other hand, in the field of vision, 
gestures, unlike other features of the body language, play a less essential part in many 
contemporary societies than they did a century ago and where they remain important, such 
as in public relations, they often have to be taught in specialist courses. Touch is hardly 
ever used for healing now. In the sphere of sounds, for example the sound of church bells 
played a greater role in medieval villages and towns than it does now. There is also less 
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singing now, while reproduced music and singing is to be heard everywhere – in homes, in 
department stores, sports stadiums. The rattle of cart wheels and the clatter of horseshoes 
has given way to the hum and roar of traffic. Barking dogs in towns outnumber those in 
villages.

Smells in early societies were different from those perceived now. There were 
intensive smells of animal and human excrement, body odours, dirt, stagnant water. No 
chemical smells, ranging from deodorants to sulphurous fumes from factory stacks. 

The smaller importance given to smells than to sight and hearing is reflected in the 
scarcity of idioms involving smells. The Penguin Dictionary of English Idioms (1994)
registers only two: a smell hits someone like a sledgehammer, to smell fishy. Smell is better 
represented in the Oxford Dictionary of English Proverbs (1970): to smell a rat; to smell of 
the inkhorn; to faint at smell of wallflower; Best smell is bread; Well may smell fire whose 
gown burns; It smells of the lamp oil; It smells of elbow-grease; He smells best that smells 
of nothing; One is not smelt where all stink. The proverbs date back to the 16th-17th

centuries.

2  Syntagmatic analysis of “smell” 

The term “smell” will stand here for all the other synonyms (scent, odour, fragrance, 
aroma, perfume, etc.) – see the paradigmatic analysis in 3. 

2.1 smell as a noun

It appears in four patterns: 
attribute + smell: see 2.2 
noun + smell: eruption / memory of smell 
verb + smell:
  a) with a direct object:  leave behind / notice a smell
  b) with a prepositional object: (a verb:)  worry about, (a nominal phrase:) not care for / 
be full of / be stuffy with / get used to a  smell  
  c) with an adverbial:  know by a smell 
smell + verb: the smell annoys sb. / fills a place / makes sick / reminds of a sth. 

2.2 Attributes of smell

They may be expressed by: 
an adjective: strong / faint smell, delicious / nasty smell; 
a converted pre-modifying noun: hospital / zoo smell; 
the possessive case of the noun: a dog’s smell; 
a post-modifying noun with a preposition (mainly “of”): smell of a place, smell of 
expectancy; 
a verbal adjective (the –ing or –ed forms): reviving smell, intensified smell; 
a postmodifying nominal phrase: a smell like the smell of a church, a smell as of rotten 
bread;
a determiner: indefinite (such, some, every, etc.), possessive (his, her, etc.), demonstrative 
(this, that) and negative pronouns (no).

2.3 smell as a verb 
From the synonyms only scent, perfume and, rarely, fragrance may be converted to verbs: 
to scent a handkerchief, to perfume the air, to fragrance the toilet cleaner. The verb smell 
has two meanings: 
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 a) to be aware of sth by using the nose (i.e. apply the sense of smell), in Czech cítit. The 
past tense is British and Australian smelt, American and Australian also smelled. To smell 
of roses = “cítit or von t r žemi”. 
 b) to try to recognize the olfactory quality by using the nose, as in Czech ichat k emu.
To smell at a rose bud / a scent bottle = “ ichat k poup ti / lahvi ce vo avky”.
In this paper, only 2.2 will be discussed in detail.  

3  Paradigmatic analysis (synonyms in the semantic field) 

In English the central word of the olfactory field is smell, with two senses: 1) the property 
of a thing that affects the olfactory sense organ, in Czech pach, in particular contexts also 
zápach, v n ; 2) one of the five basic physical senses, in Czech ich. The central position 
of smell in the lexical field of olfactory perception is demonstrated by its much greater 
frequency and more varied collocations than in its five synonyms. Among them scent
comes closest to smell both in frequency and in the vagueness of meaning, which may be 
neutral, positive or negative, depending on the context. 
 In English, unlike in Czech, the same form serves as a noun and a verb: to smell, 
the smell. The second difference between English and Czech is in the need of two lexemes 
for receiving and for emitting a smell: ichám and cítím. The former implies a sort of 
sensory activity on our part, while the other verb implies passive reception. In English both 
senses are covered by the verb smell, only in the former sense it needs a preposition: to
smell at a flower. 
     Although smell in English and pach in Czech are generally neutral, in both 
languages they refer to something negative, unpleasant; particularly when it is difficult to 
identify: Je tu n co cítit / Je tu n jaký pach vs. I can smell something here / There is a 
smell here. On the other hand, with a pleasant sensation the source is usually explicitly 
specified: I smell dinner. In Czech the formal similarity of pach with the lexeme zápach
contributes to its tendency to a negative connotation.
    There are more expressions in Czech for the negative than for the positive 
perception: nouns v n vs. pach, zápach, puch, smrad and verbs von t vs. páchnout, 
zapáchat, zaván t, p t, smrd t. In English either the neutral word (smell, scent, odour)
becomes positive due to the context or a positive attribute is added (a pleasant smell, a fine 
scent, a delicious odour) or the formal word fragrance is used. For negative smells three 
lexemes are commonly available: stench, stink or (in slang) pong.

 Let us now define and distinguish the core items from the olfactory field in English: 
Scent vs. smell: scent is the precise term to use when emphasis is on the distinctive and 
delicate physical emanations from an object rather than on the impression produced on us 
(our olfactory nerves). Originally scent was associated with the trail left by an animal. In 
Czech follow the scent is not sledovat pach but jít po stop , sledovat stopu. It should also 
be noted that scent in English, besides signifying “pach, v n ” (the scent of her hair), is a 
native synonym for perfume, in Czech vo avka.

Odour vs. smell. Both of them could replace scent, fragrance, perfume;
Webster´s Dictionary of Synonyms explains odour thus: “Odour is often indistinguishable 
from scent... but they are not always interchangeable, for odour usually implies abundance 
of effluvia, does not imply, as scent often does, the need of a highly sensitive sense of 
smell. Therefore a dog knows his master by his scent (not odour), and the odours (better 
than scents) of the kitchen cling to our clothes.” 
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Fragrance may be defined as a sweet, pleasant, delicate smell in general, or it refers to the 
smell of perfume, cologne, or toilet water. That is what the dictionary definition says. In 
our corpus this formal word collocates with a wider range: flowers and grass, air and 
morning, hair, hands and breath, food, bread, teas, cigars, clean handkerchiefs. 

English aroma and Czech aroma are used in limited contexts. Both in English and Czech it 
is a strong, usually pleasant smell, though sometimes the pleasantness is additionally 
included in the attribute: to give off a pleasant aroma. Also, it rarely stands alone, usually 
it is specified: an aroma of coffee, a fruity aroma. In the comparison of aroma - fragrance
in English and aroma - v n in Czech, aroma in both English and Czech usually has, 
unlike fragrance/ v n , a penetrating, pervasive quality. In English, aroma has another, 
secondary meaning – “pungent” or “spicy”: the aroma of a log fire, the aroma of garlic, a 
delicious kitchen aroma.

The second word of foreign origin shared in English and Czech is more different in the two 
languages: parfém in Czech is only a liquid with a pleasant smell, usually made from oils 
derived from flowers or spices or chemicals, while in English perfume is either a bottled 
scent, like in Czech (i.e. vo avka) or a pleasant natural smell (in Czech v n ) as in the 
perfume of the roses filled the room. 

Stench and stink are synonyms for a strong, offensive smell, often of decay. The only 
difference between them is that while from stench only the adjective stenchy may be 
derived (today rather obsolete), stink, a verb converted to a noun, is more productive, see 
the compounds stink-bomb, stinkbug, stinkhorn, stinkpot, stinkweed, stinkwood, and the 
derivative stinker. The noun stink also has additional colloquial senses (a fuss, a public 
outcry, e.g. raise a stink over sth) and the plural stinks in British school slang means 
chemistry as a school subject. 

In the lexical field it is necessary to distinguish the central lexemes (scent, odour, 
fragrance, perfume, aroma, stench, stink) and the peripheral lexemes: nouns blast,
bouquet, breath, effluvium, exhalation, fetor, flavour, fume, incense, pong, puff, be redolent 
of, savour, steam, taint, tang, touch, twang, whiff (only the last one has any frequency to 
speak of) and adjectives odoriferous, odorous, malodorous, inodorous, olfactory, while the 
forms odourless and scentless are close to the centre, due to their higher frequency.  

The Oxford English Dictionary reveals that in Middle English the noun smell comes in 
both its senses, namely “the faculty of smelling” ( ich) and “the property, i.e. odour or 
stench” (pach) in the same period, 1175-1200. It is interesting that the first particular smell 
registered (c.1175) was the sweote smel of the chese. In the transitive verb smell the sense 
“have perception of sth” is the earliest (1175), the metaphoric sense “to detect, discern, 
discover” appears later (1390), and the phrasal verb smell out is still later: to smell out a 
secret / the untruth. The intransitive verb smell is in the OED first registered in both its 
senses, “to have or give out a smell” (cítit, von t) and “to make use of smell” ( ichat k 
emu) again in the same period (1175-1200). In the latter sense the first object to be 

registered was a rose, in the former sense it is interesting to note that the earliest adjuncts 
are positive perceptions: 1175 smell sweet (again referring to cheese), 1440 smell like 
balm, 1530 smell very well, 1562 smell wonderfully, while from the 17th century negative 
perceptions are registered: 1610 smell like a fish, 1726 smell very rank, 1806 smell very 
sour. The pattern to smell of sth (cítit ím) is a rather late arrival: the first quotation (1526) 
is from the psalms in the Bible: smell of myrrhe and aloes and cassia. A memorable 
quotation is from 1599: They smell best, that do of nothing smell. From the 17th century on, 
the range widens (to smell of oil / the herring / arsenic / sherry / musk and insolence).
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4 Semantic classification of premodifiers 

Olfactory perception may be classified in two ways:  

Type One involves a single syntactic pattern, that of the modifier, either a pre-modifier 
(rose smell) or a post-modifier (smell of a rose). The pre-modifier may be a primary 
adjective (nice smell) or a relational adjective (or a noun functioning as an attribute); the 
relation is to the motivator, that is the motivating source of the smell, which can be a place, 
a person, a thing (Venetian smell, a woman’s smell, man-made smell, herbal smell, flower 
smell, smell of a rose). The smells range from objective (rotten smell, Venetian smell) to 
subjective (sharp / subtle / excessive / exciting smell), from neutral to positive (pleasant) or 
negative (unpleasant).

Type Two is based on the motivators of the smells regardless of the syntactic pattern they 
enter (to smell like a dog, smell of a dog, dog’s smell, bad-smelling dog, I can smell a dog)
and irrespective of the olfactory head-word (smell/ scent/ odour/ fragrance/ perfume/ 
aroma/ whiff of a rose). There is a vast repertoire of these motivators – see 5.1-13. 

This attempt at a semantic classification of the pre-modifiers of smell and its main 
synonyms produced the following (approximate) categories: 

     1. Intensity: plus or minus. These adjectives primarily refer to the intensity of the 
sensing, without specifying whether it is a positive or negative sensation (e.g. penetrating)
although in some adjectives the sense rather inclines toward the negative (e.g. harsh,
stubborn) or toward the positive (e.g. opulent, rich). Some of these adjectives contain the 
sememe “temperature” (burning, cold, cool, hot, scorching, singeing, warm). The 
frequency survey reveals that there are twice as many adjectives of plus intensity than of 
minus intensity. Another finding is that the noun smell in competition with its synonyms 
collocates relatively more often with positive than with negative attributes; the latter tend 
to collocate with primarily negative nouns, stink and stench, rather than with the neutral 
smell.

     2. Sensation: negative or positive. The corpus contains only a few more negative-smell 
than positive-smell pre-modifiers. The most elementary pre-modifiers are good, bad,
acceptable but both the positive and the negative quality may be combined with a sememe 
from outside the olfactory area, such as danger or attack (threatening, ominous, offensive),
beauty or its absence (beautiful, attractive, ugly), status (respectable, solemn, holy, 
damned), morals (vile, obscene), effect on the body or mind (mainly the -ing words: 
comforting, heartening, reassuring, disgusting, revolting), cleanliness or its lack (clean,
filthy, foul, grimy, squalid).

Some adjectives may be positive or negative, depending on the context, as is shown 
by Czech equivalents, e.g. poignant is positive when it collocates with something positive 
(poignant beauty – úchvatná krása) but negative when it collocates with something 
negative (poignant hunger – trýznivý hlad). The headword may be neutral too and yet the 
translation will be different: poignant look – bolestný pohled, poignant scene – dojemná 
scéna.

   3. Various relations and abstract qualities, most often with the sememes 
“known/unknown” (alien, different, (un/)familiar, general, known, unidentified) or 
“common/uncommon” (unaccountable, characteristic, common, curious, funny,  
incongruous, mysterious, normal, odd, peculiar, queer, singular, special, strange, typical, 
unexpected, unique, unusual), or “clear/not clear” (blurred, indescribable, clear,  different, 
muddled, vague), or “involving a relation” (clinging, close, competing, collective, 
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contradictory, embarrassing, hereditary, incriminating, inevitable, intimate, inviting, 
lascivious, persuasive, reassuring, reconciling, remaining, tell-tale, visiting ). 

   4.  With the sememe “time / duration” (ancient, archaic, constant, continuous, durable, 
fresh, immemorial, inveterate, late, lingering, long-standing, luggish (obsolete), medieval, 
new, old, old-fashioned, overnight, permanent, perpetual, persistent, primeval, progressive, 
stagnant, young – the rest are listed under the motivator Time (e.g. night, June).

    5.  With the sememes “human being” or “body and its senses”: childish, female, 
feminine, male, manly, masculine, maternal, personal, womanly; bloody, dead, decaying, 
dizzy, feverish, fuddling, heady, healthy, hygienic, intoxicating, live, medicinal, mortal, 
nauseous/ nauseating, noisome, nostril-searing, poisonous, reviving, sensual, sexual, 
sick(ly) / sickening, stifling, suffocating, swooning, unhealthy, weary, (un)wholesome. In a 
small group is present the sememe “taste”: appetising, bitter, cloying, delicious, distasteful, 
piquant, sour(ish), sweet(ish), (un)savoury. 

      6. The rest of the categories - animal, flora, organic matter, inorganic matter, place are 
registered under the motivators – see 5.1-12. 

The truly olfactory adjectives are fragrant, odorous, malodorous, balmy, etc. Olfactory 
terms, however, as said above, occur in other patterns beside premodifications of the nouns 
smell and its five synonyms or its near-synonyms (stink, stench). They are found in post-
modification (the smell of petrol) and with verbs (to smell the brandy, to smell of cooking, a 
rag smell, a bad-smelling rag).  

The distribution frequency of pre-modifiers shows with how many of the six headwords the 
pre-modifiers collocate. 
All 6 headwords, i.e. smell, odour, scent, fragrance, perfume, aroma, collocate with faint, 
sweet;
5 headwords (not aroma) collocate with: agreeable, delicious, peculiar, strange; (not 
fragrance): powerful, strong, rich;
4 headwords: cool (not odour, aroma) collocate with: delicate, magical (not smell, aroma),
new (not fragrance, aroma), pungent (not fragrance, perfume).
Samples of gaps in collocativeness: smell does not collate with delicate, magical; scent
failed to collocate with hot, rank, unpleasant, warm; odour was not found with cool, 
exquisite, mysterious, pleasant, subtle. 

Beside nominal phrases of the type strong smell, the attributes are also found in compounds, 
with -ing and -ed participles. In the –ing category, two groups may be distinguished, strong-
smelling and lavender-smelling. The former prevails, with 20 adjectives: acrid, cool, evil 
(frequency 9), faint, foul, fresh, high, hot, ill, pleasant, putrid, rich, sharp, stale, sour, 
strange, strong, sweet (frequency 10), warm. In the latter, only 13 motivators were found, 
mainly in 20th-century texts: carbolic, creosote, earthy, lavender, mouldy, oil, plaster, 
onion, poison. In the -ed category, the type sweet-scented was on the decline in the 20th-
century, and only 6 cases were found: fresh, heavy, sharp, strong, sweet (frequency 7), well. 

Attributes collocating with nouns stench and stink, besides adjectives of degree, are
understandably mostly adjectives of negative assessment. A total of 19 go with stench, 13 
with stink, there are no significant differences between the two in collocativeness, so this is 
their combined repertoire: appalling, atrocious, beastly, different, evil, faint, foul, general, 
horrible, horrid, immeasurable, insupportable, intolerable, mild, nasty, nauseous, 
poisonous, progressive, pungent, rank, revolting, sharp, sickening, sour, strong, terrible, 
unbearable, vague, violent.
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5 Semantic classification of olfactory motivators 

First, it should be stressed that some motivators, particularly places and products, are 
referred to as mediums of smell (secondary sources), not primary sources, i.e. it is not 
specified from which substance the place gets a particular smell. The identification of 
smelly places and articles of clothing takes the form of a scale. The smell may be identified 
from experience (e.g. cesspool, chamberpot, ash-tray, casualty ward, chimney), although 
the primary source (excrement, urine, burnt tobacco, medicaments, soot) is not mentioned. 
The smell of used clothes is less easy to identify since it may be due to sweat or dirt, 
fumes, a spilled liquid or several of them in combination. In most cases the general 
description (“smelly”) is simply in contrast to clean clothes. Or the smell is left to the 
reader’s imagination. Places (e.g. building, corridor, bus, cellar, boat), people (e.g. baby,
boy, chorus girl) and various products thus form another category on the scale of olfactory 
perception.

The motivators chosen by authors in four centuries of English literature and two 
centuries of Czech literature are grouped in the following 13 categories (5.1-13; some 
overlaps cannot be helped). Basically, not all the motivators are on the same level, 
however.

Some are emitors (producers) of a smell, e.g. human or animal body, or rather its products 
(sweat, urine, semen, pus, vomit, excrement), vegetation (such as grass, flowers, shrubs, 
trees), organic matter (food, beverages, tobacco, malt, leather, wax, wood), inorganic 
matter, either natural (such as soil, sand, lava, soot, ashes, dust, chalk, mud, rust, sulphur, 
carbon monoxide, wet mortar, coal, peat) or man-made (such as chemicals, cosmetics, 
gunpowder, oil, scents, sealant, linoleum, plastics). 

Others are mere carriers of a smell or a compound of smells. They include natural entities 
(air, ozone, breath, skin, hair) and man-made entities (textiles/ clothes/ footwear/ 
accessories, furnishings, containers), people in particular occupations (e.g. baker, butcher, 
cattle tender, machine operator) and, last but not least, places. 

Places as carriers of smell may be classified as follows: 
  1) Places with smells due to a greater concentration of people, when the space is not aired 
enough (classroom, jail, public transport, ship) or when the places are not clean (rooms of a 
house, attic, lavatory, staircase, even a wall). 
  2) Places with animal smells: aviary, cowshed, henhouse, kennel, stable, zoo. 
  3) Places where the prevailing smell is produced by  
a) manufacturing (eg. bakery, brewery, dyeworks, laboratory, mill, sawmill, tanyard), 
b) selling or handling or storing a product (e.g. bakeshop, butcher shop, café, petrol station, 
hayloft, hospital ward, warehouse, wash-house), 
c) nature (e.g. cave, lightning, smoke, volcano, water). 
  4) Places, both outdoor and indoor, with a mixture of smells (e.g. battlefield, 
marketplace).  

Some smells are easy to identify (such as petrol, paraffin), others are indistinct (such as 
dirt, filth, grime, refuse, trash); there are also abstract entities, such as humidity, 
decomposition, rottenness – when it depends on (an unnamed) material subject to this 
process. Air in a particular period of the year is also a composite of several phenomena. 

In the subsequent analysis, the English and Czech repertoires of smells are compared on 
the evidence of the two corpora. The smell word shared in English and Czech (E. and Cz) 
is marked with an asterisk. The Cz motivator is given next to its E. equivalent when the E. 
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motivator has more than one Cz equivalent (e.g. cowhouse = Cz chlév, kravín), when it is a 
dated word (e.g. shepherd’s house = Cz pastouška) and when the motivators are far from 
familiar words (e.g. names of flowers). The sign slash separates two variants of the same 
motivator, e.g. field / beanfield. Motivators present in Czech while absent in English are 
listed afterwards (marked by “In Cz plus:”) in an E. translation.  The figures, e.g. in 5.1.1 
the figures 14 : 25, give the ratio between the number of English and Czech writers who 
used the motivators from this subgroup. 

5.1 Outdoor places:

5.1.1 Natural and semi-natural 

Anchorage, bank, cave, country, estuary, *field / beanfield, flats, foreshore, *forest, 
*grove, heath, jungle, *marsh, *meadow, *mountains, *nature, *outdoors, *rat hole, 
*swamp, volcano, *warren, wilderness, *woodland, *woods. 14 : 25.  
In Cz plus: abyss, clearing (paseka), island, oak wood, overseas (zámo í), pastureland, 
primeval forest, taiga, thicket (houština), tropics, tundra. Swamp = Cz ba eništ , mo ál,
t asavisko. Warren = Cz pelech (lesní zv e). Present only in E. are sea-connected 
motivators: estuary, flats, foreshore.

5.1.2 Man-made 

*Alley, *building, *canal, *cemetery, cesspool, *churchyard, compound, farmyard, 
frontier, *garden (top frequency: 10), *grave, *graveyard, *gutter, hedge, *platform, 
*rubbish heap, septic, sewer, slum, *well.  
20: 24. In Cz plus: building site, court (dv r), hotbed (pa eništ ), latrine, park, road, site of 
a fire (spáleništ ), slag heap (halda), street, swimming pool, town, trenches. – E. writers 
seem to avoid generalizations, i.e. street, town, road. H bitov  = E. cemetery, churchyard, 
graveyard.

5.1.3 Places with proper names 

*Arabia, Devon, Fisherman’s Wharf, the *Indies, Orient, South. 5: 10.
In Cz plus: Dalmatia, the river Dyje, Ostrava, Palestine, Paris, Šumava, the East. Only two 
items are shared. 

5.2 Indoor places

5.2.1 Habitat of people 

Apartment, *bedroom, *cellar, changing room, *cloakroom, *compartment, *corridor, 
floor, hall, hold, *hut, *kitchen (top frequency: 5), *lavatory/ loo, outhouse, *passage, 
*privy, *room, sickroom, vestibule. 19: 14. 
In Cz plus: classroom, drawing-room (salon), passageway (pr jezd), salon, shepherd’s hut 
(pastouška), washroom. - The absence of classroom in E. implies better school hygiene in 
Britain. 

5.2.2 Habitat of animals and plants 

Aviary, *conservatory, fowl-nursery, henhouse, horse-box, kennel, *menagerie, nest, 
orangery, *piggery, *stable (top frequency: 10), *zoo.  12: 13. 
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In Cz plus: aquarium, beehive, sty, cow house, manage, monkey house, sheep shed. - The 
absence of cowhouse (= Cz chlév, kravín) and of sheep-pen (= Cz ov ín) in E. points to the 
E. practice of keeping livestock outdoors.  Stable = Cz stáj, konírna, maštal.  

5.2.3 Institutions, factories, storage spaces 

*Bakery, *bazaar, brick-kiln, brothel, *café, casualty ward, dyeworks, *factory, *hospital 
(top frequency: 6), industry, knocking-shop, *perfumery, *pothouse, *shop / stationer’s 
shop, *tanyard, warehouse, washhouse, wineshop, wool-combing shed. 19: 52. 
Cz heavily outnumbers E. In Cz plus: 33 items, in the following categories:  
manufacturing places: sewing plant ( isti ka), workshop, ironworks (hu ), coking plant 
(koksovna), smithery (ková ská dílna), tannery (k žárna), threshing floor (mlat), mill, 
brewery, rendering room (škva írna), printing shop, cabinet maker’s (truhlá ství),
smokehouse (udírna); storage space: hayloft (seník), woodshed (d evník); services: 
barber’s, hairdresser’s, bar, tap room (vý ep), butcher’s ( eznictví, uzená ství), canteen 
(jídelna), delicatessen, grocery (hokyná ství, koloniál); medical services: field hospital 
(lazaret), surgery, pharmacy, maternity hospital, sanatorium; ecclesiastical buildings: 
parish house, church, sacristy; various: circus, fair (jarmark), jail. 

5.3 Human beings 

5.3.1 Man in general 

*Baby, boy, *children, *female, *girl, humanity, *Jew, *man, mob, mummy, negro, party, 
*people, old woman. Frequency is below 5. 
14:10. In Cz plus: devil, gypsy woman, male. Baby = Cz novorozen .

5.3.2 Occupations 

Chorus girl, nurse, peasant, skipper. – Frequency is below 5. 
4 : 7. In Cz plus: beggar, assistant driver (závozník), hussar, hairdresser, patient, Russian 
prisoner of war, surgeon. 

5.4 Body, health 

5.4.1 Parts and products of the body 

*Armpit, *blood, *body, *breasts, *breath / sick breath, *carious teeth, carnage, 
earwax,*eyebrows, *feet, *hair, *hand, *lips, mouth, *perspiration, dog’s pizzle, saliva, 
scalp, semen, sick (= vomit), skin, sore (= bolák), *sweat, tears, *underarm, vomit (for 
excrement see 5.9.3). Top frequency: sweat 16, blood, breath 14, body, flesh 10, feet 7, 
hair, skin 6. 
26: 29. In Cz plus: complexion, entrails (vnit nosti), eyelashes, head, palm, bosom 
(zá ad í), throat; hair / hairs, locks (kade e), beard, moustache. Mouth = Cz ústa, pusa, 
huba; pot = E. sweat, perspiration. 

5.4.2 State of the body (or psyche: love) 

Adultery, amnesia, *cancer, carcass, *carrion, *corpse, defecation, fever, gangrene, *kiss, 
love, sex, sexuality, suntan, wound. – Top frequency: corpse 5. 
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mor, *mršina, *mrtvola, mužství, panenství, *polibek, *rakovina, *umrlec, *zdechlina 
15 : 9. In Cz plus: masculinity (mužství), virginity (panenství), plague (mor). - Corpse = 
Cz mrtvola, umrlec; carcass = Cz mrtvola, mršina. 

5.5 Animals 

*Animal, ant / queen mother of -s, bear, beast, bird, *bug, *cat, *cattle, civet-cat (cibetka), 
*cow, *dog, *fish (decaying/ dead/ fresh/ frying/ overcooked), fly, fox, *goat, goose, 
herring, *horse, lion, lobster, mackerel, mouse, oyster, polecat (polecat), porcupine 
(dikobraz), *rabbit, rat, salmon, sardine, scampi (= prawn), shark, *sheep, shell-fish, 
*skunk, turkey, urchin, weasel, (dead) whale. Top frequency: fish 15, dog 11, animal 10, 
cow 6, horse, mice 5. 
38: 28. In Cz plus: beast of prey, camel, clam (škeble), crayfish (rak), hen, herd, hoopoe 
(dudek), hyena, insect, monkey, toad, wolf. - Understandably, more products of the sea are 
present in E: herring, mackerel, salmon, sardine, scampi, shark, shell-fish, urchin, whale.

5.6 Flora

5.6.1 Plant(s) or tree(s) in general 

*Bouquet, brushwood, *bush, *flower, *grass (cut/ mown/ parching/ trodden/ wet/ wild), 
*herb, *nosegay, *plant, *shrub, sod, *sward, *tree, turf, vegetation, verdure. - Top 
frequency: flower 33, grass 16, tree 8, plant 6, shrub, woods 5. 
15 : 13. In Cz plus: aftermath (otava), fodder (píce), seedling (sazenice), wreath (poh ební 
v nec). Missing in Cz are the general items zele  (verdure) and vegetace (vegetation).

5.6.2 Parts of plants or trees 

*Bark, *bloom, *blossom, *branch, *bud, *foliage, *cone (pine -), *leaves (damp/ fallen/ 
rotting/ soaked/ wet), / *needle (pine –s), petal, potpourri, *sap, tree trunk, *wood (+ 
burning/ damp/ hot/ old/ rotting/ wet -). – Top frequency: wood 14, leaves 12, blossom 11, 
potpourri 5.
14: 27. In Cz plus: chrastí (brushwood), kalich (calyx), chvojí (conifer branches), klas 
(ear), zrní (grain), proutek (ozier), makovice (poppyhead), ko ínky (roots), k oví (thicket), 
míza (sap), ratolest (sprig), stéblo (stalk), kmen (trunk), hlíza (tubor). Leaf is Cz lupen, sap 
is Cz míza, š áva; listí is E. foliage, leaves. Needles and bark in E. refer to pine trees. 

5.6.3 Plants, trees 

Aloe, anemone, azalea, *birch-tree, bracken, camel-thorn, *carnation, cassia, cedar, 
*chrysanthemum, cinnamon, clematis, cocoa, *corn, cowslip, creeper, daffodil, deodar (= 
cedr himalájský), *dogrose (= šípkový ke ), dry rot (= d evomorka), *eglantine (= planá 
r že), *elder, elm, *eucalyptus, *fennel, *fern, figwort (= krti ník), *fir, frangipani,
fungoid growth, gardenia, geranium, *gilliver (= gillyflower = fiala, karafiát hvozdík), 
*heather, heliotrop , honeysuckle, hops, hyacinth, iris, *jasmine/ jessamine, jonquil, *larch, 
*lavender, *lily, *linden, loofa, loquat, mahogany, marigold, *marijuana, meadow-sweet, 
merereon tree, *mignonette (= rezeda), mildew (= sn , rez, perenospora), *mimosa, 
*mint, moonflower (= kopretina bílá), *moss, moss rose, *mould (= fungus, plíse ), musk 
rose, *myrtle, *narcissus, *nettle, nutmeg, orange blossom/ flower, orange pekoe, pansy 
violet, *pelargonia, phlox, picotee (= carnation or tulip), pignon (--log), *pine (+ -- bark/ 
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cone/ needle/ tree/ wood), *pink, poppy, *primrose, privet, reed, *rhododendron, *rose (+ -
- bud/ leave/ petal), *rosemary, rosewood, saffron, sandal wood, seaweed, snowdrop, 
southernwood, staphanotis (= tropical shrub), stock (= fiala), sweetbriar, sweet peas, 
tamarind, *tamarisk, thyme, tobacco plant, tuberose (= b lokv t hlíznatý), tulip, turmaric 
(= root stock of an Indian plant), verbera, *vine, *violet, wallflower (= chejr vonný, 
trýzel), weeds (= plevel, chaluhy), *wheat (rotten --), witch-hazel, woodbine (= zimolez, 
loubinec), yeast (=kvasinka), yew. – Less common species are presented with their Czech 
name (in parentheses). - Top frequency: lavender 20, pine 15, violet 12, honeysuckle 11, 
geranium, jasmine 9, fern, lilac, weeds 7, mould, stock 6, bracken, hyacinth 5, myrtle 4. 
108 : 110. By far the most heavily represented category, with few shared items. In Cz plus 
(78 items): akacie (acacia), akát (false acacia), alaš, anemona (anemone), balšán / balšám 
(garden-mint, spear-mint), bazalka (basil), bez (lilac), bodlá í (thistles), bojínek (cat’s-tail 
grass, herd’s grass, timothy grass), boží d evec (lad’s love), brotan (a sort of wormwood), 
b íza (birch), cyp iš (cypress), ernobýl (mugwort), flox (phlox), fuchsie (fuchsia), 
heliotrop (heliotrope), he mánek (camomile), hloh (hawthorn), hruše / hruška (pear/ - 
tree), chebdí (elderberry), chryzantéma (chrysanthemum), jablo  (apple tree), jalovec 
(juniper), jasmín (jasmin, jessamine), javor (maple), je men (+ pa ený --, barley), jílek 
(darnel), jitrocel (ribwort), kaktus (cactus), kmín lu ní (common caraway), komonice 
(melilot), konopí (hemp), konvalinka (lily-of-the-valley), kopr (dill), leknín (water lily), 
len (flex), levandule (lavender), lucerka (lucerne), lupina (lupin), lýkovec (common 
daphne), magnolie (magnolia), ma inka vonná (woodruff), mate ídouška (thyme), 
medovník, merlík (goosefoot), moruše (mulberry), muškát (geranium), oleofragma, oliva 
(olive-tree), orchidej (orchid), o ech/ o eší (wallnut), palma (palm), pelyn k (wormwood), 
petrklí  (primrose), plíse  (mould, mildew), puškvorec (sweet flag), pýr (couch-grass), 
réva (vine), rmen (dog fennel, stinking camomile, stink mayweed), rododendron 
(rhododendron), eb í ek (yarrow), epí ek (liverwort, agrimony), santalové d evo
(sandalwood), smrk/ smr ina/ smr í (spruce), st emdava (burning bush), st emcha (bird 
cherry), svla ec (bindweed), šalv j (garden sage), še ík (lilac), tomka (, t eš ový kv t
(cherry blossom), tulipán (tulip), vav ín (laurel), vemeník (platanthera), volkamerie 
(clerodendrum fragrans), vrati  (common tansy), vrba (willow), vstava  (orchis, orchid), 
žabinec (chickweed). Surprising gaps in E.: acacia, camomile, jasmin/ jessamine, lily-of-
the-valley, lavender, lilac (= Cz bez, še ík), sage; an unexpected gap in Cz: snowdrop. 
Thyme is present in Cz as tymián, not as mate ídouška. Šípková r že = E. dogrose / 
eglantin / sweetbrier. 

5.6.4 Fruit, vegetables, spices 

*Almond, aniseed, *apple, *apricot, artichoke, asparagus, beans, *hops, berries, bilberry, 
black current, *cabbage, canker, cannabis, cardamom, *celery, chestnut, *cinnamon, citrus, 
*cloves, coconut, coriander, *cotton, cucumber, currant, durian, *fruit, *garlic, *ginger, 
*grapes, *greens, *lemon, *melon, *mushroom, olive, *onion, *orange (+ - peel, - 
blossom), *peach, *pear, *potatoes, pumpkin, *quince, raisin, rhubarb, *spice, 
*strawberry, swedes,  tangerine, Tonquin beans, turnip, *vanilla, *vegetable. Top 
frequency: orange 13, spice 12, cabbage, garlic 10, apple 9, vegetable 7, onion 5. 
52 : 50. In Cz plus: ananas (pineapple), bezinky (elderberries), brusinka (cranberry), fík 
(fig), kakao (cocoa), kmín (caraway seed), kuku ice (pe ená -, maize), lušt niny (lentils), 
malina (raspberry), mišpule (medlar), mrkev (carrots), okurky (kyselé/ naložené -, 
gherkins), pep  (pepper), petržel (parsley), rajské jablí ko (tomato), ryzce (orange-agaric), 
epa (beets), svatojánský chléb (St John’s bread, carob-bean), švestky (suché/ zralé -, 

plums), tonkabona (bean of the tree Dipteryx odorata, added to snuff tobacco). Zelenina = 
E. vegetables, greens. Three noticeable gaps in E: pepper, pineapple, raspberry.  
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5.7 Elements 

5.7.1 Fire / temperature / light 

Burning, *fire, *frost, heat, scorching, singeing,*smoke (+ tobacco -). Top frequency: 
burning material 24, smoke 20, singed material 17, fire 14. 
7 : 13. In Cz plus: blesk (lightning), elekt ina / elektrický výboj (electricity / electric 
discharge), jíní (hoarfrost), jiskry (sparks), ohništ  (fireplace), plameny (flames), 
p ismoudlina (burnt material), slunce (sun), stín (shadow), tma (darkness). Smoke = Cz
dým, kou .

5.7.2 Forms of water 

Natural: damp, *dew, drench, estuary, fluid, fog, haze, liquid, marine smell, moist, *pond, 
*pool, *rain, *river/ riverbed, *sea (+ - water), shower, *snow, *steam, *stream, water (+ 
bath/ bilge/ fresh/ rottenish/ scented/ spring / stale -), wetness.  Top frequency: water 14, 
sea 12, damp(ness), rain 9, river 8, steam 7. 
21 : 18. In Cz plus: lake, cloud (= Cz mrak, oblá ek).

Man-made liquids: non-beverages, non-cosmetics: *drug, lotion, *medicine, *pigswill, 
potion, stencil correction fluid, *suds, *vinegar, vitriol, washing-up liquid, whey. Top 
frequency: drug, medicine 5. 
11: 9. In Cz plus: essence, emulsion, Alpa liniment (francovka), drops (kapky), tobacco 
juice (mo ka). Lék = E. drug, medicine. 

Beverages: *alcohol, *ale, *beer, *beverage, booze, *brandy, burgundy wine, champagne, 
*cocoa, *coffee, *cordial, *drink, flip, *gin, ginger ale, grog, Guinness, *liquor, Martini, 
*milk, port wine, punch, retsina, *rum, sherry, *spirits, *tea, whisky, *wine. Top 
frequency: whisky, wine 15, beer, coffee 13, tea 10, brandy 9, milk 8, alcohol, drink, rum, 
spirits 6, gin 5. 
29 : 25. In Cz plus: fernet (trade mark), griotka (cherry brandy), denaturovaný líh 
(methylated spirit), pernod (trade mark), pun  (punch), prost jovská režná (trade mark of a 
rye brandy), rosolka (rosoglio or any sweet liquor), samohonka (moonshine), slivovice. 
Absent in Cz are several “western” specialties such as flip, ginger ale, grog, Martini, port 
wine, sherry, the Greek wine retsina and, surprisingly, whisky. Gin = Cz jalovcová, drink = 
Cz nápoj, mok.

5.8 Products 

5.8.1 Vehicles and vessels 

Barge, boat, bus,*car, hackney coach, jig, public transport, railway carriage, ship (top 
frequency: 6), traffic, *train. 11: 2. In Cz no plus and plenty of motivators are missing. 

5.8.2 Containers 

Bag, *barrel, bottle, box, bucket, chamberpot, *coffin, dishes, dustbin, envelope, flask, 
kettle, mess tin, pail, smelling bottle, trunk (=suitcase), wardrobe, wine cask. 18 : 5. In Cz 
plus: mísa (dish), peká  (frying pan), ševcovský škopík (cobbler’s tub). 
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5.8.3 Textiles 

Blanket, *carpet, coverlet, cushion, curtain, dishcloth, *drapery, *fabric, *flannel, 
*handkerchief, *linen, mat, mattress, *nappy, *rag, sanitary towel, towel, tweeds. 
18 : 24. In Cz plus: burlap (pytlovina), cloth (sukno), duvet (pe ina), eiderdown (duchna), 
fustian (barchet), gauze, gingham (kanafas), jute, leatherette, material (vln ná / namoklá/ 
zvetšelá látka), plush, Priesnitz compress (trade mark: Priesnitz v obklad), silk, textile, wet 
pack (zábal). 

5.8.4 Clothes, accessories, footwear 

(Barmaid’s) apron, boorka, *boots, bust bodice, *clothes, *clothing, *coat, corduroy 
trousers, drawers, *dress, *garments, gloves, hat, mackintosh, shirt, singlet, socks, 
stockings, trousers, *underclothes / *underlinen. Top frequency: clothes / clothing / 
garments / dress 20.  
*boty, cvi ky, *kabát (starý -), kabelka, košile, kožich (+ ov í/ pastý ský/ selský -), 
mundur, *od v (vlhký -), *prádlo ( isté/ naškrobené/ navlhlé/ staré ), *pláš , pyžamo, 
roucho, *šaty (zmoklé -) 
20 : 13. In Cz plus: fur coat (+ ov í/ pastý ský/ selský --), gym shoes (cvi ky), handbag, 
pyjamas, robe (roucho), shirt, uniform (mundur). Coat is kabát and pláš , šaty and od v is
clothes, clothing, dress, garments. 

5.8.5 Smoking, cosmetics 

Anti-perspirant,*ash-tray, *baby powder, *cheroot, *cigar, *cigarette, *cologne/ eau-de-
cologne, cosmetics, Cubas, *deodorant, face-powder, fag, *greasepaint, hair cream, hair 
oil, hair tonic, hair wash, Havana cigar, hungary-water (= a distilled water, made of 
rosemary flowers infused in rectified spirit of wine), *make-up, mouthwash, nail varnish, 
nail varnish remover, Nivea, *ointment, papirosi, *pipe, *perfume, *pomade, pomander (= 
mixture of fragrant substances), powderpuff, reefer, rosewater, *shampoo, shag (= 
tobacco), *shaving cream, snuff, *soap, *talcum (+ - powder), toilet water, toothpaste,  - 
and see 7.1.2. Top frequency: tobacco 26, cigar 17, eau-de-cologne 12, cigarette, scent 
bottle 8, deodorant 7, smelling bottle 5. 
41: 37. In Cz plus (16): pitralon / voda po holení (aftershave, trade mark), Astorka (a 
cigarette brand), brilantína (briliantine), britaniko (a sort of cigar), deodorant, Havano (a 
cigar brand), chypr (= perfume from an oriental resin), krém na boty (shoe polish), krém 
opalovací (suntan cream), lip stick, machorka (tobacco), papirosa (cigarette), pelmelka (the 
cigarette brand Pall Mall), rose oil, troubel (pipe-stem), viržinka (a cigar brand), zinková 
mas  (zinc ointment).  
Tobacco = Cz tabák, máchorka; greasepaint, make-up = Cz lí idlo, šminky; pudr = E. 
talcum, baby powder. Unexpected E. gaps: suntan cream, mouth wash, cosmetics. 

5.8.6 Construction parts of a house, furnishings 

*bed, chimney, drain, fence, furniture, *lamp, lantern, linoleum, radiator, stove, wallpaper, 
woodwork. Top frequency: lamp 9, lantern 6, bed 5. 
11 : 14, with a single item shared. Plus in Cz: corner (kout), furniture, board, plank 
(prkno), staircase,wall (st na / ze ), light shaft (sv tlík), beam (kláda / trám), stove pipe 
(trouba od kamen).. 
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5.8.7 Other products 

Billet, *book, brier, broom, cards, Dethol, diesel, fireworks, gig umbrella, glass, goods, 
*leather,*letter, machinery, morocco, newspaper (mouldy -), notepaper, *paper, seal, 
sponge, *taper, *wax candle, wick . Top frequency: leather 13, letter, paper 5. 
23 : 15. In Cz plus: umbrella, hose, carbon paper, engine, sleeper (pražec), matches, bomb 
(puma), firearm, iron (žehli ka). Letter = Cz dopis, psaní ko.

5.9 Organic matter 

5.9.1 Edible

*bacon, barley sugar, batter, *beef, biscuit mush, black-pudding, bloater (= herring, 
mackerel), borscht, bouillon, *bread (+ new/ stale/ rotten -), *breakfast, brew, *butter, 
*cake, camembert, caramel, casserole steak, *cheese, *chocolate, *confectionery, cream, 
curry, *dinner, dough, *egg / addled egg,  *fat (rancid/ burnt -), feast, *fish-and-chips, 
*food, *gingerbread, *grease, *grub, *ham, *honey, *Irish stew, juice (of a dish), *kipper, 
*loaf, *lunch / luncheon, margarine, Martini, *meal, *meat, minestrone, *mush, *mutton, 
*offals, *pastry, pickles, *pie,  popcorn, *pork (+ - pie), porridge, pot, pralines, pudding (+ 
boiled/ plum/ rice -), roast (+ - beef/ duck/ hare/ meat/ turkey), rolls, *salami, *sausage, 
seafood, *sirloin, slice, *soup (+ turtle -), casserole steak, sugar, *supper, syrup, *toast (+ 
hot/ buttered -), *toffee, *venison pastry.  Top frequency: roast 13, bread, meat 11, food 10, 
cheese 9, bacon 7, beef, butter, fat, ham, toast 6, cake, egg, grease, meal, soup 5, honey 4. 
71 : 88 (even when counting five sorts of soup in Cz as a single item). In Cz plus: 
bramborový salát (potato salad), buchta (bun filled with jam, poppyseed or curds), cukrová 
vata (candyfloss), esneková omá ka / esne ka (garlic sauce / soup), dobrota (delicacy), 
drš ky (tripe), fašírka (meat loaf), houska (roll), hrách (peas), jitrnice (andouille), kandis 
(rock candy), knedlík (dumpling), k ížaly (dried apple), k rka (bread crumb), lah dka 
(delicatessen), ledvinky (kidney), l j (suet), makový frgál (poppyseed cake), majonéza 
(mayonnaise), marcipán (marzipan), mentholové lízátko (mint lollypop), mou ník (sweet 
dish), flour, oil, sauce, frankfurters, pfefrminc / peprmint (peppermint), pirožka (meat pie), 
placky (griddlecakes), povidlový frgál (plum jam cake), rošt ná (roast beef), ízek (wiener 
schnitzel), sádlo (lard), salami, salad, sardel (anchovy), syre ek (Olomouc curd cheese), 
škvarky (cracklings), šlichta (pigswill), stuffed veal, tvaroh (cottage cheese), uherák 
(Hungarian salami), uzené (smoked pork), vlašský salát, vu t (wurst), zava enina 
(preserves), ice cream, pražené žito (roasted rye). The list implies considerable differences 
in English and Czech diet.  

5.9.2 Non-edible 

Asafoetida (= Cz ertovo lejno, lo idlo), *balm, balsam, bee's-wax, bergamot, bone-meal, 
cantharides (= Cz kantarida, špan lská muška), chips (= Cz t ísky), chlorophyll, cinder, 
citronella (= an essential oil against mosquitoes), cobweb, fish slime, *frankincense, fish 
glue, gum, hartshorn, *hay, *hide, *horn, *incense, lanoline, laudanum, lineament, *malt, 
*musk, *myrrh, naphtha, *nicotine, oakum, opium, opopanax (= gum resin), pastille (= a 
small cone of aromatic paste, burned to fumigate or scent a room), *peat, peppermint, 
*pitch, pomace (= crushed apples), *resin, Russian fat, *sawdust, shavings, slime, *straw, 
*tallow, wax (+ hot/ melted -), wool (+1 damp/ raw/ wet -), yeast. – Top frequency: 
incense 19, hay 12, resin, sawdust 7, bee-wax, musk 5. 
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48 : 36. In Cz plus: františek (incense cone), lou  (pine torch), mastnota (fat), maz (grease), 
pa ule (a sort of essential oil), pasta na parkety (floor polish), pe etní vosk (sealing wax), 
petrolej / parafin (paraffin), pop ševcovský (cobbler’s glue), podrážky (soles), polínko (a 
small log), p iboudlina (fusel-oil), purpura, silice (essential oil), stelivo (litter, bedding), 
t íslo (tannin), žok (bale).  Kadidlo = E. incense, frankincense; sawdust = Cz piliny, 
ezanka, resin = Cz prysky ice, smola, paraffin = Cz parafin, petrolej. 

5.9.3 Excrement

*Cowshit, dogs’ droppings, *dung / horse -, excrement, faeces, garbage, *horseshit, 
*manure, piss, sewage, shit, *urine / urinal, wee-wee. Top frequency: dung, urine 8. 
13 : 8. In Cz plus: ko i inec (cat dirt), mo vka (liquid manure), stolice úplavi ná
(dysentery stool). E. manure, dung = Cz hn j, mrva. 

5.10 Inorganic matter 

5.10.1 Gas / air 

*Air (+ sea -), *breeze, carbon monoxide, ether / aether, fume, *gas, *ozone, tear gas, 
wind. Top frequency: air 27, gas 15.
9 : 13. In Cz plus: Bou e (summer storm), ethér (ether), po así (weather), pov t í (air), 
sirovodík (hydrogen sulphide), svítiplyn (coal gas), syrovina / syrovost (exhalation from 
damp or newly built walls), ultrafialové paprsky (ultraviolet rays). Air = Cz vzduch, 
pov t í.

5.10.2 Chemical products 

*Acid, *acetylene, *ammonia, baking powder, *bath salt, benzoline, blacking, bleach, 
*brimstone, camphor (kafr), carbol, car exhaust, charcoal, *chemicals, *chlorine, 
chlorodyne, *chloroform, cordite, *disinfectant, *dye, *fertiliser, formaldehyde, 
gunpowder, *ink, insect-repellent, *iodine, *iodoform, lime, *mortar, *mothballs, 
*newsprint, oil / rock oil, *paint, *petrol, phosphorus, plastic, plasticine, *plaster, *polish 
(+ floor / furniture/ tile -), Pollywog pasta, *rubber, sal volatile, stink bomb, *sulphur, *tar, 
turpentine, washing-soda, *whitewash. Top frequency: oil 23, gunpowder, paint 13, 
sulphur 11, camphor, polish, rubber, tar 8, petrol 7, ammonia, ink, plaster 6, turpentine 5. 
48 : 57. In Cz plus (35 items): acetone, antiseptic, apretura (finishing), asphalt, fermež 
(boiled oil), phenol, ho lavina (combustible), chloramin (chloramine), chloretyl 
(chlorethyl), chlorové vápno (chloride of lime), igelit (trade mark of a plastic),  kafr 
(camphor), kalafuna (colophony), carbide, karbol (carbolic acid), klih (glue), kolodium 
(colloid), creosote, cyanide, lak (varnish, veneer), lysol (disinfectant: trade mark), malba 
(fresh paint), mo idlo (woodstain), nafta (mineral oil), naftalín (naphtalene), narkotikum 
(drug), p iboudlina (fusel oil), octan (acetate), saponát (detergent), slou enina (compound), 
solvina (trade mark of a degreasing agent), š ovan amonný (??), tinktura (tincture), vápno 
(lime). Síra = E. sulphur, brimstone; paint = Cz malba, nát r.

5.10.3 Earth / metals / “dirt” 

*Ambergris (= ambra), *ash, chalk, *clay, *coal, *dirt, dregs (of the fens), *dust, *earth 
(damp/ moist/ sodden/ wetted), *filth, gold, grime, *iron, lava, *metal, *mud, *pit dirt, 
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*refuse, *salt, sand, silt, *soil, *soot, *stone, trash. – Top frequency: earth 19, dust 15, salt 
11, mud 7, dirt, stone 6, chalk, soil 5. 
25 : 31. In Cz plus: substance (hmota), kaolin, pyrite (kyz), cast iron (litina), mortar, 
copper, coal dust (mour), steel, lead, sheet iron (plech), pyrite, rust, slag (struska). Four E. 
motivators have multiple Cz equivalents: dirt = Cz špína,; mud = Cz bahno, bláto; soil = 
Cz ornice, prs , zem ; ambergris = Cz ambra.

5.11 Duration, time 

*Autumn, *evening, June, *spring, *summer, *winter. Top frequency: night, spring 6, 
autumn, evening, summer 5. 
6 : 15. In Cz plus: March, July, dawn, morning, (summer) night, summer holidays, Sunday, 
Christmas. - Autumn = Cz podzim, jese .

5.12 Process 

5.12.1 Natural activities 

*Decay (top frequency: 12), death, *decomposition, draught, *putrefaction, *rot. 6 : 3. In 
Cz no plus. - The four E. synonyms have 3 Cz synonyms: rozklad, hniloba, tlení. 

5.12.2 Man-made activities and states 

Baking, *cleanliness, cooking (top frequency: 19), debauchery, *frying, *ironing, 
*laundering, slaughter, washing.
9 : 4. In Cz no plus. - Prádlo = E. laundering, washing. A surprising absence in Cz: va ení
(cooking).

5.13 Abstracts 

Abstracts are found in two patterns:
to smell / scent sth: the autocrat, contempt, creditor, crisis, danger, enemy, fun, hostility, 
ideology, impropriety, mortality, offence, traitor, treason 

the smell / to smell of sth, the stink / stench of sth: anticipation, change, corruption, defeat, 
degeneracy, despair, failure, hopelessness, injustice, judgment, dead law, learning, 
meanness, mortality, poverty, prosperity, purity, sanctity, success, truth, worry, “his slang 
stinks of newspapers and film”. The stronger variants of smell, stink and stench are 
infrequent.

In Czech the prevailing pattern is “smell of - von t ím”: adventure, childhood, freedom, 
loneliness, novelty, old age (staroba), youth—but (modern) writers seldom resort to this 
stylistic device. A little more common is the cliché “to smrdí kriminálem” in the meaning 
“it might land us in prison”, and “to smrdí krchovem” (= we might get killed, literally “it 
smells of the graveyard”).  

5.14 Motivators with top frequency 

flower 33 
air 27 
rose, tobacco 26 
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burning material 24 
oil 23 
clothes/ garments, lavender, smoke 20 
cooking, earth, incense 19 
cigar, musty, singed material 17 
grass, sweat 16 
dust, fish, gas, pine, whisky, wine 15 
blood, breath, fire, hair, wood 14 
beer, coffee, gun-powder, leather, orange, paint, roast 13 
decay, eau-de-cologne, hay, leaves, sea, soap, spices, violet 12 
blossom, bread, dog, food, honeysuckle, meat, sulphur 11 
animal, body, cabbage, flesh, fruit, garden, garlic, stable, tea 10 

5.15 Additional function of smells 

While the overwhelming majority of smells are only rated as a special human experience, 
some are alleged to have therapeutic effects. See a quotation from the British National 
Corpus: The fragrance – a fresh bouquet of citrus, chypre and woody notes – has 
aromatherapeutic properties to stimulate the senses, while both fragrant and non-fragrant 
extracts, including aloe, ispaghul, harpagophytum, ginger, coriander, horsetail and 
eleutherocoque, moisturise, firm and tone the body. A7D (1843) In Czech there are also 
names for this special discipline and its practitioner: aromaterapie, aromaterapeut. 

6 Olfactory perception in English writers 

6.1 Period differences and individual differences 

Two categories of writers as to the use of olfactory terms may be distinguished:   

1) with an underdeveloped perception of smell, feeling little need of registering a variety of 
smells in their work, 
2) with a highly developed perception of smell and finding smells important for 
descriptions in their work. 

A priori one might assume that works set indoors and with prevailing dialogues give less 
opportunity for describing smells than works at least partly set outdoors. This holds for 
writers of the 19th century and onwards, but in the 17th and 18th century the setting was 
irrelevant—no more smells are registered in Robinson Crusoe, the story set on a ship and 
an island, than e.g. in Moll Flanders, set in society. In the old days ships must have been 
smelly places but Defoe never refers to this fact. Nor did the island vegetation produce any 
olfactory comments. In contrast, the naval stories by Golding set in the pre-19th century 
(but written in the 20th century) contain numerous references to ship smells. 

Olfactory perception is the produce of one of man’s senses. A question may be 
asked whether deficiency in smell perception went along with some visual restrictions, e.g. 
in the field of colours and or in the registration of sky phenomena (sun, moon, stars). In 
one example it seems to be so: Jane Austen’s repertoire of colours and observations of 
weather and the sky is poor and so is her repertoire of smell (see Peprnik 1987), 
Motivation in English and Czech Colour Terms. AUPO – Philologica 57, 1987, 111-137). 
On the other hand Walter Scott is deficient in the perception of smells but an abundant 
observer in the other two categories. 
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Contemporary writers of the same “school”, e.g. the Angry Young Men, reveal individual 
differences: the exuberance in olfactory perception in Braine contrasts with paucity of this 
perception in Wain and Amis. Among women writers a similar contrast is observable 
between Iris Murdoch and Muriel Spark. 

Some observations on the frequency of smell and its synonyms in relation to the period: 
    1) Stink / stench is absent from many early writers, i.e. from Sterne, Radcliffe, 
Edgeworth, Scott, Gaskell, Thackeray, Trollope, Charlotte Brontë. In 9 novels by Dickens 
the total is 2 occurrences, whereas in Smollet it is 24-times more.   
    2) Another rare term is aroma: absent from 14 writers, present twice in Smollet, 
Beckford, Radcliffe, C. Brontë, and 6 times in Thackeray. 
    3) Sterne and Defoe are the only ones to use only smell, Edgeworth and Marryat are the 
only ones to use two terms (smell + perfume, smell + stink/stench). Most writers use 
several olfactory terms, of which aroma is the least frequent one: it was used only by 
Thackeray, Galsworthy, Braine, Carter, Cooper and Fowles, with a total of 12 premodifers. 
     4) The occurrence of olfactory observation need not necessarily imply “observant” 
nostrils. Some observations are of general character, the writers speak of smells, scents, 
fragrances, without identifying or revealing their sources.
     5) Most of the smells registered are of the negative character. Some writers seem to feel 
an irresistible urge to specify the negative and largely ignore the positive smells. 
Psychologists say that people tend to respond to negative rather than to positive things. In 
general talk, there is also more criticism than praise. In most writers, however, there is a 
sort of balance in the olfactory sphere. And in the frequency of premodifiers the tendency 
toward the negative, except for good 7 – bad 9, does not hold: agreeable (collocating with 
smell, scent, odour, perfume, fragrance) 8 – disagreeable 3, pleasant 8 – unpleasant 4. 
     6) The answer to the question whether a writer’s olfactory perception develops over the 
years is: sometimes it does, e.g. there is a difference in the frequency of olfactory 
references in the early and in the late novels of John Wain and Keith Waterhouse. 
     7) The competition between the synonymous headwords of smell is different in the 
early and in the contemporary writers. Next follows a survey of the number of occurences 
in the earliest sixteen writers (arranged according to the year of their birth): s = smell, o = 
odour, scent = sc, f = fragrance, a = aroma, p = perfume, st = stench / stink. 

                  s      o      sc      f      a      p     st
Defoe        5      -       -        -      -      -       -
Swift        21     1       1      -       -      1      3 
Paltock      1      -       -       -       -      -       2 
Fielding     7      1      -       1      -      -       1 
Sterne        6      -       -        -     -       -       - 
Smollett    33     7      2       4     2      6     24 
Beckford    2      3      1       6     2      5       1 
Radcliffe    -       1      2      11    2      2      - 
Edgeworth 17    -       -       -      -      10      -
Scott          16     5      4       2    -       10     -
Lewis          5      -      1       2     -        1     -
Austen        -       -       -       -      -       1     - 
Maturin       2     15     6      3     -        7     - 
Marryat       8     -       -       -      -        -      1 
Gaskell       17     5    13     7      -       2      - 
Thackeray   14     6    10     2     6       1      -
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Observations: great differences between writers of a similar character (Fielding – 
Smollett); the non-smelly worlds of Daniel Defoe and Jane Austen; prevailing avoidance 
of stench/ stink, with one big exception: Smollett; writers with only two headwords 
(Edgeworth, Marryat); increasing use of smell words in the later period.  

Within one author, the ratio remains more or less constant in successive works. E.g. 
in Charlotte Brontë:  

Jane Eyre    5      4       4      5     1    2      - 
Vilette        1       2      2       5     -     5     -
Shirley         3      1      6       4     -     8     - 

For comparison’s sake, the distribution frequency in three of the latest novelists under 
survey is presented. It reveals a radical rise in smell and stink, and an individual (Angela 
Carter’s) fondness of the variants odour / odourous, scent, fragrance / fragrant:

Byatt           67    5     1     2       -      4     7
Drabble       63    2     5     -       -      7    16 
Carter          46   19   22   10     9    13    14 

6.2 Accumulation of smells (three or more) 

Accumulation of smells is a feature of prose of the second half of the 20th century. It is 
most frequent in Braine – with 21 instances it may be regarded as his particular stylistic 
feature. Most of the other writers resort to the accumulation moderately, with 3 to 5 
references to smells in a single sentence (Waterhouse, King, Drabble, Byatt), the rest use 
this device only once (Storey, Bradbury, Brookner, Fowler).  

Most often three smells are grouped in a single context, but five smells may be found as 
well: I smell his hair-oil and the laundered stiffness of his shirt and orange and fish and 
dog from the gutter Braine RT 255, even six smells: find oneself in a gale of contrary 
perfumes: blown spice, decaying vegetables, pure mud, impure mud, a whiff of new-cured 
leather, the salt of the sea Byatt SL 322. 

Sometimes the smells are in harmony: the auditorium smells of sawdust and paint and 
chalk Braine RT 47, with the characteristic Devon smell, rich and sweet, of old cow dung 
and hay and beeswax Fowler DM 370, grocers smelling of cheese, wine casks, salami
Byatt SL 161), another time the writer registers several incongruous smells (a person 
together with the environment: I remember the smell of her hair, brine and olives and 
sweat Braine RT 204, the air was soothed by scents of cigars, lavender polish and rich 
cooking Brookner L 17, a composite of perfume, sweat, greasepaint and raw leaking gas
Carter NC 8, a smell of hot tea, chips, beans and boiling dishcloths steamed tantalisingly 
out to us Waterhouse IM 107, the sharp tangs of high summer: melting tar, rain, grass-
cuttings, and the smell of girls' lately shampooed hair. Waterhouse IM 27). 

There may be a contrast between the clean smells of a person’s clothes and body and the 
bad smells of the environment, or a contrast between a woman’s perfume and  'manly’ 
smells (leather, tobacco). Fairly frequent is the combination of something concrete with 
something abstract: her breath smells of toothpaste, of youth and health Braine RT 170, 
passengers stinking of food and tobacco and sleep Braine RT 242, the smell of cooking and 
stale tobacco and, above all, poverty Braine JG 253, the house stank of cleanliness, of 
bleach and disinfectant Drabble NW 186. 
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6.3  Frequency survey of premodification + smell 

Frequency of premodification + smell: 
The figure refers to the number of authors (those with occurrence above 5): 
strong 23, faint 18, sweet 11, bad 9, rich, sour, strange 8, acrid, good, overpowering,
pungent, warm 7, curious, damp, delicious, familiar, musty, peculiar 6.

Some writers are more inventive than others as regards the premodifiers. The authors with 
most first uses of premodifiers: 
Murdoch 45, Brain 40, Dickens 29, Burgess, Byatt 18, Joyce, Drabble 16, Wells 15, 
Waterhouse 14, Conrad 11, Woolf 10. Authors with fewest (one to three) first occurrences 
of new premodifiers: Scott, Thackeray, C. Brontë, Eliot, Hardy, Stevenson, Galsworthy, 
Bennett.

The premodifiers may be restricted in time. Since Swift five have never been found again 
with smell: detestable, nauseous (in Golding with odour), natural, offensive (in Joyce with
odour), supportable. 

Some premodifiers are fairly general terms and one would expect their greater frequency. 
Yet there are four of them with a single occurrence in authors of the old period (the letters 
after the writer’s name are initials of the name of the novel): suffocating Lewis M, dreadful
Marryat P, continual Gaskell NS, agreeable Dickens PP. In the middle period, three 
premodifiers are used only once, all being found in the later novels of Conrad (Y, C): 
frightful, unexpected, awful. In spite of the exuberance in smell perception in the latest 
period (since the 1930s), there are a dozen premodifiers with a single occurrence – in 
combination with smell, the basic headword in the semantic field of olfactory perception: 
lovely Galsworthy TL, odd and unfamiliar Manning GF, unusual Burgess EV, terrible
Spark PM, horrible Murdoch V, predominant and noticeable Braine CG, intense Bradbury
HM, beautiful Fowles M, strange and wonderful Braine RT. 

With two exceptions, none of these “modern” premodifiers collocates with scent,
odour, fragrance, aroma, perfume. The two exceptions are lovely, which also collocates 
with scent, and strange, collocating with scent, perfume, fragrance. 
      When all synonyms for “smell” are considered, the following frequency of 
premodifiers is obtained: 
ODOUR: 115 premodifiers, of which only 13 are used more than once: faint, sweet 6, 
rank, strong 4, agreeable, heavy, stale, unpleasant 3, aromatic, bad, distinct, familiar 2. 
SCENT: 103 premodifiers, of which only 19 are used more than once: faint, sweet 9, heavy 
6, delicious, fresh 5, new, strong 4, cool, expensive, peculiar, rich, subtle 3, acrid, cloying, 
deep, delicate, horrible, musky, penetrating 2. 
PERFUME: 64 premodifiers, of which only 8 are used more than once: faint 7, strong 5, 
delicious, sweet 4, agreeable, feminine, heavy, spicy 2 
FRAGRANCE: 27 premodifiers, of which only 5 are used more than once: delicious 4, 
faint, peculiar 3, cool, musty 2 
AROMA: 12 premodifiers, of which only 1 is used more than once: personal 2. 
     Totally, the five topmost premodifiers are: faint 25, sweet 19, delicious, strong 13, 
heavy 11.
     Besides the accumulation of smell-emitting substances in a single statement, there 
is occasionally an accumulation of premodifiers. E.g. the strange, disturbing, wet, woolly, 
scorching sexual smell (Drabble RW 140). 
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6. 4 Earliest, later, and contemporary olfactory perception in English and Czech 

literature

Thomas Deloney’s Thomas Reading (1596) contains two references: the sweet smell of 
gold, a strong smell of his breath; the novel Jack of Newbury (1600) has four more: smell
of a smock, a strong smell of a dog’s dropping, perfume in the pudding bag, a perfume fit 
for the dogs. His contemporary, Thomas Lodge in Rosalinde (1590) also has only four 
olfactory references: lilies are foul in smell, flowers deck the fragrant fields, the smell of a 
rose, the smell of the blossoms of the sinople tree.
     Comenius wrote his Labyrint sv ta a ráj srdce (The Labyrinth of the World and the 
Paradise of the Heart) thirty to forty years later than the Elizabethan writers, in 1631. 
Negative perception prevails there, the word puch is used 6 times (puch surový, puch 
smrdutý, puch stuchliny, puch síry a smoly), smrad / smrd ti 5 times, v n  / von ti 6 times. 
A fine smell is specified only once (delicacies), in half the cases it refers to virtue or to 
God.
    For the next comparison of Czech and English literature from the first half of the 
19th century two writers were chosen: J.K. Tyl (born 1808) and W.M. Thackeray (1811). 
The difference in the range of motivators is striking. While the four volumes of Novely a 
arabesky (Novels and Arabesques, 1832-51) contain 13 olfactory descriptions of “nature” 
(air, fir tree, flower, game park, grass, herb, linden tree, orange, orchard, pine tree, 
seedling, tree, violet), the same sphere in the three novels by Thackeray (Barry Lyndon, 
Vanity Fair, Henry Esmond) contains only three items (flower, rose, wallflower). The 
Czechs tend to keep in closer touch with the countryside. 
     A probe into Czech prewar literature will reveal the use of motivators of smell in 
Karel apek and Vladislav Van ura.

apek in Boží muka (1917) has two references (to smell of tobacco and strength, 
Lída smells of fresh air and perfume), Trapné povídky (1921) also two (the room smells of 
the cold and a fine scent, the sweet smell). In Povídky z jedné a druhé kapsy (1922) the 
motivators are already more varied: a harbour, a Jew, a dog, several kinds of food and 
drinks (beer, bread, butter, peppermint, rum, smoked meat), animals (fish, horse), materials 
(coal, iron, mortar in a new building, sheepskin coat, wheat), corpse, smoke.  In Továrna 
na absolutno (1922) the smells are produced by hay, the woods, a candle, a pipe, the 
Olomouc curd cheese, a person and a merchant ship from the Indies. In Krakatit (1924) the 
fine smell is unidentified in half the cases, the motivators are carbol, iodoform, laboratory, 
horse, tobacco, Arabian cigars, handkerchief, leather, letter, milk, mould, quince, shrub, 
beech wood. In Pov tro (1934) they come from the area of food (breakfast, chocolate, 
coffee, sugar, tobacco), hygiene (carbol, field hospital, hydrogen sulphide, urine), various 
materials (asphalt, crude oil, tar, wood), nature (jasmine, rose, marshland, rottenness). 
Oby ejný život (1934): food (beer, wood, bread, ginger, kitchen, tobacco), chemicals 
(boiled glue, glue, disinfectants), nature (cut meadow, resin, dirt, stinking chamomile, 
yarrow, wood), human body (sweat) and two habitats (dog house, field hospital).
     The Vladislav Van ura corpus was provided by nine of his books, ranging from 
1924 to 1936 (in chronological order: Peka  Jan Marhoul, Pole orná a vále ná, Rozmarné 
léto, Hrdelní p e aneb p ísloví, Markéta Lazarová, Út k do Budína, Luk královny Dorotky, 
Konec starých as , T i eky). The motivators used come from the field of food and drink 
(beer, brandy, bacon, bread, drink, fat, garlic, sausage, smoked meat, sour cabbage, spices, 
suet, wurst), places (cowshed, hospital, house, kitchen, office, monkey cage, pigsty, sheep 
pen, shop, stable, workshop), human body (body, dysentery excrement, hair, hand, sweat), 
chemicals (chloride of lime, greasepaint, incense, paraffin, sulphur), an unidentified 
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flower, and varia (the breath of the rooks, dressmaking, game, mould, mustiness, poverty, 
river, smoke, water, yuft). 
     A comparison of the two writers shows absence of coffee, names of flowers, hay, 
grass, woods, marshland and animals as well as of tobacco but a much wider range of 
“places” and human body in Van ura ( apek only refers to sweat and a Jew). The range of 
chemicals is greater in apek. Van ura occasionally resorts to a metaphor, e.g. you have 
two smells: of formless enthusiasm and of silly kind-heartedness; the theatre smelt of 
Ibsen; your trespasses smell of the Old Testament. 

Summary

A survey of 240 works by 65 British writers, born in the four centuries between 1543 and 
1949 (the publication dates of their works range from 1590 to 1989), provided a collection 
of  several thousand quotations with a reference to olfactory perception. The sample of 
English prose in our corpus is large and representative enough to give data on the syntactic 
patterns in which the terms of “smell” occur, on the synonyms of smell, and the 
specification of the nature of the smell. From the patterns, only the premodifiers are 
discussed in greater detail. Among the synonyms, central terms (smell, odour, scent, 
fragrance, perfume, aroma, stink / stench) and peripheral terms are distinguished and their 
respective collocative powers are described. The nature of smell is established by means of 
the “motivators”, i.e. the sources of the smell. A detailed classification of the motivators is 
presented. The top five are: flower, air, rose, tobacco, burning (material). Not counting the 
abstracts in 5.13, in English a total of 820 motivators were found; in Czech, a total of 650 
motivators were collected from works published over a century and a half (between 1832 
and 1988). Frequency was also established for the premodifiers (the top five are faint, 
sweet, delicious, strong, heavy) and for the motivators; among the latter, 466, that is 
slightly over 50%, have a single use only. A parallel corpus of Czech literature (not listed 
here) covering writers born between 1562 (Comenius) and 1951 (Z. Zapletal) provided 
comparative Czech – English material for the motivators. A survey of olfactory perception 
in Comenius’ Labyrinth and in two modern (prewar) Czech prose writers illustrates the 
difference between the 17th century and the modern (prewar) perception and the difference 
between Karel apek and Vladislav Van ura. As expected, the range of motivators has 
grown immensely with the development of literature (the same holds for the sphere of 
colours, see Peprník 1985, 1987, 2000, 2005), due to increased sensitivity in perception, 
and they have become an important feature in description of the setting of a novel. 

Corpus

The writers are listed according to the date of birth (in brackets). 

Thomas Deloney (1543): Thomas Reading (1596), Jack of Newberry (1600) 

Thomas Lodge (1558): Rosalynde, or Euphues Golden Legacy (1590) 

Daniel Defoe (1660): Captain Singleton (1720), Roxana (1724), Memoirs of a Cavalier
(1724)

Jonathan Swift (1667): Gulliver’s Travels (1726) 

Robert Paltock (1697): The Life and Adventures of Peter Wilkins (1751) 

Henry Fielding (1707): Joseph Andrews (1743), Jonathan Wilde (1743), The History of 
Tom Jones (1749)
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Laurence Sterne (1713): Tristram Shandy (1761) 

Tobias Smollett (1721): Roderick Random (1748), Peregrine Pickle (1758), The 
Expedition of Humphrey Clinker (1771) 

William Beckford: The History of the Caliph Vathek (1786) 

Anne Radcliffe (1764): The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794) 

Maria Edgeworth (1767): Castle Rackrent (1800), Belinda (1801), Absentee (1812), 
Ormond (1817)

Walter Scott (1771): Waverley (1814), The Antiquary (1816), Rob Roy (1817), The Heart 
of Midlothian (1818), The Bride of Lammermoor (1819), Kenilworth (1821)

Matthew Lewis (1775): The Monk (1796) 

Charles Maturin (1782): Melmoth the Wanderer (1820) 

Frederick Marryat (1792): Jacob Faithful (1834), The Pirate (1836), Masterman Ready
(1841)

Elizabeth Gaskell (1810): North and South (1855), Sylvia’s Lovers (1863) 

W. M. Thackeray (1811): The Memoirs of Barry Lyndon, Esq (1844), Vanity Fair (1848), 
Henry Esmond (1852) 

Charles Dickens (1812): Pickwick Papers (1836), Oliver Twist (1837), Nicholas Nickleby
(1839), The Old Curiosity Shop (1841), Barnaby Rudge (1841), David Copperfield
(1850), Bleak House (1852), Little Dorrit (1857), Great Expectations (1861) 

Anthony Trollope (1815): Barchester Towers (1857), Doctor Thorne (1868), Framley 
Parsonage (1861)

Charlotte Brontë (1816): Jane Eyre (1847), Vilette (1849), Shirley (1849)

Emily Brontë (1818): Wuthering Heights (1847) 

George Eliot (1819): Adam Bede (1859), The Mill on the Floss (1860), Silas Marner
(1860), Middlemarch (1872), Daniel Deronda (1867) 

Charles Kingsley (1819): The Water Babies (1863) 

Anne Brontë (1820): Agnes Grey (1847) 

George Meredith (1828): The Ordeal of Richard Feveral (1859), The Egoist (1879), Diana
of the Crossways (1885) 

Thomas Hardy (1840): Under the Greenwood Tree (1871), A Pair of Blue Eyes (1873), 
Far from the Madding Crowd (1874), Return of the Native (1878), The Mayor of 
Casterbridge (1886), The Woodlanders (1887), Tess of the d’Urbervilles (1891), 
Jude the Obscure (1896) 

Robert Louis Stevenson (1850): Treasure Island (1882), Kidnapped (1886), The Master of 
Ballantrae (1889), Catriona (1893)

Joseph Conrad (1853): Almayer’s Folly (1895), An Outcast of the Islands (1896), Lord Jim
(1900), Youth (1902), Nostromo (1904), Secret Agent (1907), Chance (1914, C), 
Victory (1915), The Rescue (1920) 

Rudyard Kipling (1865): The Naulakha (1865), Plain Tales from the Hills (1888), Stalky
and Co. (1889), Kim (1901)
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H.G. Wells (1866): The Wheels of Chance (1896), The Invisible Man (1897), The Food of 
the Gods (1904), Kipps (1903), Tono Bungay (1909), The History of Mr Polly
(1910)
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Abstract: Languages differ in what acoustic properties of speech are used to 
signal which linguistic dimensions. For example, vowel duration is a cue for 
stress (among other things) in English, while in Czech it marks phonological 
vowel length and not stress. It is a question how second-language (L2) learners 
cope with such mismatches. In a previous study it was examined whether stress 
influences short-long vowel perceptual categorization in English learners of 
Czech (Podlipský 2007, Proc. 16th ICPhS). The present study reversed the 
question, to test whether English learners are affected by vowel length when 
perceiving Czech stress, or more specifically, when detecting word boundaries. A 
task with strings of nonsense syllables pronounced by Czechs was prepared 
where either a long vowel was stressed (stress-length coincidence) or a short 
vowel was stressed but with a long vowel in a neighboring syllable as a distracter 
(stress-length conflict). Seventeen English learners of L2 Czech and 69 native 
Czech listeners participated. Native listeners had not been expected to be biased 
by vowel length. Surprisingly, they performed slightly better in the stress-length 
conflict condition which suggests that in Czech (contrary to what is common in 
other languages) vowel shortness may enhance the perceptual salience of stress. 
Non-native listeners performed above chance in stress-length coincidence but 
only at chance in stress-length conflict which was interpreted as transfer of the 
perceptual treatment of vowel duration from the L1. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Perceiving speech involves extracting sound units from the speech signal as they were 
intended by the speaker, which can then lead to lexical recognition. Since the speech signal is 
highly variable (within and between talkers, Johnson 2005), arriving at the underlying speech 
sounds is underpinned by complex processes which researchers have been struggling to 
explain for decades (Nygaard and Pisoni 1995). Most experts agree that what allows listeners 
to identify intended sound units is attending to a number of specific acoustic characteristics of 
heard speech or ‘acoustic cues’ (e.g. Liberman et al. 1954, Raphael 2005). What happens then 
when we are learning a foreign language? An important aspect of the acquisition of a second 
language (L2) is the adjustment of the learner’s perceptual system allowing successful 
identification of L2 sound units. It is widely recognized in L2 acquisition research that 
learners’ previous linguistic experience, typically experience with their first language (L1), is a 
crucial determiner of their success (see e.g. Højen 2003 for a review). It is a question then 
whether and how learners can attune their speech perception mechanisms to the L2 so that an 
acoustic cue is treated in a new way. 
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Duration of speech sounds is one phonetic dimension inherent to all languages, although 
the phonologies of different languages employ this dimension linguistically to differing 
degrees. In some languages, like Czech, segmental length is traditionally regarded as 
phonological in the sense that it forms the basis of short/long phonemic contrasts (Palková 
1994).1 In other languages, like English, duration does not constitute quantity contrasts. 
However in English, at a segmental level, duration is an important (if not the primary) acoustic 
cue for distinguishing voicing in coda obstruents (Hogan and Rozsypal 1980, Luce and 
Charles-Luce 1985, Broersma 2005), and above the segment, syllable structure is marked by 
duration and so is stress (Lehiste 1970, Klatt 1973, Spitzer et al. 2007). Therefore, the 
‘functional load’ of duration within the English phonological system is considerable (Klatt 
1976). Finally, there are languages, like Spanish, where the role of duration is defined only by 
the fact that speech happens in time; in Spanish, duration is presumably not used at a 
phonological level (McAllister et al. 2002, Escudero and Boersma 2004). These cross-
linguistic differences in treatment of segmental duration inevitably surface during L2 
acquisition (Iverson and Evans 2007, Bent et al. 2008). 

The case of Spanish can serve as an illustration of disagreements that exist between 
different accounts of the acquisition of temporally defined L2 contrasts. McAllister et al.
(2002) examined the acquisition of Swedish quantity by learners with different L1 
backgrounds including Spanish and found that the Spanish scores were poor relative to English 
or Estonian. The authors concluded that the greater the role of duration in learners’ L1, the 
more successful they were in acquiring L2 quantity contrasts (this was dubbed the ‘feature 
hypothesis’). This assumption can essentially be paraphrased as ‘positive transfer from L1’. 
Interestingly though, it has been repeatedly reported (e.g. Bohn 1995, Escudero and Boersma 
2004) that when categorizing L2 quality-and-quantity based contrasts (English lax/tense vowel 
pairs for instance) Spanish listeners tend to favor quantity over quality as an acoustic cue. 
Escudero and Boersma (2004) proposed an interesting explanation for this phenomenon, 
claiming roughly that in Spanish there is not one but simply no durational category and this 
dimension is thus easily colonized by the L2 because establishing a completely new durational 
distinction is more likely during language acquisition than modifying existing qualitative 
distinctions. If this account is correct however, then it is a question whether it can be 
reconciled with the data collected by McAllister et al. (2002). A recent study by Kondaurova 
and Francis (2008) investigated the perception of an English tense/lax vowel contrast by 
Spanish (as well as Russian) speakers of English. It was concluded that Spanish and Russian 
L2 perception could not be explained entirely by L1 experience. (For a review of other L2 
speech learning models related to this topic see Ylinen 2006.) 

In light of this debate, the author of this paper has been collecting data from English 
learners of Czech that could be used to bring new insight into how perceptual cues can be 
‘recycled’ during the acquisition of L2 phonology. The focus has been on whether L2 learners 
can dissociate vowel duration from what it marks in English and use it as a cue to Czech vowel 
length instead. When baseline data about Czech controls were examined, some new and 
interesting conclusions about Czech could also be made. In one previous study (Podlipský 
2008) the possible effect of phonological or phonetic voicing of the coda obstruent on 
short/long vowel categorization in the nuclear position was put to test. For English learners of 
Czech no significant effect indicative of transfer from L1 was found. Surprisingly, for the 

1 Although Palková (1994) describes the Czech vocalic system as symmetrical, where 5 short vowels have 5 
long counterparts, in a forthcoming paper Podlipský et al. will show that this symmetry has been eroded 
somewhat because the durational difference between Czech / / and /i / is only responsible for about half of 
the contrast and that it is the qualitative difference between the vowels that constitutes the remaining half (cf. 
Dankovi ová 1999). 
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Czech participants the short/long vowel boundary shifted depending on the phonetic voicing of 
the following tautosyllabic consonant in such a way that a durationally ambiguous vowel was 
more likely to be perceived as short before a voiced consonant than before a voiceless one. 
This inspired considerations about whether or not the phenomenon called ‘incomplete 
neutralization’ of final obstruents (that has been reported for several languages, e.g. Dutch, 
Warner et al. 2004) is in operation in Czech. This topic is being addressed in follow-up 
research. Another previous study (Podlipský 2007) tested whether the use of vowel duration 
as a cue for stress in English would cause English learners to alter their perception of L2 
Czech vowel quantity according to the stress value of the vowel. No significant effect of such 
sort was found (and similarly, no such effect was found in Russian learners of Finnish, Ylinen 
et al. 2005). The study reported in this paper explores this area further. 

1.2 Present research question 

As mentioned above, a previous study (Podlipský 2007) did not find any effect of stress on 
English learners’ perception of Czech vowel quantity that would suggest L1 transfer. The 
goal of the present study was to investigate the same potential interaction between stress and 
vowel quantity in L2, but from the opposite direction. Namely, the question was whether the 
perception of stress in Czech would be affected by vowel length in English learners (and in 
fact in native Czechs too because this had not been tested before). Given that vowel duration 
cues stress in English, it could be hypothesized that if L1 transfer took place, learners would 
have difficulty perceiving stress on a short vowel in the presence of a long vowel distracter in 
an adjacent syllable. 

While transfer from L1 is a well-attested phenomenon in L2 acquisition research, it is 
equally well-known (e.g. Sharwod Smith 1994) that not all interlanguage patterning is 
attributable to L1 interference. In a pilot case study, Šimá ková (2000) examined the stress 
assignment in an English learner’s production of L2 Czech sentences. The author noted that 
only some vowel duration variation could be explained in terms of transfer from English. 

Perception of stress in Czech can hardly be tested directly without resorting to 
theoretical references when explaining the task to the participants. Therefore, an indirect 
method for assessing stress perception was chosen: perceptual segmentation of strings of 
syllables into words. This method could be used because in Czech, stress is fixed to the first 
syllable of a word and can play a ‘demarcative’ role (Trubetzkoy 1939/1969, Cutler 2005). 
Similar word-boundary detection tasks have been used both for Czech (Palková and Volín 
2003) and for English (e.g. Spitzer et al. 2007). These were however monolingual studies. 
Using a word-boundary detection task with L2 learners whose L1 is a free-stress language 
implies that they have adopted the strategy of using stress for segmenting speech into words. 
Nevertheless, there is evidence that such an adoption may not be necessary. First, Henderson 
and Nelms (1980) showed that English speakers who heard Czech for the first time could 
segment speech into words on the basis of F0 contours (which is a cue for stress in Czech, see 
below). Second, and more importantly, English speakers do use stress for segmentation in 
their native language (Cutler 2005). 

Vowel duration is not the only cue used for marking stress in different languages. Also 
important are pitch, intensity (Lehiste 1970) and vowel spectral balance (Sluijter et al. 1997). 
The relative importance of these components is apparently defined differently in various 
languages depending on their prosodic structures (Lehiste and Fox 1993). In English, 
perception of stress results from the synergy between all these cues, but the role of duration 
alone is certainly significant (Howell 1993). In Czech, vowel lengthening does not mark 
stress probably because short/long vowel contrasts are distributed freely in lexical units 
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irrespective of stress (cf. minimal pairs like /rada/ ‘advice’ vs. /ra da/ ‘glad’ and /h l /

‘sticks’ vs. /h l / ‘bare’). Although what exactly it is that allows Czech listeners to identify 
stressed syllables is particularly elusive (Janota 1967), Palková and Volín (2003) concluded 
that overall F0 contours matter. 

When a perceptual word-boundary detection test is employed an additional durational 
cue for segmentation could potentially be used by listeners. It is the overall syllable timing 
pattern: as the number of syllables in a word increases, the duration of syllables decreases 
(e.g. Lehiste 1970). However, Dankovi ová (1997) reports that in Czech this tendency does 
not seem to apply because only in a minority of cases can a significant effect of number of 
syllables per word on articulation rate be observed. Also in English this temporal variation 
cannot have constant importance as a perceptual marker because in natural connected speech 
the effect can be reduced to a minimum (Harris and Umeda 1974). 

To summarize, this study attempted to determine whether English learners of Czech 
transfer their L1 treatment of vowel duration as a cue for stress to the L2. More specifically, 
the question was whether English learners would be biased by phonological vowel quantity 
when locating stressed (i.e. word-initial) syllables in a word-boundary detection task. In order 
to assess the possibility of L1 transfer, baseline data about native Czech perception also had 
to be elicited. Since with increasing L2 proficiency the likelihood of transfer from L1 
decreases (see Højen 2003 for a review), an additional question was whether the amount of 
bias towards long vowels would correlate with L2 experience. 

2 Method 

2.1 Stimuli 

The stimuli were 10 different strings each consisting of 5 nonsense syllables 
pronounced by Czech speakers as either a sequence of disyllabic and trisyllabic words or as a 
sequence of trisyllabic and disyllabic words. For example, the string olafánuta was
pronounced both as ola fánuta [ t .la fa .nu.ta], where a long vowel was stressed (stress-

quantity coincidence condition), and as olafá nuta [ t .la.fa nu.ta], where stress fell on a 
short vowel but there was a long unstressed vowel in the neighboring syllable (stress-quantity 
conflict condition).2 Thus, in all the strings the middle syllable was ‘floating’ in the sense that 
it either belonged to the first or the second word. The floating syllables contained short or 
long vowels. The 10 strings are listed in Table 1. 

Long vowel in ‘floating’ 
syllable

Short vowel in ‘floating’ 
syllable

ola#fá#nuta
nusi#bé#rachu
pota#ró#lina
sino#lé#jasa
tuki#tá#puki

ola#nu#fáta
nusi#ra#béchu
pota#li#róna
sino#ja#lésa
tuki#pu#táki

Table 1: Ten strings of nonsense syllables used as stimuli. The third syllable could either belong to 
the first word or to the second (hence the superscript # indicating possible word boundaries). 

2 Note that in standard Czech orthography the stroke diacritic above a vowel symbol indicates a long vowel. 
This convention was maintained in the test and response buttons were labeled using normal Czech spelling 
(see Fig. 2 for an example). 
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Attention was paid to the choice of segments. First, both sonorants and obstruents 
were chosen for the vicinity of floating syllables to avoid disturbing the balance between 
different acoustic cues for stress (F0 contours, intensity, syllable timing or vowel spectra) 
which sonorants and obstruents affect differently (see e.g. Stevens 2000, chapters 7-9, for a 
comprehensive discussion). Second, long /i / and /u / were not used in the floating syllables 
because qualitative differences between these vowels and their short counterparts exist in 
Czech which can potentially result in a shortening of the long vowels (Podlipský et al. in
preparation).

One reason why nonsense syllables rather than real words were used may already be 
apparent: given the segment selection constrains, sets of real words would be impossible to 
find. However, even if such words were found, nonsense syllables were preferred to rule 
out potential word frequency effects (Grainger 1990). 

The stimuli were obtained by recording 10 native Czech speakers (aged 21-27, all 
female, none of whom came from a region close to Polish borders) pronouncing the strings 
embedded in the carrier sentence ekni ___ úpln  znovu (Say ___ all over again). The 
speakers wore a head-mounted microphone and their speech was recorded directly into a 
computer (44.1 kHz, 32-bit). The phrases were presented to the speakers separately, on the 
screen of a computer, in a pace controlled by the experimenter, in random order, and there 
was an equal amount of fillers which were later discarded. Each speaker pronounced all 
phrases twice. The speakers were instructed to speak clearly and to place emphasis on the 
word úpln ‘completely’ so that the prosodic peak occurred outside the five nonsense 
syllables.3 Fig. 1 shows the waveform, pitch, and intensity of an example stimulus. Both 
pitch and intensity culminate in the word úpln .
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Figure 1: The waveform, pitch, and intensity of an example stimulus. The string of 5 nonsense 
syllables is delimited by vertical lines.

3 To refrain from explicitly explaining what the phrases should sound like or from rehearsing pronunciation, 
a puppet was introduced that the speakers were asked to address when speaking. The puppet was described 
as not very smart so that speakers had to talk clearly to him. This also helped to eliminate monotonous 
speech and worked as a good icebreaker. 
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All recordings (except for the fillers) were presented separately to two trained 
phoneticians who were acquainted with the purpose of the experiment. They chose one of 
the two recordings of each phrase per speaker as better and checked whether each 
recording really sounded as a natural Czech rendition of the intended phrase. A similar 
check was then performed by the author. On the basis of this analysis, the entire sets of 
recordings of 4 speakers were removed from the set of stimuli. In the end, there were thus 
altogether 120 stimuli to be used in the perceptual word-boundary detection task (10 
strings × 2 word boundary locations × 6 speakers). Not only the nonsense syllables but the 
whole utterances were presented to listeners so that the original prosodic context was 
preserved.

2.2 Procedure 

The word-boundary detection task used a 2-alternative-forced-choice paradigm: listeners 
heard a stimulus and then were asked which of two response options corresponded to 
what they understood. The test was conducted on a computer using the Praat software 
(Boersma and Weenink 2008). Listeners, wearing circumaural headphones, heard a 
stimulus (each of the 120 stimuli was presented once in random order) and using a mouse 
they clicked on one of the two response buttons (Fig. 2 right). If unsure, they could replay 
the stimulus three times at most, the time for a decision was not limited. Once they 
responded another stimulus along with the corresponding buttons was given.

Figure 2: Screenshots of example displays from the training task (left) and the actual task (right). 
The tasks were prepared and conducted in Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2008).

After every 40 trials, listeners were prompted to take a pause; there were thus 2 
pauses during each of which participants watched a ca. 7-minute Mr. Bean video 
individually. Prior to actual testing all participants at least once performed a training task 
using real Czech words (Fig. 2 left). Testing took place either in a computer lab at 
Palacký University (Czech listeners) or in a quiet room (English listeners). Apart from 
randomizing the stimuli, an additional measure was taken to ensure that distorting factors 
were not introduced into the elicited data: the left/right location of the correct answer and 
the left/right location of the 2+3-syllables answer vs. the 3+2-syllables answer were both 
counterbalanced to eliminate laterality biases. Participants were not informed about the 
purpose of the experiment before its completion. 
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2.3 Participants 

Sixty-nine native Czech listeners who were students at Palacký University from various 
regions of the Czech Republic, of both sexes aged 19 to 26, took part in the experiment and 
comprised the native control group. None of them self-reported any language related 
impairment or hearing problems.  

The non-native group consisted of 17 native speakers of American English, of both 
sexes aged 19-24, all Mormon missionaries living in different parts of the Czech Republic. 
Because of the reason of their stay in this country, they were highly motivated to learn 
Czech, use it as much as possible, and to interact with natives in Czech. Consequently, 
although they had been learning Czech for only about a year on average (see Table 2), they 
all were able to lead at least a reasonably fluent conversation in Czech. Four indices of L2 
proficiency were recorded: length of residence, length of learning, age of onset of learning, 
and self-estimated4 ratio between the usage of Czech and of English. Resulting data is 
shown in Table 2. None of the 17 non-native participants self-reported any language 
related impairment or hearing problems. 

Index of L2 proficiency mean SD 
Length of residence (mo.) 9.6 4.9 
Length of learning (mo.) 11.6 5.0 
Age of onset of learning (yr.) 20.0 1.6 
Self-reported usage of Czech (%) 49.4 13.3 

Table 2: Indices of the English learners’ L2 Czech proficiency – means and standard deviations 
(SD).

Having groups of different sizes was not a problem because within-group statistical 
comparisons were of major interest. 

2.4 Data analysis 

For each group of participants, the percent-correct scores in the stress-quantity coincidence 
condition were compared with scores in the stress-quantity conflict condition in separate 
repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs). Separate ANOVAs were used 
because of the marked difference in group sizes. However, the data for both groups were 
submitted to another ANOVA where L1 was the between-group factor and stress-quantity 
condition was the within-group factor in order to assess the possible interaction. 

In addition, the data were analyzed within the framework of Signal Detection Theory 
(e.g. McFall and Treat 1999). Noticing stress on a short vowel (or correspondingly, 
noticing an unstressed long vowel) was considered more difficult and it thus constituted 
the signal to be detected. The use of signal detection analysis allowed comparing 
sensitivity (d', defined as z(H) – z(FA), where z are z-scores, H is the hit rate, and FA is 
the false alarm rate) between groups (in one-way ANOVA) but it also provided means of 
quantifying the bias (C, defined as – [z(H) + z(FA)]/2) caused by vowel quantity 
(submitted to a separate one-way ANOVA) which is what the present study aimed to 

4 These self-reports were not just wild guesses because missionaries are required to record the number of 
hours of speaking Czech (their L2) per day by the religious organization. There are other language-learning 
motivation policies in this community. For instance, one day of the week is a Czech-only day. Missionaries 
are also strongly encouraged to communicate in Czech with each other. 
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assess. Moreover, for the English participants possible correlations between the bias C and 
the different indices of L2 proficiency could be measured. 

3 Results 

Figure 3 shows the mean percent-correct scores for both L1 groups in both stress-quantity 
conditions. A repeated-measures ANOVA found a main effect of condition for the native 
listeners [F(1, 68)=5.6516, p=.02026]: they scored slightly but significantly better in the 
stress-quantity conflict condition (mean 81.04%, SD 10.92) than in the coincidence 
condition (mean 77.92%, SD 12.69). For the non-native listeners, a separate repeated-
measures ANOVA also revealed a main effect of condition [F(1, 16)=11.420, p=.00382];
the difference was however in the opposite direction because non-native listeners 
performed worse in the conflict condition (mean 50.1%, SD 9.21) than in the coincidence 
condition (mean 64.02%, SD 10.88). Correspondingly, in a third ANOVA a significant 
interaction between L1 background and stress-quantity condition was found [F(1,
84)=26.235, p<.0001]; a post-hoc Scheffe’s test revealed significant (p<.01) differences 
between native and non-native means both within and across conditions. 

Condition * L1 interaction
F(1, 84)=26.235, p=.00000
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Figure 3: Box-whisker plots of percent-correct scores of both L1 groups in the two conditions. 

In addition, using signal detection analyses, sensitivity d' and bias C were analyzed. 
Mean values for both L1 groups are represented in Figure 4. Overall, these data confirm 
the above-reported analyses of percent-correct scores. The native listeners had a larger 
sensitivity d' on average [one-way ANOVA, F(1, 84)=47.66, p=.0001]; it is noteworthy 
though that there was a good deal of variation in the native scores (SD 0.84) and a few 
individuals had in fact sensitivity close to the non-native mean value. The native Czechs 
had only a slight negative bias C (mean -0.05, SD 0.21), while the English listeners had a 
considerable positive bias C (mean 0.19, SD 0.25); in a separate one-way ANOVA the 
main effect of L1 was significant [F(1, 84)=16.62, p=.0001].
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Figure 4: Box-whisker plots of sensitivity d' (left) and bias C scores (right) by L1 group.

To determine whether the English listeners’ level of L2 experience predicted 
performance in this experiment, correlations between each of the indices of L2 proficiency 
listed in Table 2 were examined. However, no significant correlations were found. 

4 Discussion 

In this study, a perceptual segmentation task was used in which listeners were asked to 
recover intended word boundaries in strings of nonsense syllables pronounced by Czech 
speakers in two different ways. For instance, participants heard the recording of olafá
nuta and were asked whether they understood olafá nuta or ola fánuta; on different trials 
they also heard ola fánuta and were asked the same question. 

It is evident that even for the native Czech listeners this was a challenging task: no 
ceiling effect occurred and some individuals in fact had a relatively poor sensitivity d'.
Nevertheless, the native listeners as a group performed well above chance both when the 
initial syllable of the second word in the sequence contained a long vowel (i.e. when vowel 
quantity and stress coincided, e.g. ola fánuta or olanu fáta) and when the initial syllable 
of the second word contained a short vowel but there was an unstressed long vowel in a 
neighboring syllable as a potential distracter (i.e. when vowel quantity and stress 
conflicted, e.g. olafá nuta or ola nufáta). Naturally, it had been expected that in the 
presence of the long-vowel distracter the task would be more difficult and that if any effect 
of vowel quantity on stress perception could be witnessed in the native listeners at all, their 
scores would thus be better in the coincidence (no long-vowel distracter) condition than in 
the conflict condition. Surprisingly then, while an effect of condition did occur, the Czech 
participants’ resulting scores were contrary to these expectations: they scored slightly but 
significantly better in the stress-quantity conflict condition. In other words, stress was 
more noticeable for the Czech listeners when it fell on a short vowel rather than a long one. 
That suggests an interesting possibility: in fixed-stress quantity languages like Czech, 
vowel duration may indeed be used as a cue enhancing stress perception but, because 
lengthening a short vowel could result in phonemic vowel quantity neutralization, 
shortening is used instead (giving rise to a characteristic ‘snappy’ delivery of the stressed 
syllable). This hypothesis should be tested in a production study as well, and data from 
other fixed-stress quantity languages, like Finnish and Hungarian, are necessary (see also 
Cutler 2005 for discussion). Also, a perceptual experiment using resynthesized stimuli 
could test if a magnification of the attested effect of phonological vowel length on 
perceived stress can be induced in native Czech listeners when cues for stress other than 
duration are impoverished or removed (equalizing F0 and/or intensity; a similar 
experiment has been done for English by Spitzer et al. 2007). 
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The primary goal of the study reported here was to investigate whether English 
learners of Czech would use L1-like perceptual strategies (i.e. attending to vowel duration) 
when perceiving L2 stress. As was mentioned above, Podlipský (2007) failed to observe an 
English-like interaction between stress and vowel duration because English listeners did 
not differ from native Czechs when categorizing phonemically short/long vowels in 
stressed or unstressed syllables. The present study, which explored the potential stress-
quantity relation from the opposite direction, however found a robust effect of 
phonological vowel quantity on the difficulty to recover intended word onsets. This can 
indeed be interpreted as transfer from L1 and it thus lends indirect support to McAllister et
al.’s (2002) ‘feature hypothesis’ which predicts success of L2 quantity acquisition on the 
basis of the role of duration in L1. 

In the McAllister et al. (2002) study, L2 experience was not shown to be a reliable 
predictor of L2 performance. Similarly, the present study did not find correlations between 
indices of L2 proficiency and the size of the unnative-like effect of vowel quantity on 
stress perception. It has to be noted however that in this study the range of different levels 
of L2 proficiency was quite limited and, given this range, the sample size may have been 
too small for correlation tendencies to reach significant levels. 

The findings about L2 perception obtained in this study allow making the following 
prediction: for speakers of a stress language acquiring a quantity language, phonological 
vowel quantity will hamper correct perceptual speech segmentation unless they cease to 
link longer vowel duration with perceived stress in their interlanguage phonology. 
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Abstract: The complementation of prepositional phrases by reflexive pronoun marks 
typically the contrast between more than one potentially coreferential noun phrase. 
English prepositional phrases with a single coreferential noun phrase can have either 
personal pronoun or reflexive pronoun complements. Not every reflexive 
complementation marking a coreferential noun phrase can be explained by rather 
broad notions of empathy perspective or special emphasis, proposed by some 
approaches. This article presupposes that a detailed semantic analysis of the 
coreferential noun phrase, of its predicate and prepositional phrase, can narrow those 
criteria and provide guidelines determining the complementation. The semantic 
limitations deciding the reflexive pronoun complementation are often complicated 
and difficult to generalize. 

1 Introduction

The most common use of reflexive pronouns in English is marking coreference with the 
subject1 (Longman 345). Reflexive pronouns are always required when complementing 
reflexive verbs (Quirk 357 ff.), after a preposition where the subject is the intended 
antecedent and with prepositional phrases following a noun which refers to a work of art, a 
story etc.

Optional reflexive pronoun may replace the more usual ordinary objective pronoun 
in spatial and temporal prepositional phrases (Quirk 359). In some spatial and prepositional 
phrases the reflexive pronoun coreferential with subject supplies special emphasis (Quirk 
359, Longman 345), usually implying a contrast between coreference to the subject and 
reference to something else (Quirk 360 ff.) 
        Dušková (199 ff.) admits that on the whole [in some prepositional adverbial phrases] 
there is considerable vacillation in this point2 (she built a wall around her/self) but 
nowhere is it [a reflexive pronoun] a mere formal component of the structural make-up of 
the verb.
        Huddleston (292) discusses the non-emphatic uses of the reflexives and the question 
what determines the choice between a reflexive and non-reflexive pronoun he describes as 
difficult. His position does not change later (cf. Huddlestone, R.- Pullum, K.G. 1492)  
when stating that it remains unclear what factors determine whether the reflexive is 

1 The quoted approaches mostly use simple sentences to illustrate their analyses; for the description of 
complex sentences analyzed further on in our article the following terms are used: potentially coreferential 
noun phrases, single coreferential noun phrase, noun phrase (affected object), personal pronoun and
reflexive pronoun.
2 Even those cases Dušková (199) offers as the examples of typical personal pronoun complements of  
prepositional adverbial phrases expressing spatial relationships, ...he looked about him..., I shall start looking 
about me ... vaccilate considerably, cf. Almost in panic, he looked about himself for his companion. and 584 
other examples with looked about himself  in http://books.google.com/. 
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mandatory or merely optional, and judgements may differ as to which type we have in 
particular examples. 
        The authors quoted above do not offer comprehensive rules. There have been attempts 
to find a more comprehensive explanation for the reflexive complements of prepositional 
phrases based on the perspective of the reflexives’ antecedents (Kuno 1987), with the 
reflexives conveying an “empathy perspective” with a particular participant, taken by the 
reporter.
        This article is an attempt to provide a greater detail to the “special emphasis” or 
“empathy perspective” concepts. As the meaning of the prepositional phrases obviously 
determines the selection of complements this analysis starts with the lexically less complex 
prepositions beside, behind, in front of. The theoretical assumptions state that in 
prepositional phrases (PP’s) the personal pronoun signals an “unmarked” reflexive 
reference to the potentially coreferential noun phrase. However there are collocations of 
subjects, predicates and prepositions with the predominant complementation by reflexive 
pronouns, some of which are analysed in detail below. 

2 Beside 

The meaning3 of the preposition beside is either strict by the side of a person, animal, or 
thing that has a recognized side or less exact: close to, near any part of, by.4

2.1 Complementation by the reflexive pronoun

2.1.1 The complementation by the reflexive pronoun marks primarily the contrast between 
potentially coreferential noun phrases (Mike, Jack in (1)). 

(1)    Mike poured a whiskey floater into his mug, screwing the cap back tight, but Jack 
took the bottle and set it beside himself. 

        The PP’s with the reflexive pronoun are predominant in the rules of board games (2)
implying more potentially coreferential noun phrases.

(2)   Each player takes a letter rack 26 and places it beside himself or herself….During 
play, each player should try to conceal his or her retained letter tiles 22 from the view of 
the other players. 

        The difference in the PP’s with the reflexive pronoun complementation contrasting 
more the one potentially coreferential noun phrases (Smith, Hairston, Johnson, Mention, 
and Irving Smith) and the PP’s with the personal pronoun complementation with a single 
coreferential noun phrase (Krebbs) becomes more evident when compared in similar 
contexts, cf. (3), (4): 

3 The definitions of the prepositional meaning are from Oxford English Dictionary Online (2008).
4 The figurative meaning of beside out of a mental state or condition is complemented by the reflexive 
pronoun only, cf. beside oneself.  This metaphor of emotional state is the only example of the reflexive 
pronoun complement of the PP’s with beside included in the British National Corpus World Edition (2000), 
cf. beside herself with worry, rage, pleasure, anger etc. The preposition beside in this figurative meaning is 
not analysed in this article. 
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(3)   Nonetheless, Smith, Hairston, Johnson, Mention, and Irving Smith drove to Jeffries’ 
apartment in Hairston’s gold Lincoln Continental. According to Smith's own testimony, he 
brought his .45 caliber pistol with him, wrapped in his sweater, and placed it beside 
himself on the back seat of Hairston's car.

        The personal pronoun (him) in (4) has a single coreferential subject: 

(4)   When Krebbs arrived at his home … [he] pulled a pistol out of the center console and 
placed it beside him on the seat …. 

        Examples 1- 4 illustrate those unequivocal criteria according to which a single 
coreferential subject has a PP complemented by the personal pronoun and the reflexive 
pronoun specifies one of more contrasting potentially coreferential subjects. Beside in the 
examples above complemented by the personal pronoun does not specify the exact location 
of the object which could be anywhere nearby (close to, near any part of, by).

2.1.2 Physical proximity

Further we consider the examples from our database5 with the single coreferential noun 
phrase and the PP’s complemented by the reflexive pronoun, cf. 

(5)   [...] by holding it [the lyre] beside himself, the patient receives positive feedback from 
the direct contact with the instrument. 

        The example above with the PP holding beside himself accents physical contact/close 
proximity of the noun phrase (affected object, the lyre) and the coreferential noun phrase 
(patient). If the proximity assumption in the example 5 should be valid other sentences 
with PP’s noting the close proximity of the affected object and the coreferential noun 
phrase may be complemented by the reflexive pronoun.  

        Consequently the database has been searched for examples clearly indicating close  
physical proximity between the affected object and coreferential noun phrase with the PP 
hold beside, e.g.:

(6) Wandering over to a mirror, she held it [the dress] beside herself to try and get a good 
idea of what it looked like. 

        Review of the database confirms the assumption stated above, most of the examples 
follow the pattern with the reflexive pronoun, cf. 

(7)   Picking it up out of the box she held it against herself and looked at Karen.

        Example (8) indicates proximity as well, beside himself indicates closeness and 
therefore the effect of the explosion would, presumably, be devastating. 

(8)   Later testimony indicated that Delaney had armed the first of two bombs and placed it 
beside himself as he picked up the second one.

5 The examples from books.google.com and British National Corpus World Edition (2000) were not verified 
by a native speaker. My thanks go to Robin Hoyle who read the remaining examples and commented upon 
them.  
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         The reflexive pronouns in (7) and (9) suggesting physical proximity may be a result 
of the selection between two or more potential coreferential noun phrases (she, Karen, he, 
his brother). The contrast between these noun phrases may be more or less evident, in 
some cases syntactical clarity is enhanced even though the contrast is implicit, cf.

(9)   Therefore, he made a golden statue of his brother, placed it beside himself on his 
throne and thenceforward used the plural ...6

         Although in (10) there is only one potential coreferential noun phrase, the subject  in 
singular  (he) and the PP’s complementation  excludes the plural tribals as coreferential the 
reflexive pronoun is again used here to enhance syntactical clarity. 

(10)   He stepped forward towards the prostate tribals, and sheathed his sword, unclasped 
it, and placed it beside himself as he went down upon his knees, and performed an 
exaggerated bow before the tribals.

2.3 The meaning of the spatial preposition beside logically excludes the subject as 
coreferential in the contexts where verbs denote its own movement or position (e.g. walk, 
sit, start, be asleep, got in, climbed up, lay, to be close, stood), cf. 

(11) She sat on the bed beside her.

         If in such context the reflexive pronoun with a single coreferential noun phrase is 
nevertheless used as a complement of the PP with the preposition beside the “rules” of 
extra-lingual reality cease to apply, cf. 

(12)  … eating a plum that was alive, seeing his wife sitting beside herself and all the kind 
of hallucinatory 

3 Before 

The complementation of the PP’s with the preposition before is more complicated then 
those with beside owing to the polysemy of the preposition combined with the verb: e.g. 
before with the meaning sequence (position) in space, of time, of rank combined with e.g. 
the verb to put in locative or figurative meaning does not provide any immediate clear-cut 
unequivocal rules for the complementation7. It is necessary to analyse carefully all the 
meanings of the predicate and potential collocability with the meanings of the preposition 
to tentatively suggest complementation rules. 

6 The following sentence with the PP complemented by the personal pronoun would not support an eventual 
proximity assumption in (9):  He really loved that statue and placed it beside him where he sat and watched 
his westerns.
akapayton.blogspot.com/2008_03_16_archive.html
7 E.g. put before is rarely in locative meaning, the few established examples are archaic and have only the 
personal pronoun complementation (unless referring to contrasting coreferential subjects). Cf.: Some of them 
he put before him, and some behind; but he always asked first, ' How stands it with the mark-book? ''Well,' 
they all replied. 
books.google.cz/books?isbn=1853268992... 
The largest of these he set before himself, and the two smaller he gave to the hobbits. These jars were almost 
as tall as the hobbits themselves ... 
flyingmoose.org/tolksarc/book/book3_04.htm 
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3.1 Complementation by the reflexive pronoun 

3.1.1  Similarly to the PP’s with beside, the reflexive pronoun is the only complementation 
of the preposition before when one of more potential coreferential noun phrases must be 
determined. Board game rules illustrate this in (13). 

(13)   Choose a starting player by any method you prefer. The starting player places the 
other black figure (starting player figure) before himself on the table.

3.1.2 Coreferential noun phrases describing tribunal, rank and deity

PP’s in (13) and (14) are exclusively complemented by the reflexive pronoun with the 
preposition before in the following sense: Said in reference to a tribunal, of the persons or 
matters of which it has cognizance.

(14)   Magistrate Barlow, having witnessed a spurt on Fifth Avenue himself, appeared as a 
witness before himself ... 

(15)   FCA found that the Umpire had failed to understand the issue before himself and the 
BOR in ruling that the Commission had not succeeded in proving that ...

        The reflexive pronoun is an exclusive complementation of the preposition before in 
the sense of rank, spec. in precedence of, superior to. Every PP in British National Corpus 
World Edition (2000) with before herself belongs to this group, e.g. She is kind to 
everyone, puts everyone before herself … In the whole database the examples determined 
by the meaning of before specified above are numerous, e.g.: he thinks about others before 
himself, he puts others before himself, he mentions her before himself etc. 

         PP’s with co-referential noun phrases denominating deity are complemented by the 
reflexive pronoun regardless of the context. 

(16) Them before you, as Christ put you before Himself.  Christ, not you. 

(17)   First, we must attend to what a sacrament is. It seems to me, then, a simple and 
appropriate definition to say, that it is an external sign, by which the Lord seals on our 
consciences his promises of good-will toward us, in order to sustain the weakness of our 
faith, and we in our turn testify our piety towards him, both before himself and before 
angels as well as men. 

3.2 PP’s with the figurative sense of to see (mental perception)

 It follows from the analysis that the exclusive complementation by reflexive pronouns 
with the preposition before is determined by a combination of specific meaning of the 
polysemous verb and the preposition. An effective analysis would draw on a database of 
such combinations of verbs and the preposition before where the meaning of the verb 
admits one coreferential noun phrase only so that the complementation must be an 
outcome of semantic factors, and not marking the coreference to one of several potential 
coreferential noun phrases. The examples of such a combination are PP’s to see before 
one/oneself, admitting only one coreferential noun phrase, cf. 
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(18)   He saw before him the sun-pierced nave of a great cathedral and on the stones lay a 
dead man with a mocking smile upon his face. ... 

(19)   When J. Alfred Prufrock strolled London’s sinuous streets, eulogizing the broken 
world he saw before himself, synecdoche was the conveyer. ...

(20) She saw before herself only mechanical hopeless slavery. 

        There is a tendency emerging in our database towards the reflexive pronoun 
complementation of the PP’s with the transitive verb to see with the figurative meaning: to
perceive mentally (an immaterial object, a quality, etc.) with the preposition before in the 
sense sequence of time. (19) and (20) suggest that the PP’s with the verb to see in the 
figurative sense tends to be complemented by the explicit reflexive while the PP’s with the 
verb in the sense to perceive (light, colour, external objects and their movements) with the 
eyes, or by the sense of which the eye is the specific organ is limited mostly to simple 
pronoun complementation.  
        The examples of the collocations of the verb to see in the figurative meaning with the 
temporal sense of the preposition before are less frequent. There are no more than 1458

examples in our database with the personal reflexive complementation of the see-before-
oneself type, while there are almost 30009 examples with the verb to see in its non-
figurative meaning combined with the preposition before as sequence in space.  Although 
the figurative meaning of the verb to see induces the possibility to consider the figurative 
meaning the sole reason for the explicit reflexive complementation, there are numerous 
examples contesting this10.
        The tendency is nevertheless confirmed by a brief corroborative analysis of the PP’s 
with the verb to look included here for its absence of figurative meaning. Against 663 
examples in our database with the PP “looked before him” there are only two 
complemented by the explicit reflexive himself11.

4  In front of 

The meaning of the complex preposition in front of is narrower than the meaning of before.
In front of is defined mainly as a locative, cf. at a position before, in advance of, facing, or 
confronting (its rare figurative meaning is not documented in our database). 
        The locative meaning of the PP’s with in front of logically excludes as coreferential 
the noun phrases with the predicates denoting their own position or movement, cf. 2.3. 
There are however exceptional marked contexts contrary to that rule:

(21)   Carefully, she moved around the room, not looking down at the ‘her’ that was 
moving ...  It was quite difficult, moving like that, but at last she was in front of herself and 
looking herself up and down.

8 books.google.com/, saw before himself/herself/themselves 
9 books.google.com/, saw before him/her/them 
10 He saw before him long years of congenial fellowship, of bracing travel, of well-directed studiousness. Let 
problems of sex and society go hang! ... 
 www.online-literature.com/george-gissing/whirlpool/3/ 
11 Each a translation (from Hindi and Polish), in both cases probably emphasizing the importance of the 
coreferential subjects, similar to references to Deity, cf. 3.3.1. 
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4.1 Complementation by the reflexive pronoun 

4.1.1 The complementation by the reflexive pronoun similarly as with the PP’s above 
(2.1.1., 3.1.1.) rules out some of the potentially coreferential noun phrases (she, her body
(22) and she, Vanessa (23)), cf.  

(22)   Just as she turned to get on the bus, her daughter pulled the blanket from her body 
and held it in front of herself. 

(23)   She placed one drink in front of Vanessa and the other in front of herself. She stirred 
her drink slowly and pensively. ...

         The complementation by the reflexive pronoun is again usual in the board games 
determining only one of the potential coreferential noun phrases (a player, another player 
(24)).

(24)   When melding or laying off cards, a player must lay cards directly in front of 
another player, never in front of herself. ...

4.1.2 Reference to deity

A coreferential deity is complemented in the PP’s with the preposition in front of by the 
reflexive pronouns regardless of context (cf. 3.3.1.): 

(25)   … of St. Luke shows him holding in front of himself a book on the left-hand page of 
which is the portrait he has just painted of the Virgin and Child. 

        The PP’s with the preposition in front of in the sentences with a single coreferential 
noun phrase may be complemented both by the personal pronoun and reflexive pronoun. 
Although the meaning of the preposition in front of excludes collocations with the verbs 
with figurative meaning (cf. 2.3. with the PP’s with before) there are some other rules 
(4.1.3., 4.1.4.) for the reflexive pronoun complementation, determined by the meaning of 
the constituents of the predicate.  

4.1.3 Concealment

The analysis of the database indicates a set of examples suggesting a sense of concealment. 
Each of the examples (26), (27), (28) has only one potential coreferential noun phrase 
complemented by the reflexive pronoun herself.:

(26)   She was just holding the robe in front of herself. I could see an unbroken line of 
body ...

(27)   ... fear showing in her soft brown eyes, her hand before her open red mouth, the red 
dress she held before herself almost forgotten in her terror.  

(28)   The woman who sang lead on “Into the Night,” “Falling,” and “Laura’sTheme” 
was dressed as Homecoming Queen Portrait Laura.  She had aframe she held in front of 
herself as she sang. 
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4.1.4 Protectiveness 

 Another set of examples with a single coreferential noun phrase complemented by a 
reflexive pronoun herself suggests a sense of protectiveness. This sense is supported by 
adverbials explicitly describing the manner as defensive, or comparing the objects (arms, a 
briefcase, a pad of paper) to a barrier or a protective shield:

(29)   The attacks were continuous, slamming against the invisible shield the Warrior held 
before herself like water before stones. The ray of the attacks had grown ... 

(30) .. Aleph would back away arms held before herself in defensive stance... 

(31)   She placed the rubbish bin and her legal briefcase in front of herself as a barrier 
against me and ...

(32) He holds a pad of paper in front of himself, as if it were a protective shield. 

        The PP’s of the predicates with the noun phrases denoting the items the size of which 
makes them unsuitable for concealment or protectiveness (a book, purse, fan) are not 
usually complemented by the reflexive pronoun. There is only one relevant example of the
book in front of himself (33) type in our database and it explicitly emphasises the large size 
of the road book capable of concealing its holder: 

(33)   ... where only the western half of the state is sprawled out lengthwise such that he's 
holding the road book in front of himself like a centerfold spread ...

         While there is a lack of examples of the type “subject /verb/ a book in front of 
oneself“, the examples “subject /verb/ a book in front of one are frequent”. If the size of the 
item described by the affected object is unsuitable for protection or concealment (a book, 
purse, fan) not even the context explicitly indicating defensive or protective behaviour will 
result in the explicit reflexive pronoun complementation, cf. 

(34)   She held her purse in front of her, even in our peaceful suburban neighborhood. She 
was different, she was foreign, and she would never be like everyone ... 

(35)   ... she held her purse in front of her like a shield all night, cute, funny and rather 
interesting, but fun to watch in the midst of the freaks around us. 

(36)   She looks to be about 20 years old, in the 30's (?), is red-headed with freckles and 
light eyes, and the best part, she's holding a large fan in front of her, and aint wearin' a 
stitch besides.

(37)   She wore white gloves and carried a small white purse that she always held in front 
of her when she was nervous. Her light brown skin seemed to glow under ...

        Our database does not include any relevant examples with a single coreferential noun 
phrase of the she held her purse in front of herself type. The semantic restriction of 
protectiveness based on the size of the object described by the noun phrase might exclude 
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the examples of the handbag in front of herself type as well. There is no example including 
handbag in front of herself in our database and there is only one example with handbag in 
front of himself. The latter example may indirectly confirm our presupposition about 
protectiveness implying that the size of a handbag is insufficient for protection, or the 
reflexive pronoun complementation may be used to rule one of the two potentially 
coreferential noun phrases (tough guy, Dune).

(38)   “Lost, sweetheart?” tough guy asks. Dune makes sure to start in surprise, and look 
back with his alarmed face on. Tough guy smiles wider and swaggers toward him, so Dune 
backs up, clutching the silly little handbag in front of himself. “Maybe I can help you get 
where you're going.”

4.1.6 When the item described by the noun phrase is primarily designed for protection, e.g. 
a shield, the analysis becomes more complicated.  In those examples when a shield is 
actively employed the preposition  in front of is complemented by the reflexive pronoun, 
cf.

(39)   She had somehow materialized a shield in front of herself that had knocked Xemnas 
backwards. He glared at the small Nobody before charging ...

        However, when the item, a shield, is not employed for explicit protection the 
preposition in front of has the personal pronoun as its complement, cf. 

(40)   It hung below her breast, and all was mirrored to perfection in the bronze shield that 
she held in front of her. Elsewhere a woodland pasturage was shown ...

        Therefore, e.g. the noun phrase hand/s with the preposition in front of should be - 
according to our analysis - complemented by the explicit reflexive when concealing or 
protecting the coreferential noun phrase. Some examples from the database confirm it 
explicitly, cf. protective, defensively or self-defense:

(41)   In stressful situations, men will hold both hands in front of themselves in the 
protective “Broken Zipper” position. An anxious or self-conscious man will… 

(42) On edge, she whipped around, raising her hands in front of herself defensively. 

(43)   Seeing Catherine giving her yet a dirty look, Sara held her hand in front of herself, 
as in self-defense. “Hey, it was her idea.” ...12

        When hand/s does not have this explicit relationship with the coreferential noun 
phrase the head of the PP with in front of is complemented by the simple pronoun:  

(44)   She paused and held her hand in front of her, spreading the fingers and looking 
down at the blue nails. “Bill got me wrist and ankle weights for our ...

12 The complementation by the reflexive pronoun in (43) may be determined by two potentially coreferential 
noun phrases (Catherina, Sara) as well. 
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4 Conclusions 

A detailed semantic analysis of some PP’s with a single coreferential noun phrase and their 
predicates has been undertaken to learn more about semantic limitations determining the 
reflexive pronoun complementation. As the meaning of the PP’s is instrumental in the 
selection of complements this analysis has considered the lexically less complex 
prepositions beside, behind, in front of.

Semantic limitations however are excluded when the complementation by the 
reflexive pronoun marks the contrast between potentially coreferential noun phrases, e.g. 
PP’s complemented predominantly by reflexive pronouns are found in board game rules 
involving more players.  
        Analysis of the meaning becomes necessary in the case of when the single 
coreferential noun phrase with reflexive complementation is considered. The examples 
with the preposition beside suggest that the explicitly expressed physical proximity 

between the coreferential noun phrase and affected object results in PP’s complementation 
by the reflexive pronoun. 
        The complementation of the PP’s with the preposition before is more complicated 
because of the polysemy of before. This results in a whole scale of semantic criteria 
determining the complementation. Coreferential noun phrases with before describing 
tribunal have PP’s with the reflexive pronoun complementation, as well as before in the 
sense of rank, specifically in precedence of, superior to. The PP’s with co-referential noun 
phrases denominating deity are usually complemented by the reflexive pronoun regardless 
of the context. 
        There is a tendency for the reflexive pronoun complementation of the PP’s with the 
transitive verb to see with the figurative meaning: to perceive mentally (an immaterial 
object, a quality, etc.) Although the figurative meaning of the verb to see is confirmed by a 
brief corroborative analysis of the PP’s with the verb to look, analysed for its absence of 
figurative meaning, there are numerous examples with the figurative meaning of to see
complemented by PP’s with personal pronouns. 
        The last analysed PP’s with the complex preposition in front of are defined mainly as 
a locative in our database. Similarly as with the preposition before in the PP’s with the 
preposition in front of a coreferential deity is complemented by the reflexive pronouns 
regardless of context. A set of examples with a single coreferential noun phrase 
complemented by the reflexive pronoun herself suggests a sense of concealment and 
protectiveness.

        When a noun phrase (affected object) denotes an item the size of which makes it 
unsuitable for concealment or protectiveness of the coreferential noun phrase the PP’s are 
usually complemented by the personal pronoun. 
        The findings above have been corroborated by the examples in which the noun phrase 
(affected object) is primarily designed for protection. In those examples where it is 
actively employed the PP with in front of is complemented by the reflexive pronoun; 
however, when the item is not employed for explicit protection the PP has the personal 
pronoun as its complement. 
        The examples in our database suggest that the reflexive pronoun complementation 
implies a specific relationship between the coreferential subject, its predicate and 
prepositional phrase. The manner of this special relationship will vary according to the 
meaning of these constituents. 
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Abstract: There are countless communicative situations in which we are 
intentionally vague – for various reasons and with various communicative intentions 
in mind. The present paper is based on the assumption that if vagueness is both 
intrinsic and important in the language system (being present in a great deal of 
language use in a whole spectrum of communicative functions), then any integrated 
theory of language should have vagueness as its integral component, systematically 
studied and described. The focus in this rather sketchy survey of a large-scale project 
is on vague reference to notional categories (cf. Channell 1994), structurally based 
on the exemplar + tag configurations, e.g. a chair and whatnot, cuckoos, robins and 
things,  cabbage and stuff, and their context-sensitive communicative functions. A 
comparison of English with Czech is hoped to pinpoint some of the potential sources 
of unwanted inferences or negative transfers between typologically remote languages 
used in a different socio-cultural setting.

1 Introduction

The strategy of using vague language (VL) is so deeply rooted in our subconscious 
processes that we tend to take the language manifestations of vagueness for granted, as the 
‘flesh and blood’ of our everyday encounters. A pile of papers can be twenty or so, the
bank makes mints of money, the story has been told umpteen times before, there were
hundreds of people there; in personal advertisements, we can read about a mature-aged 
gentleman or someone who is ‘60+’ while our impression might be that he is a sort of 
incredibly mixed up sort of chap. In the shop, we tend to ask for a few apples and are 
happy when offered five; the playground is used by hordes of unsupervised teenagers – so 
that in fact with oodles of patience and human interest we have bags of possibility and stuff 
like that, not to speak of squillions of poundy-woundies we are advertised to win, and what 
have you. 

 Such talking habits – in which vagueness of content and vagueness of expression
operate in a complex interplay – are part of socio-cultural norms and as such are worthy of 
cross-language and cross-cultural analysis, as this paper hopes to prove.

 In our synchronic approach – in which vagueness is not primarily approached as a 
lack of sound argument or the absence of coherent meaning but rather a deliberate 
communicative strategy – devices from various levels of language representation 
contributing to VL (i.e. morphology, syntax, lexis, semantics, stylistics, discourse/text 
analysis) will be looked upon as overt language manifestations of underlying 
communicative strategies in vagueness, used for a variety of social- and culture-determined 
communicative needs,  ranging from woolliness (when we do not have much to add to a 

1 This is an  extended and updated  version of the paper read at  the Annual Meeting of the Societas 
Linguistica Europaea (SLE), in Kristiansand, Norway (29 July – 1 August  2004). Partial results were also 
presented as a section paper at the 15th Euro-International Systemic Functional Linguistics Workshop 
(EISFLW, Leeds, 20-23 July 2003). 
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given topic but want to keep the communicative line on, as in  Yes exactly and events 
overtakes things and, and, and whatnot. [BNC J8B 1067]) –to a purposive smoke-
screening (when e.g. we do not want to lose face or threaten the face of the ‘other’, as in 
the following tentative response Well er thingies and articles and whatnots they’re all. [
BNC KCS 2265].

 For ease of reference, we will use Channell’s (1994) cover term vague language
(VL) to refer to the whole spectrum of heterogeneous linguistic devices by which to signal 
vagueness of expression and vagueness of content. 

 In terms of the semantics of power (distance) and solidarity, VL can be a way of 
coping with unequal social status (for example in the teacher-student interface), as well as 
a way of asserting likemindedness, camaraderie, and in-group membership (cf. associative 
tags discussed in 9.3). 

 The  gradient of vagueness (cf. Figs. 1-2)  and the contribution of VL to more 
informal and less tense communicative situations  open up space for the intersection of 
vagueness and politeness, licensed by Grice’s Co-operative Principle and conversational 
maxims; see also Zhang (1998, p.31).  

2 Theoretical background 

First, let me outline the theoretical framework of reference adopted in this study. The 
choice of sources reflects my priorities as a functional linguist, benefiting from the Prague 
School heritage (see Neústupný, 1996) and recent research (Hoffmannová (2003, 2004), 
Ko enský (2004), Štícha (2007)), as well as from the findings of other functional schools 
and trends. Though inspired by various specific studies (see Bibliography), including 
stimulating contributions by G. Lakoff (1970), Morton (1991), Williams (1994), Cutting 
(2000, 2002), and surveys of current discussion by Keefe and Smith (1997),  my approach 
is mostly anchored in Joanna Channell’s (1994) monograph on  Vague Language, with 
some differences in  the parameters  preferred – and the consequent language devices 
traced. The following tentative list of partial differences would not exist if it were not for 
the rich source of inspiration I found in Channell’s seminal work. These are surveyed in 
points (i) to (iv) below:

(i) a wider framework of reference in my project,  in which vague language manifestations 
are  looked upon as a sub-domain of communicatively regulative units of language (Leech, 
1983), whose key role is to regulate communication and contribute to its smooth flow 
(characterised as a happy situation of communication or communicative harmony, cf.
Carmody: 2008); the other sub-domain subsuming discourse markers, gambits, hedges, 
psycho-ostensive formulas (referred to as communicatively strategic signals in Tárnyiková, 
1989), but also e.g. filled pauses (Swerts, 1998). The interplay of both the sub-domains is 
emergent from most of the BCN samples of spoken mode; compare e.g. Oh well there was 
quite a lot of warnings and whatnot but er on the whole there was a lot but no more than 
any other place. [BNC HEC 172]– or Erm I mean the one could very easily have have got 
er some form of dermatitis with all the you know various oils and stuff that we had to put 
our hands in. [BNC HES 316]2

2Grant (2001:4) proposes a theoretical model of ‘porous communication’, stating that in communication 
terms, vagueness can be conceptualised as porosity - and deducing that ‘vagueness is to language what 
porosity is to communication’, i.e. boundaries separating items are porous. 
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(ii) more emphasis put in my framework to the role of context: the principle-controlled 
nature of communicatively regulative units requires that more attention be paid to the role 
of context in general, and social context in particular, since to identify overt language 
manifestations of principles is more demanding than to get familiar with the rule-governed 
nature of communicatively constitutive units (cf. ‘ideational component’ in Halliday 
1979);

(iii) activation of both the paradigmatic axis of alternation (cf. about/around/
round/approximately; sort of/kind of; …and things/and stuff/ and all/and suchlike/or 
whatnot…) and the syntagmatic axis of co-occurrence possibilities (cf. it’s about sevenish 
or a bit later; this would have been about a couple of months ago or so), particularly  in 
the domain of collocability and the restrictions imposed on the collocates and collocation 
range in the respective language communities;

(To illustrate the case, the vague non-numerical quantifier ‘bags of’ does not collocate 
in Czech with such expressions as talent, enthusiasm, goals, or possibilities (emergent 
from the BNC samples). If used as a vague quantifier at all, the Czech counterpart of 
‘bags of’ is used in singular, as in ‘pytel dobrých nápad ’ [a bag of good ideas]. On 
the other hand, the vague quantifier ‘f ra’ (a cart), typical of colloquial Czech, as in 
f ra dobrých nápad /možností [a cart of good ideas/possibilities] would sound  
strange in English. These collocations are contextualized to different socio-cultural 
spaces in which they are activated in order to fulfil relevant communicative needs.);  

(iv) an additional dimension in my  analysis of a cross-cultural comparison of English and 
Czech (two typologically remote languages, reflecting the needs of different culture-bound 
communities).

 Similarly to Channell’s analysis, both written and spoken modes have been taken 
into account (cf. Data), though the domain expected to be rich in  VL occurrences and co-
occurrences is before all the informal  spoken mode.  

3 A terminological note 

There is a great diversity among linguists as to how characterise vagueness and delimit the 
number of concepts belonging to the field. Zhang (1998) suggested the following four 
basic concepts for inclusion,  i.e. fuzziness, vagueness, generality and ambiguity, of which 
only the first two seem to belong to the core of vagueness. The remaining two concepts 
proposed by Zhang are rather peripheral: a higher abstraction associated with generality
need not necessarily evoke vagueness and, similarly, ambiguity is subject to different 
cognitive processes; it is in fact a choice out of multiple valid underlying structures that 
can be disambiguated by the context. As evident from authentic data, the rather peripheral 
status of generality and ambiguity does not, however, exclude them from the interplay with 
the core concepts (cf. Example D in section 10, in which a general exemplar co-occurs  
with a vague tag). 

 As for fuzziness, it is quite  often treated as a type of vagueness (Kempson 1975), 
and if treated separately, the term is usually reserved to denote referential opacity, as in 
fuzzy sets (i.e. classes of entities with a continuum of grades of membership, such as a 
continuum of bird-likeness ranging from robins to bats, cf. Rosch1973). In order to avoid 
terminological indeterminacy, I opted for the super-ordinate term vague language (VL)  to 
cover fuzziness, vagueness (for various VL manifestations see sections 7-8) and
approximation (about five apples or so), which in Franken (1997:135-6) is dealt with 
separately.
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4 Assumptions

My approach is based on the assumptions  that if vagueness is present in a great deal of 
language use, and if vagueness is both intrinsic and important in the system of language 
(Channell, 1994:9), then it should be approached as an  integral dimension of both 
language theory and the application of the theory to authentic language data (compare 
Ullmann’s 1962 ‘words with blurred edges’, Zadeh’s (1975) ‘fuzzy sets’, G. Lakoff’s 
(1973:471) ‘words whose job is to make things fuzzier or less fuzzy’, Sperber & Wilson’s 
1985/86 ‘loose talk’ with Franken’s (1997:135) argumentation that vagueness cannot be 
reduced to an instance of loose talk). These assumptions are backed by Kennedy’s (1987) 
corpus-based finding quoted in Channell (1994:), i.e. that  ‘one word in every seven was 
vague’. Since Kennedy’s findings are based on lexical items only, many other kinds of 
vagueness should be added in order to grasp the whole field of what Channel (op. cit.) calls 
vague language (see section 7 for an illustrative survey).   

In psychologically-related studies (Deese 1974), vagueness of communication is supposed to 
be inherent in the structure of our ideas rather than in the language system. Such 
generalisations, however,  are hardly applicable  to   all the manifestations of VL identified by 
Channell. Thus, for  instance,  with  vague placeholder names (Angelica Thingummy, Mr 
Whatshisname, your Aunt Whatsername,  see also Fig.3 below), the ‘structure of our ideas’ 
need not necessarily be conceptually vague (though it might be the case), i.e. we may be 
familiar with the exact name but code it linguistically as vague for various communicative 
reasons, one of them being the ‘face work’ (protecting one’s face and  avoiding to threaten the 
face of other).  Similarly, in the above mentioned  response, i.e.  I don’t know how old she was 
but probably getting on, you know, I mean, sort of fortish (LLC) the speaker obviously 
preferred to follow the principle of tact over Grice’s Quality maxim and modified his/her 
response accordingly  (cf. also  the ‘responsibility management in discourse’ discussed in 
Caffi, 1999:884). 

5 Conceptual framework  

Below, I shall sketch some of the key points projected into my conceptual framework. 
Similarly to other networks underlying  text-shaping processes (e.g. the network of 
discourse markers, text monitoring signals, and so on, referred to as communicative 
strategy signals in Tárnyiková 1989), there is a linguistically relevant network of VL.

 The overt language manifestations of such a network bring into interplay devices 
from various levels of language representation both segmental and supra-segmental (cf. 
Channell:136 for the disambiguating role of intonation in delimiting the scope of vague 
reference).  Consequently, to describe VL is more than a question of listing vague lexical 
expressions (cf. Cutting’s 2000 analysis of VL at sentence level and beyond). 

 Vagueness is a multifaceted notion,  which results from a variety of causes, partly 
inherent in the very nature of language and partly coming into play only in special 
circumstances (Ullmann 1962:118, quoted by Channell 1994:6), as a value-added meaning 
emergent from interaction or created through interaction.  

Vagueness is a scalar3 notion – it comes in degrees relevant to the purpose of a 
given communication – but also in degrees, reflecting our knowledge of the world and our 
ability to activate that  knowledge  in a given interaction.

3 Cf. also Hiller’s (2002) Communication Vagueness Scale (see Bibliography), based on ten categories of 
vagueness ranging from non-definite identification (somehow, stuff, a certain) to excessive and repetitious 
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Consider the following scale, based on Channell (1994:69) and activated as a response 
to the question ’What’s the time now?’– 

Fig. 1  A scale (gradient) of vagueness 

It’s seven. 

 It’s sevenish./It’s about seven. 

 It’s about sevenish. 

 It’s about sevenish or a bit later.  

The extension of the structural pattern above is based on configurations of a central notion 
(seven)  + some ‘add-ons’,    representing  a grey periphery (zone)  of  vagueness, also 
referred to as ostension-space by philosophers (Morton1991:4). The following Figure 2 
illustrates the case.

               Fig. 2    Creating a grey zone  

  About sevenish or a bit later   

   

 Strategies in vagueness and the consequent VL manifestations are partly universal
(in the sense of the weak universality conception: cf. e.g. round numbers and high numbers 
often interpreted as vague numbers) but to a considerable degree language- and culture-
specific.

The following example taken from Czech might illustrate one of the differences 
between English and Czech in the domain of vague quantification (frequently referred 
to as approximation) 
(1) Dejte mi p t jablek [ give me five apples]          (definite quantification) 
(2) Dejte mi ze p t jablek [ give-me-of-five-apples]  

= Give me five apples or so.                                (indefinite/vague quantification) 
In (2), the preposition ‘ze’ has been re-evaluated in certain dialects of Czech to the 
status of a vague particle (creating a grey zone to the following base quantifier (five);
the final effect is that of approximating a small quantity. Similarly, the preposition ‘na’
can be used to approximate a large quantity, as in 
(3) Bylo tam na p t set student .

[was-there-on-five-hundred-students] There were about five hundred students there. 

6 Data 

The ultimate goal of the first phase of our research was to collect relevant data on the 
usage of VL in English (with the focus on British English) – and to outline a tentative 
spectrum of communicative strategies signalled by overt VL manifestations in both written 
and spoken modes.  This was the first necessary step to our English-Czech interface.  With 
this prospect in mind, two corpora for English were used, i.e. the so-called   London-Lund 
Corpus (see Data sources), further on referred to here as LLC,  and The British National 
Corpus (BNC).  Additional supportive material was extracted from the language of fiction 
(see Data sources), with the focus on conversational passages, simulating face-to-face 
communication in informal situations. 

use of pronouns instead of direct referents, seen as a deviation from precision. The scale was originally 
developed to analyse academic discourse (university lecture delivery). 
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 As for the Czech functional counterparts of VL manifestations, the Czech National 
Corpus ( eský národní korpus, NK) was consulted.  This will also be the main source of 
data for the reverse Czech-English approach in the future. Even in the present research, 
however, the NK served as an invaluable source of data for tracing cross-language 
collocability and collocation range (see illustrative samples in section 2 above).  

7 An outline of the procedure 

The aim was to combine theoretical insights with empirical findings and project both in the 
final phase of research into a cross-language perspective  of English and Czech (see section 
10). Consequently, the following steps had to be taken.

 Firstly, an illustrative survey of VL manifestations from various levels of language 
representation was compiled, resulting in a spectrum of heterogeneous items signalling 
vagueness of expression and vagueness of content,  and ranging from the choice of words 
that are always vague (thingy, whatsit) to conceptual vagueness in which the scalarity of 
vague perception is the result of the interplay of linguistic, situational and pragmatic 
context (cf. Ex’s 2-8 for illustration).   

 Secondly,  applying the scale of centre and periphery by which to put some 
ordering into the heterogeneous spectrum or varieties, VL devices were projected into the 
dynamically perceived centre-periphery scale, with lexical means creating a ‘core’ of 
relatively transparent and stable  structural configurations (for a survey see Fig.3).  Their 
central status  is supported by high frequency of occurrence in everyday encounters and a 
detectable repertory of pragmatically shared communicative functions.  

 Surrounding these central items is a periphery, based on secondary functions of 
morphological categories (cf. plural used to approximate quantity, e.g. She was years older 
than he was.), combination of  plural and repetition to achieve higher intensity in vague 
approximation (No, it was days and days before that.); word-formative processes (cf. –ish,
as in Let’s say it’s a fairly tallish one. [BNC F8M 743]); syntactic deviations, such as  the 
lack of sentence perspective resulting in discontinuous sentence complexes, as e.g. is the 
structure of the following personal advertisement 

(1) /p015[m20-29]  ARE YOU fit, healthy, attractive semi professional, financially 
secure…Do you have an energetic outlook on life and with no ties who would 
like to meet a sensitive, single, 28yr old Virgo?  
(The  part ‘and with no ties’  is attached to the ‘Do you have’-predication,
though it is in fact a  continuation of the ‘Are  you’- part of the  utterance.) 

Various ‘ad hoc’ manifestations of VL can emerge from messages not supplying the 
addressee with the adequate amount of information (cf. the violation of Grice’s Co-
operative Principle).

 The following message, displayed on the information board of King’s Cross 
Railway Station in London may have been relevant for the in-group (local) passengers 
sharing the same pragmatic context – but obviously not  sufficient for outsiders like 
myself, who were not able to identify ‘the queue’ with a pragmatically shared location and 
behave accordingly –  

(2) When no platform is shown please join the queue for your train.  
 The following example is from my home institution, when, during a lecture, the 

guest speaker asked the organiser of the event: 
(3) Guest speaker: Kdy to kon í? (When does it end?) 

                     Organizer: Ješt  je as. (It’s still time.) 
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 Conceptual vagueness can also emerge from the  interplay of discontinuous 
sentences, false starts, inserted hedges, modals of uncertainty, pause fillers, and so on,  as in

(4) I did this because my father, this is what I really…I mean, I feel, you know 
perhaps if things had been different…[LLC S3.1a 756/163] – or 

(5) I might get Victor Grayling to do something on the last on the last Viking 
but you know/he’s never finished his DPHIL you see…I’ve got some bits 
of it…that would be the best way to get him finish the Viking stuff. [LLC 
S.1.9.A888-9]

(6) Well they had wobbling great sopranos singing ti- ti- TITANIA and things 
like that. [LLC S.1.11.B396-7] 

(7) I don’t I don’t whatsername for all. [BNC FYG 986] 

 Vagueness  of the utterance can also result from high accumulation of indefinite 
quantifiers, whose repetitious use makes the content more difficult to follow,  as in the  
following statement by John Major during the ‘beef war’ (paraphrasing a famous sentence 
by Churchill) – 

(8) Never was so much owed by so many to so few for doing so little. 

 Vagueness caused by knowledge deficit is often apologetically appended, as in 

(9) he’s got an Iraqi mother and an Indian [mm] [hmm] – I think -  it’s 
Pakistani is it – I’m never good on my geography.[LLC S.1.6 A541] 

 or apologetically prefixed, as in  

(10) Yeah, I’m very vague…and he also mentioned a big house with lots of  

                  windows and a glass porch and things like that. [LLC S.1.6 A547] 

 The context-sensitive nature of vague language manifestations can open up space 
for context-retrievable and/or pragmatically based  interpretations, as in

(11)  I think we would both like a little something after all this excitement. 
[W:17]  

in which ‘a little something’ is a known euphemism for an alcoholic drink.  

 In (12) below, the indefinite quantification (everything) is followed by an 
enumerative chain in which the initial (identifiable)  referents (the Bond Library, the Bond 
Hospital) give way to  vague reference  (the Bond this, the Bond that) used in this case for 
emotional colouring -  

(12) Why is everything in this town Bond? The Bond Library, the Bond 
Hospital, the Bond this, the Bond that. [W:17] 

 Thirdly, with cross-language perspective in mind, we narrowed the scope of our 
analysis and  focussed in the application sections on vague reference to notional 
categories, belonging to central lexical means signalling VL (see Fig.3 below). 

8 Presenting a network of VL manifestations (lexical means) 

The bold characters in the following network indicate our epistemic path to vague 
reference to notional categories to be discussed in detail further on. (As in most of the 
cases here, I make no claim to originality; the skeleton of the network is based on Channell 
1994.)
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Fig. 3                 Network of VL (lexical means) 

              Vague reference to 

        

quantity                notional categories placeholder words    time (frequency) …
            thingy, watsisname…            always, often, …  
                   e.g. Sir Jack Thingy  
               little Toby Whatsit 
              Angelica Thingummy 
    A triumphant whatchamacallit 

numerical    non-numerical      EXEMPLAR + TAG4 (category  identifying vs. associative) 
    

                        

Approx Number        loads of         selling flowers and things                                           
four or five         bags of          lettuce and stuff like that
about forty                       heaps of        benches and whatnot
six or so pence…              umpteen       a few addresses and suchlike…

Exact Number > vague meaning           Approx + Exemplar + tag 
A million students came to see me today.    sort of  +   food taboos + and so forth

Vague Quantifier + Number
There have been several hundred soldiers killed 
during the war. 

9 Narrowing the scope 

Our preference was based on quantitative criteria obtained from the BNC, LLC and our 
supportive samples.  Since the limited space does not allow us to discuss both categories 
with the highest score of frequency of occurrence, i.e. vague reference to quantity (one or 
so pence, bags of enthusiasm) and vague reference to notional categories (raw carrots and 
stuff),  we opted for the latter (see 9.1 below).
   Vague reference to notional categories (VRNC) represents a spectrum of structural 
and semantic configurations of vague concepts,  unified by the prototypical pattern 
‘exemplar + tag’ (a film or something), in which the exemplars are supposed to be good 
samples of the category activated by the tag. Thus, for example, Harvard, Yale, Princeton 
and suchlike can activate prestigious universities (if we are capable of activating the 
pragmatic context of shared knowledge of the world).

9.1. Why vague reference to notional categories?

The reason for selecting the VRNC  for a cross-language comparison of English and Czech 
was twofold: pedagogical – i.e. to focus on the category whose manifestation in the target 
language reveals partial similarities (which might lead to unwanted inferences) – as well as 
marked differences  (a potential source of breakdowns in communication, caused by errors 
of ignorance and errors of abundance) – and socio-linguistic: this type of vagueness  is 
characterized by socio-linguistically marked structural variation, with lots of cross-
language differences in the perception of the category as a whole, but namely in the 

4 Cf. dummy nouns in Crystal and Davy (1975) or vague fillers in Cutting (2000).  
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context-sensitive status of the tag within the ‘exemplar + tag’  sequences (for details see 
section 10). 

9.2. Types of categories

 In Channell’s view (1994:123), there are three types of such categories: named common 
categories (bird, furniture), common categories that do not have a name; e.g. there is a 
lexical gap for a ‘class of movable items one buys when moving into a new house’ 
(Channell, 1994:123, quoting Cruse (1986:146ff.)), and ‘spur of the moment’ categories 
(e.g. things to save in case of flood). 

 Our focus is on named common categories, which are less ‘creative’ but more 
stable and, consequently, more transparent for the needs of cross-language comparison. 
The following Table 1, based on Channell and illustrating the prototypical structure of the 
vague category identifier (VCI), will be taken as the basis for our cross-language 
perspective.

Tab. 1.     The structure of vague category identifier (VCI) 

Exemplar  +   tag sequences ( a complementary distribution between assertive and non- 
(rheme)                                assertive contexts), cf. a film or something vs. 

concrete/abstract        No coffee room or anything (like that)

                     VCI 

 As Channell (126) pointed out, it is necessary to use an exemplar to which the 
Hearer can assign a clear meaning, though, as the author admits, prototypicality comes in 
degrees, ranging from good to poor exemplars. Thus, e.g. in the following sample, the 
chain of what are supposed to be exemplars, contains in fact the whole sub-category (cf. all 
those titchy little herbs), so that the tag (and things), instead of activating the category 
(herbs), rather echoes it and widens its scope, cf. …but when you come to think of it, 
watercress and all those titchy little herbs and rosemary and things. [BNC G1D 530]
For structural variations within the Exemplar, see section 9.4.1. 

9.3. Ways of conceptualising the tags 

With vague reference to notional categories, the tags, also referred to as generalized list 
completers (Channell:119), are associated with two basic conceptualizing strategies, whose 
identification is partly determined by the semantic nature of the exemplar (or in case of the 
sequence of more exemplars – by their semantic contiguity), and partly by the interplay of 
context (verbal, situational and pragmatic).  

 First, the tag can be perceived as an instruction to assess  a semantic category 
(Channell:127), e.g. in  cuckoos, robins and things, the tag (and things) – via the relevant 
exemplars (cuckoos, robins) – activates the category of  birds in our mental list. This tag 
will be referred to here as identifying.  

Second, the tag can be related to the exemplar on the basis of association (e.g. a
sofa and things like that might mean e.g.  a sofa + coffee + a good book, depending on the 
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‘scenario’ we can activate when e.g. thinking of our leisure time). These tags, called 
associative, open up space for replicas similar to (13) –  

(13)  ‘A bomb or something,’ she said.  
‘Don’t miss the or something.’ [D:254-5] 

9.4. Structural properties of VCI 

The sequence of exemplar + tag is obligatory. The random selection of BNC examples 
below will illustrate the variability within each component of the VCI and their mutual 
configurations. The focus is on nominal exemplars, while verbal exemplars of the type She 
as if collapsed or whatnot (LLC) will be dealt with in the next stage of our project. (The 
preference for NPs is advocated by our corpus-based findings, in which the ratio of NPs to 
VPs in exemplars was 5:1.) The following survey (far from complete), based on the BNC 
data (S=spoken, W=written texts, random selection)  will illustrate the structural variation 
in VCI configurations, approached with Channell (120) as ‘sociolinguistically marked 
variants’5 of English  –

EXEMPLAR (nominal)                TAG 
information leaflets      + and whatnot (S) 
the various taxes + and whatnots (S) 
scrapers +  or whatnot (or what not) (S) 
different taxis +        and what have you (S) 
end of the world  +             or what (S) 
a film           + or something (and something) (W) 
all the tea towels and plates + and everything (else) (S) 
priests                               +             and suchlike (or suchlike) (W) 
triangles and circles +              and stuff (like that) (S) 
stuffed tomatoes +              and things (like that) (S) 
long drive  + and all (that) (W) 
subsidies   + and that (kind of thing) (W) 

9.4.1 Structural variation in the exemplar 

Our data support Channell’s findings about the exemplar being  represented by a variety of 
structural configurations ranging from a simple NP (a film or something, tomatoes and 
stuff) –  via two co-ordinated NPs (triangles and circles) – to a chain of NPs, as in He
meant lettuce and spinach and cabbage and stuff (= vegetables) [BNC G1D 530]; 
Harvard, Yale, Princeton and suchlike (= universities), or Black Sabbath, Cream, Beatles 
and Stones and stuff like that (= a body of musicians) [BNC C9K213]. While simple 
exemplars and multiple but semantically or pragmatically homogeneous exemplars (see the 
samples above) are typical of  identifying tags, multiple exemplars built on semantically 
heterogeneous items (cf. flashing lights and music and stuff like that) [BNC CEU 3912],  
are  frequent with associative tags, in which they initiate  the ‘scenario’of pragmatically 
associated items. (This raises a question, whether the term ‘initiator’ would not be closer to 
the role of  ‘exemplar/s’ preceding  associative tags.) 

5 This is also the reason why the enumeration above is based on formal nearness rather than functional 
stratification. Following the theory about short forms being the reduced longer forms, we tried to prefer the 
respective ordering (see also 9.4.2).   
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9.4.2 Structural variation in tags 

Unlike exemplars, reflecting the spectrum of items covered by the respective notional 
categories or associated scenarios,   tags represent a relatively closed set, with a limited 
number of structural variation.   With some of them, there is a difference between short and 
longer forms (things/things like that; stuff /stuff like that…). Preceding the tag and linking 
it with the exemplar are the alternating conjunctions ‘and/or’, treated as parts of the tags in 
Channell. The alternation, however, is restricted with some of the tags, as can be illustrated 
by the only example of or whatnot found in the [BNC KCS 1144] before that, maybe when 
the scrapers or whatnot, I thought I'd do a job here I'll wash blankets… compared to 
numerous sequences of and whatnot [BNC FUE 64] Please help yourself it contains quite 
a lot of er information leaflets and whatnot.

 There was no occurrence in our data of or everything functioning as a tag. 
Similarly, there were only 9 solutions of or suchlike compared to 1,822 solutions of   and 
suchlike in the BNC. The reduced choice of variation within the tags contributes to their  
status of  communicative routines used in a well-defined social context. The rare existence 
of the plural tag and whatnots (4 solutions in the BNC) attached to exemplars in plural 
(little flashing digital displays, electric zooms and whatnots ) – compared to 32 solutions 
of and whatnot in the BNC (used for both singular and plural exemplars) – contributes to 
the perception of tags as ‘frozen phrases’ (supported by a modified spelling, cf. whatnot,
similar to placeholder words, such as  whatsit, watsisname).  

9.5. Communicative functions of tags 

In  specifying the communicative functions of tags, we base our  reasoning on the 
assumption that tags are spaces liable  to context-sensitive interpretations.  As mentioned 
above, tags are flexible guides to two processes: identification and association (hence the 
flexibility in their status).  

 With category-identifying tags, the role of the tag is twofold: (1) to activate the 
category proper, of which the exemplar is supposed to be a good sample (e.g. a chair or 
something), or (2) to operate as a mere ‘filler’, a means of  non/intentional wooliness, as in 
Is it a boy or a girl or something? where the multiple exemplar represents in fact a close 
set of items for which no other member can be activated by the tag. 

 With associative tags, the tag has a value-added, association-based meaning, in 
which the activated scenario obviously has a strong pragmatic basis; cf. Ex (13) above.  

 Having analyzed the BNC data, I came across many solutions, in which the tag, 
besides referring to notional categories, fulfilled other communicatively regulative 
functions (cf. contribution to a smooth flow of communication by means of   various 
context-sensitive face-work strategies, such as a ‘diplomatic’ escape from the initiated 
enumeration of items to which the speaker failed to add some more (i.e. enumerative 
vagueness); or an ‘elegant’ means of turn-passing for those who are   talking a lot of hot air 
or those who  prefer avoiding taboo topics). In all these cases, the tag can be a welcome 
linguistic camouflage of a semi-chaotic or sloppy communication (typical of   spoken 
rather than written mode), or a mask of alibi, manipulation, etc. In face-to-face interaction 
the tag can create a grey zone of vagueness expected to be eliminated by the partner 
(Hoffmannová, private communication).  Not infrequently, the tag was used to create a 
grey zone of vagueness by which to mask a speaker’s uncertainty in naming or describing 
some items rather than classifying them, as in It’s a big cupboard or what not.6

6 The example was given  to me by a native teacher of English during my stay in Wolverhampton, when  the 
phrase or whatnot struck me by its density of  occurrence in that locality.  The teacher’s   commentary, i.e. 
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 To sum it up, the spectrum of functions of the tag in the VCI is dynamic, oscillating 
between the two ‘central’ functions proposed by Channell, i.e. identifying and associative, 
and a number of context-sensitive peripheral functions, linked with various face-work 
strategies used as a diplomatic camouflage of uncertainty, hesitation, knowledge deficit, 
etc.

10 Vague reference to notional categories in English and in Czech  

Projecting a set of English ‘exemplar + tag’ configurations into Czech (cf. types A-F 
below), and focussing on conceptual (and consequently structural) differences rather than 
similarities, we can obtain the following corpus-based results, representing the potential 
source of unwanted interferences. Since the Czech translation counterparts mostly 
represent one out of many functionally comparable possibilities, my preference here was 
for those Czech National Corpus solutions that would elucidate the conceptual mechanisms 
which have to be taken into consideration in comparing typologically remote languages, 
used in different cultural settings. 

A) EXEMPLAR (simple) + TAG (identifying, negated)
English: a chair  and  whatnot

Czech: (literal wording):  *židle-a-co-ne
Czech: (a possible solution) :  židle nebo/ i co  [a chair or what].  

Since the tag in this configuration is not negated in  Czech, the literal translation * židle 
nebo/ i co ne [= a chair or what not] does not conform to the norms of expectations. 
Moreover, the preference in English for the conjunctions and preceding the tag and only 
exceptional occurrence of or is reduced in Czech in favour of ‘or’, realized by two 
alternative means of expression, i.e. nebo and i. Consequently, there is no direct 
equivalent in Czech to the English wording and whatnot, and the tag is preferably 
conceptualized as ‘or what’.  

B) EXEMPLAR (simple)  + TAG (identifying, affirmative) 
English: a film or something
Example: Fancy a film or something? [BMS(1701)] 
Czech: (literal wording): film-nebo-n co

       Czech: (possible solutions): film nebo n co/ nebo tak n co/nebo tak
 [= a film or something/or so something/or so]

The presence of ‘or’ in the sample above explicitly supports the reading of this tag as a 
reference to an unspecified alternative, expected to be similar in meaning to the exemplar.  
There is a partial similarity between English and Czech in this type, though the insertion of 
the particle ‘tak’ [so] in front of the tag tends to be more idiomatic in Czech. In NK, there 
are, however,  other possibilities emerging from  the text, by which to compensate for the 
English tag, cf. nebo takovýho n co/n co takovýho [or-such-something/or something-
such], which  seem to be closer to the English  tag or suchlike, discussed here as a separate 
type (F). 

Consequently, there is a preference in Czech for a ‘longer tag’, conceptualised as 
‘or so something’, ‘or such something’, or ‘or something such’. 

that ‘It’s similar to sort of thing’, as in It’s a big cupboard sort of thing.,  made me think of the 
approximating rather than category-identifying function of some of the tags in a well defined context. 
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C) EXEMPLAR (multiple, homogeneous items) + TAG (identifying, affirmative) 
      English: cuckoos, robins and things
      Czech: (literal wording) * kuka ky, ervenky a v ci

Czech : (possible solutions) 1. kuka ky, ervenky a ostatní/ podobní/ další …ptáci
[and other-similar-further …birds] 

                                                   2. kuka ky, ervenky a podobný/další, jiní, ostatní
        [and other-similar-further] 

3. kuka ky, ervenky a  tak /a tak dále/ a tak podobn
 [and so/and so on/ and so forth] 

 The identification of the role of this English tag is problematic to most of the Czech 
EFL users, since its conceptualization is remote to the mother tongue processing. 

 The difficulty lies before all in the fact that while the English tag ’things‘can be used 
irrelevant of the gender of the preceding nominal exemplar/s, the Czech noun ‘v ci’ is not 
semantically so empty as to refer to both animate and inanimate nouns: it is compatible with 
the semantic feature [+ inanimate] only, so that the configurations like cuckoos, robins, and 
things in not acceptable. (Moreover, the Czech ‘v ci’, even if used as an identifying tag 
attached to inanimate exemplars, will have to be either extended by a premodifier, cf. 
tomatoes and things conceptualized as ‘tomatoes and similar/such things’ (cf. similar to the 
processing in the type B above), or substituted for by the notional category proper, i.e. 
raj ata a další/ostatní/jiná zelenina [tomatoes-and-other-vegetables].)   

 Consequently,  the  possible  solutions for  the configurations of ‘animate exemplars 
+ and things’ (identifying)  might be the following: either to cancel the vague reference in 
Czech and conceptualize the tag as the notional category proper, i.e. ‘birds’ in our case,  
preceded by the modifiers ‘other’, ‘further’, or ‘similar’ (see solution 1 above, similar to the 
previous type B); or to preserve the vague reference by using one of the typical Czech tags 
(see solution 2), with the possible variation (solution 3), in which the conceptualisation ‘and 
so on’ and ‘and so forth’ vaguely refers to other items of the same notional category. This 
solution, however, will be closer to an associative, rather than identifying, reading of the 
English VCI.  

D) EXEMPLAR (simple, general)  + TAG (associative, affirmative) 
      English: decorations and things (like that) 
      Czech:  (literal wording)     *dekorace-a-v ci; not idiomatic in Czech 
      Czech: (possible solutions)   1. dekorace a tak [decorations-and-so], 

2. dekorace a takový(v ci) [decorations- and-such (things)] 
                                                    3. dekorace a (tak)  podobn /r zn
    [decorations-and-(so)- similarly/variously] 
                                                   4. dekorace a tak dále/ a v bec

    [decorations-and-so-forth/ and all] 

 In (C) above, we were faced with exemplars that were ‘good’ samples of the 
respective notional category supposed to be activated by the tag. In type (D), however, the 
exemplar decorations is too general to be perceived as a ‘good’ example of a super-
ordinate notional category, and consequently, the tag is rather perceived as associative. The 
Czech solutions, as apparent from solutions (2-4) above, reflect some of the 
conceptualizations typical of associative tags. Analogous choice of options in Czech 
(compensating for the English tags with associative reading) concerns also the sequences 
and all that (as in long drive and all that), and that kind of things, and stuff like that, and
perhaps many more, in which association is the basis for activating pragmatically shared 
scenarios rather than notional categories.  
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E) Exemplar (multiple, homogeneous)  + tag (identifying, negated, pre-modified) 
      Type: Dürer and Rembrandt - and not all this modern stuff

Czech: (literal wording) Dürer-a-Rembrandt-a-ne-všechen-ten-moderní krám [junk, trash] 
      Czech: (other possible solutions) the singular form of the tag is acceptable but there is a  
      preference in Czech  to use the tag in  plural,  as in (1): 

1. Dürer and  Rembrandt a ne všechny ty moderní krámy[plural]]
  [Dürer and Rembrandt and not all these modern stuff [plural]]]

(the Czech tag, however,  is  stylistically marked, i.e. expressive ); 

2. Dürer a  Rembrandt a ne všechny  ty moderní mal vky [daubs],
with the explicitly identified notional category of ’pictures‘ expressed by the word 
which is rather pejorative in use, hence, as in solution (1) – stylistically marked;  

3. Dürer a  Rembrandt a ne všechna ta  moderna [= modern-
painting/modernism],  

which is a synthetic expression subsuming both the attribute ‘modern’ and the 
context-sensitive ‘pictures’ in one word, i.e. moderna; this solution, however, is 
also style-sensitive.  

 Similarly to the procedure in type C there is a possibility in Czech to conceptualize 
the English tag as the notional category proper, i.e. ‘pictures/paintings’,  and use one of the 
style-sensitive options, i.e. obrazy [pictures, painting]  for stylistically neutral situations – 
and   solutions 1-3 for  stylistically marked situations. 

F) Exemplar (multiple) + tag (associative, affirmative) 
English: dry grass, straw and suchlike
Example: Into this the doe carries dry grass, straw, and suchlike, lining her nest
 with fur from the belly of her own body.[BNC BNY 47] 
Czech: (literal wording) suchá-tráva-sláma-a-podobný/takový  – acceptable 

Other possible solutions in Czech reflect context-sensitive options, with some of them 
based on ‘longer’ tags (a takový v ci [and such things],  nebo tak (n co)[or so something],  
a  cokoliv takový [and whatever similar], cf. Hoffmannová, 1994 for details), some of 
them  ‘short’  but universal in applicability, such as  a tak [and so], a v bec [and all].
Similarly to some of the English tags (e.g. whatnot, whatsit), some of the tags in Czech, 
namely those used in spoken discourse, occur in reduced forms, cf. a tak ák [and-so-
somehow] instead of tak n jak.

Concluding this section is a survey of prototypical differences relevant for further research 
in this field  in the future. These include differences in 
1. the polarity of the tags (see type A above); 
2. the status of the tags and the degree of their explicitness; in  Czech the ‘degrading 

status’ of the lexical means used to signal tags (compare things as a full-meaning word 
versus things as a tag in English) is supported by particles and modifiers prefixed to 
the tag  (i.e. ‘things’ as tags are conceptualized as ‘similar things’, ‘such things’, ‘other 
things’, and so on).

With identifying tags of the C-type,  the English tag is preferably  changed in Czech 
into an  explicit identifier of the category proper  (cf. ‘birds’ in our example).  This 
type of VCI  was identified as the main source of  difficulties, unwanted inferences and 
misunderstandings. 

3. approach to stereotypes – there is a preference in Czech for style-sensitive 
diversification of tags, namely if the tag is premodified (cf. the type E above),  and the 
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inflectional nature of Czech contributes to the flexibility of the forms used as tags, 
making them sensitive to the grammatical categories (gender, number, case) of the 
preceding exemplars. As a result, both the components of the VCI, i.e. exemplar/s + 
tag create a morphologically integrated whole in Czech with grammatically determined 
variables in form. 

11 Concluding remarks 

Though relevant arguments are mostly based on the precision of their wording, vague 
language need not necessarily be an ‘enemy’ of sound argumentation, since  the deliberate 
refrain from being vague might result in a precise but less polite or impolite interaction (cf.  
the compromise usually made in current interaction between the ‘speak to the point’ and 
‘be tactful’ maxims).  

 VL results from the interplay of various communicative strategies – ranging from 
mere woolliness (reflecting in Carmody’s view (2008) ‘sloppy classification and 
communication’, based on our semi-chaotic behaviour) – to an intentional smoke-
screening (i.e. a fast and efficient contribution to  ‘face work’,  preferably used in  informal 
speech).

 In the prototypical ‘exemplar + tag’ sequences, typical of vague reference to 
notional categories, the identifying and associative readings of the tags are context 
sensitive, partly predictable from the homogeneous/heterogeneous nature of the exemplars, 
but mostly retrievable from situational and pragmatic contexts.  

 The variation in tag configurations is approached as a sociolinguistically marked 
choice out of a relatively close set of possibilities.

 A cross-language comparison of English and Czech has revealed partial similarities 
in the conceptualization of the meaning of the VCIs and the formal means of their 
expression, but also marked differences, based on different polarity of the tags, different 
status of the items used as tags, and different morphological bonds between the ‘exemplar’ 
and ‘tag’, caused in Czech by the synthetic nature of the language, with a rich explicit 
marking of grammatical categories and the consequent diversity of forms by which this has 
to be done.

 An invaluable ‘side-effect’ of a cross-language comparison of typologically remote 
languages is that one becomes more sensitive to one’s mother tongue and the meanders of 
its modes of expression. 

  It is perhaps too idealistic to recommend that all the authors of textbooks and other 
teaching materials be asked to undergo a similar procedure in investigating vague 
language. Their textbooks would be more vivid and ‘humanlike’ – supplying the learners 
with authentic rather than artificially prefabricated data. Learning to be imprecise 
(Brown:1979) should be an indispensable part of ELT methodology.  

 And this is sort of all I somehow wanted to say about vagueness and things like 
that…
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Abstract: I propose that from a syntactic point of view English verbal 
predicates are best described in terms of a uniform 2-slot structure 
distinguishing the first functional verb, FV (Quirk's (1985) operator or 
Huddleston & Pullum's (2002) auxiliary) from the rest of the verbal elements. I 
demonstrate that such a concept captures the syntactic properties better than 
any structures based on semantic distinctions and/or more complex 
morphological templates, and that this model is also helpful for effective 
teaching of English as a foreign language. To maintain the 2-slot predicate 
structure I use an additional FV do, that is phonetically unrealized in non-
emphatic positive declarative contexts. I demonstrate that the only exceptions 
to 2-slot predicates in Modern English are the (copular and existential) verb be
and some usages of the stative verb have. Comparing the existing patterns of 
various kinds of have in Modern American and British English I argue that in 
spite of their variety they support the general concept of the proposed 2-slot 
predicate.

1 Introduction 

The usual typological classification of synthetic Czech and analytic English reflects 
distinctions in the two languages in both morphology and syntax. I will examine some of 
these in their systems of Verbs/ Predicates, concentrating on English and discussing 
properties in terms of a general structuralist model of grammar. I will then illustrate in 
more detail the proper analysis of English analytic predicates using the behaviour of the 
often puzzling English verb have. 1

 Quirk (1985:121) describes the forms of English verbs (and verbal phrases) using 
the terms “predicate” and predication. His scheme can be described as a “5-slot-predicate” 
and used to point out that a verbal form in English can consist of several distinguishable 
parts, all of which are free morphemes. The following (1) gives illustrative examples that 
contain five verbal elements (listed as A-E in the table below). 

(1) a. When you arrive, the girls will have already been being introduced.
 b. Sagrada Familia must have been being modified for a century. 

 A. B. C. D.  E. 
the girls will have  been being  introduced 
Sagrada Familia must have  been being  modified 

1 I thank Joseph Emonds for providing me with additional nice data, clarifying some substandard dialect 
patterns, correcting my mistakes in English, and so on.  
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 The 5-slot-predicate model states that in case of a complex verbal form (+FUT, 
+PERF, +PROG, + PASS) the elements expressing the verbal categories (the functional 
verbs of modals and auxiliaries and the open class lexical verb) 2 appear in a given order, 
as in (2): 

(2) A. Modal    will / would / must /…/ to
 B. Perfective AUX  have
 C. Progressive AUX  be
 D. Passive AUX   be
 E. Lexical Verb   introduce / modify / summon / outperform / etc.

 Examples of the kind (1) are often given to Czech students to “illustrate the analytic 
typological characteristics” of English, and are then contrasted with synthetic Czech verb 
forms. However, the simple fact that the English verbal form can consist of several free 
morphemes does not actually distinguish it from Czech. As the following example (3) 
shows, some verbal forms in Czech such as the past conditional (+COND, +PAST) 
combine several functional verbs (auxiliaries, modals), too.  

(3) Já bych byl býval mohl p ijít. (‘I could have arrived.’)   
 Ona by byla bývala musela pracovat (‘She would have had to work.’)  

 a. b. c. d. e. 
Já bych byl  býval mohl p ijít
Ona  by byla bývala musela pracovat 

The Czech example in (3) has 5 verbal elements, the same number as the English (1) and to 
present (1) with no other analysis is therefore clearly not sufficient to demonstrate any 
typological distinction between English and Czech.

First, in the following section I am going to point out some interesting distinctions 
between (1) and (3), arguing that the claim that the English predicate is analytic also at the 
level of syntax is contentful and very important but its format must be justified by showing 
the actual syntactic behaviour of the verbal predicate in English rather than by simple 
counting of free morphemes and their combinations in some specific verbal form.3

2 Comparing Czech and English analytic verbal forms 

One property of the structures illustrating English and Czech in (1) and (3) respectively is 
the same, namely the fact that both of them have relatively specific interpretations that can 
only appear with an appropriate and unique feature specification. Most verbal forms are 
simpler and both languages have verbal forms which consist of between one and five 
elements.4

2 Huddleston & Pullum (2002:92) use the term Auxiliary for both modals and non-modals, listing the 
expressions can, may, will, shall, must, ought, need, dare as modal auxiliaries and be, have, do, %use as non-
modal auxiliaries). These authors' views respect syntactic criteria and are compatible with this study. 
3 The syntactic analyticity of English verb/predicate with respect to the Czech can also be demonstrated on 
the right periphery of the clause, where one can show the behaviour of English phrasal verbs, verbal nominal 
complexes, object complements, preposition stranding and passivisation. I am not going to mention any of 
these here, but concentrate rather on the left side of the verb/ predicate. 
4 In fact, as for the Tenses, English has two synthetic (simple) Tenses (PRES, PAST) while Czech has only 
one (PRES). On the other hand, in the category of Aspect, English is more analytic. 
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 Let us now determine more accurately the distinctions between English (1) and 
Czech (3). Looking more closely at the separate parts of the verbal forms, one can 
distinguish different degrees of independence of the free morphemes in the two languages 
within the clause structure. 

2.1  The independence of individual parts of the Czech verbal forms 

Assuming that syntax is a mechanism of language which combines lexical items into larger 
formal and semantic units (and morphology a language module able to reflect syntactic 
relations), one can test whether morpho-syntactic processes treat the Czech verbal 
predicate as a single unit or as something more differentiated. 
 The first distinction with respect to English to point out here is the fact that these 
complex verbal forms (with the exception of analytic passives) appear in Czech only as 
agreeing finite Predicates. The examples in (4) show that all the Czech auxiliaries require 
morphological variants that reflect Person and Number, suggesting that in the relations 
relevant for morphological agreement each of the functional verbs is accessible to the 
clausal subject. The first AUX changes according to person and number of the subject, 
while the participial forms of second and third AUX and the Modal show gender and 
number agreement.5

(4) bych/ bys/ by/ bychom/ byste/ by  byl-Ø/-a/-o/-i/-y/-a    býva-Ø /-a /-o /-I /-y /-a 
 mohl-Ø/ -a/ -o/ -i/ -y/ -a  p ijít

No agreements of this sort occur on any but the first word in an English verbal sequence.
 Next, the sentences in (5) signal that some syntactic processes also treat the Czech 
functional verbs as separate constituents. These processes are: (i) Clitic movement 

exemplified in (5a/b), which ensures that the form of the first AUX by (which is a clitic 
form) appears in the classic “second position.” (ii) The second attested process is the 
Scrambling process in (5c/d) which is able to front the sequence of AUXs with the lexical 
verb or to Focus them in the final position.     

(5) a. V era bys byl býval mohl p ijít v as.
b. *Bys v era byl býval mohl p ijít v as.
c. Býval bys byl nemohl p ijít v as.
d. P ijít v as bys byl býval nemohl.

Notice, however, that neither Clitic dislocation nor Scrambling (nor head movement) are 
processes specific to the verbal forms; they apply in Czech clauses independently of the 
form of the predicate and its parts. As for Clitic dislocation, apart from the verbal clitics, 
Czech has a range of weak and clitic pronouns and the process resulting in their dislocation 
is fully understood and perhaps complex but uniform. Clitic dislocation therefore cannot be 
taken for a property of the predicate. It is the same with Scrambling, which in Czech 
allows any phrasal constituent to appear in Topic or Focus positions and given that VP is 

5 All the features reflect the same subject and the resulting paradigm is therefore uniform with respect to the 
shared features. This may lead to some Agree analysis which does not treat the elements as discrete items. 
There are, however, patterns which seem to contradict this uniformity (E.g. Vy bystePL šelSG.). For more 
discussion see e.g. Veselovská (2002). 
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one of the constituents, examples demonstrating the dislocation of verbal elements cannot 
be taken as special.6

 The Czech complex verb form therefore consists of several relatively independent 
words, each of which is related to the nearest subject and each of which has a complex 
internal structure. In spite of the fact that the paradigms show a high degree of 
idiosyncrasy, most elements can be divided into several morphemes, some of which are 
phonologically fused. An example is (6), where ‘L’ is used as a notation for the participial 
‘l’ morpheme.  

(6) byl-a                  by-s        býval-a             mohla
 AUX-L-SgFem AUX-2Sg AUX-L-SgFem can-L-SgFem 

 The only process which does have a specific relation to the verbal forms is 
negation. The following demonstrates the descriptive fact that clausal negation in Czech is 
formed by a negative prefix ne- which usually attaches to the first non-clitic part of the 
predicate. However, this negation makes no distinction between non-clitic AUXs, Modals 
or Lexical verbs. Therefore these data do not allow us to claim that any of them has any 
kind of separate status or treatment.7    

(7) a. já ne-jdu 
 b. já jsemCL ne-šla / *ne-jsemCL šla  
 c. já ne-budu chodit / ?? budu ne-chodit 
 d. já bychCL ne-šla / *ne-bychCL šla 
 e. já bychCL ne-byla bývala šla / *já ne-bychCL byla bývala šla /

 The above rough analysis of Czech proves that Czech grammar does not divide the 
predicate into some syntactically relevant parts but treats the lexical verb and all other 
separate elements as more or less independent words.  

2.2  The ordering and invariance of the parts of an English complex verb 

Contrary to Czech, the complex verbal forms exemplified in English in (1) can appear also 
in infinitives (... to have been being introduced)8 Also, contrary to Czech, most parts of the 
English analytic form are invariant; they cannot alternate with some other forms. As 
illustrated in (8) only the first and last elements, (A) will and (E) introduced, can alternate, 
while the others (B, C, D) are in fact unique forms which do not tolerate any change even 
within the existing paradigm of the relevant AUX. 

6 There is a problem with reordering which results in the reversal of the second (and third?) AUX in (3). For 
some people the following are less acceptable: 
 i.     ?? Mohl bych byl býval p ijít v as.   ii.  ?? Býval bych byl mohl p ijít v as.
 iii.   ??? P ijít bych mohl byl býval.   iv.  ??? P ijít bych býval mohl byl.
 These data suggest that scrambling does involve VP movement, because the above unacceptable 
examples plausibly exemplify head movement.   
7 With periphrastic conditionals there are options in how to negate the AUXs, but the data are unclear. Since 
the basic word order is still not settled, I will not make any more claims here concerning this aspect of Czech 
verbal forms. 
8 Though locating the English infinitival particle to in the place of a modal verb is not uncontroversial (to
need not precede the negative not as the other modals must), its position obviously signals a separate 
constituent similar to the first one in the 5-slot model.    
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(8) a. The girls will/ would/ could/ should/ etc. have been being introduced. 
 b.. *The girls will has/ had/ having been being introduced. 
 c. *The girls will have be/ is/ were being introduced. 
 d. *The girls will have been be/ is/ were introduced. 

(9) The girls will have been being introduced /summoned/ outperformed/ etc.

Leaving the lexical verb aside for the moment, the contrast between (8) and (9) furnishes a 
clear distinction between the first alternating functional element (here the Modal will) and 
the other invariant functional verbs.
 The same property can be also observed in the examples (10), which show (among 
many possible options) that the middle elements (B: have), (C: been) and (D: being) in (3) 
cannot change their respective positions or be moved elsewhere. This result contrasts with 
(10h), which illustrates that the first element (A: will) in (3) can indeed be fronted, for 
example by the process of question formation. 

(10) a. The girls will have been being introduced. 
 b. *The girls will been have being introduced.  
 c. *The girls will have being have introduced. 

d. *The girls will have being been introduced. 
 e. *Have the girls will been being introduced?
 f. *Been the girls will have being introduced.
 g. *Being the girls will have been introduced.
 h. Will the girls have been being introduced? 

 The fixed form and strict ordering of the string have been being looks parallel to a 
string of bound morphemes in a morphological template of a verb. The contrasts above, 
however, demonstrate that with respect to these properties, the element in the (A) position 
can well be a special case distinct from all the others.  

Assuming that a model in grammar is proposed to describe and explain relevant 
empirical data in a language, we can test whether the 5-slot-model can be used for this 
purpose. In the following paragraphs I will present several arguments to demonstrate that 
in spite of some level of descriptive adequacy, the 5-slot (morphological) template is 
unnecessarily rich and in many ways inadequate for capturing several core generalisations 
about English syntax.
 First let us look at a very simple and common syntactic structure, namely for 
question formation. Using the 5-slot model and given the data above, we might e.g. 
conclude that in English questions a Modal inverts, but the Perfective / Progressive / 
Passive AUXs do not invert. But this conclusion is obviously wrong, as typical acceptable 
examples prove. 

(11) a. Have you seen John?    (Perf AUX can/must invert) 
 b. Are you watching TV?   (Prog AUX can/must invert) 
 c. Was the house finished last week?  (Pass AUX can/must invert) 

Alternatively we could state a “generalisation” somewhat as follows: “been and being do 
not invert in questions” (leaving have aside, since given the description up to now, its 
behaviour in questions seems unpredictable). Notice that in such a generalisation it is 
irrelevant what kind of AUX been and being are (as it seems irrelevant with have).
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 The data above are simple but they show rather well that although the 5-slot-
predicate description based on classification of AUXs suffices to describe the ordering 
within a template of a specific complex verbal form in English, it cannot be used to 
describe even the very basic syntactic process of question formation.9

In several other syntactic processes, the same weakness of the 5-slot model 
reappears repeatedly. 
 (i) English negation: A similar conclusion can be made when we look at the 
distribution of the particle not/ n’t signalling English clausal negation.10 The distribution of 
not cannot be stated in terms of elements in the template (1) and (3) since all the elements 
with the exception of a lexical verb can be followed by not. The distribution of not seems 
to be best expressed in terms of “the first of the functional verbs” regardless of any more 
detailed specification of the Modal or AUX in terms of the template positions A, B, C or 
D.
 It must be pointed out here that the distribution of clausal not/ n’t requires reference 
to the same element as the one needed to define inversion in question formation: the 
element which inverts is the same element which is followed by not.  Let us therefore 
label this element “the first functional verb (=FV)” and check the significance of the label 
FV in other syntactic processes. 
 (ii) Question Tag formation: Which verbal element is repeated in English question 
tags and inverted with a pronominalised subject? The following examples (12) demonstrate 
that the answer to this question cannot be in terms of the template furnished by (1) and (3) 
either. The proper generalization seems to again single out “the first functional verb” 
(=FV) in the matrix clause. 

(12)     a. They will have been being introduced, won’t they?/ *haven’t they?/ *been 
  they?/ *being they?  
 b. You have been living here a long time, haven’t you? /*been you?
 c. The house is being built now, isn’t it?/ *being it?
 d. The house was built quickly, wasn’t it?/ *didn’t it?

 (iii) Short answers, Questions of surprise etc.: Which verbal element appears in 
English short YES/NO answers? Using the examples in (13) a reader can check that to 
answer this question, we do not need to refer to specific kinds of AUX or Modal; rather the 
relevant rule must again mention the presence and position of FV. 

(13) a. Had they been broken already?  - Yes, they had. / *Yes, they been. 
The toys were being broken already.  - Were they? / *Being they? 

 b. They have just been arriving.   - Have they? / *Been they? 
  The house will be finished.   - Will it? /*Be it?  
 c. They had been arriving and so had he /*and so been he. 
  The house will be finished and so will the garden /*and so be the garden.  

9 Therefore Quirk (1985:121) introduces a concept of “operator”, which is a more abstract counterpart of the 
first functional verb (FV) used in this paper. I want to stress the importance of this “operator” position in 
English, concentrating here on the lexical material which occupies this position and on its properties, to argue 
that the operator FV is a very real and important structural unit needed to describe and understand basic 
grammatical structures in English. It is not only a theoretical construct used on some abstract level.  
10 In English the position of not is also important because it is the unmarked position of short temporal 
adverbs like never, ever, still, already etc, i.e. it is the so-called Middle position. I am not investigating here 
the positions of not as a marker of a phrasal negation, (e.g. He could(n’t) have been not taking exercise all 
summer.) though the distribution of the not that indicates VP negation also affects the distribution of adverbs. 
The contraction n’t is always clausal and not phrasal.
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 The English structures in (13) show the autonomy of syntax. From the semantic 
point of view one may feel that e.g. although short yes/no answers contain elliptically 
omitted lexical verbs, the lexical verbs are "the most important" elements anyway. 
Whatever their importance, the following examples show that English does not allow the 
lexical verbs (especially when transitive) to appear in such structures, requiring the 
semantically less loaded FVs instead. As seen in (14c), lexical verbs, even when a 
discourse contrast is to be expressed, simply cannot be used in these structures. 

(14) a. Have you read those novels? - Yes, I have. / *Yes, I read. 
 b. Are you drinking coffee? - Yes, I am.  / *Yes, I drinking / drink. 
 c. Are you writing articles? - No, I’m not. / *No, I (am) reading / read. 

(14) shows that no matter to which extent both the FV and the lexical verb are recoverable 
from a context, when creating short answers (or question tags), the overt presence of 
grammatical categories (including polarity) carried by the FV seems to be the irreducible 
condition for grammaticality, not the lexical meaning. 

 (iv) Agreement morphology. The same criterion (i.e. the functional verb in the 
“first” position, i.e. “immediately following the subject”) is a relevant notion for defining 
the location of English tense and verbal agreement morphemes, i.e. –ed and –s. Its 
distribution here must include lexical verbs and also has to take into account the special 
“non-agreeing property” of central modals (is/ are to agrees, but will, must, etc. do not), 
but even then agreement is still best described in terms that include reference to the first 
position.
 Most of these arguments about the distribution of the Tense forms -s/-ed were
already discussed in a generative framework in Chomsky (1957). It is of interest that the 
adjacency requirement seen in question inversion and in (i)-(iv) between the subject and 
the first auxiliary still seems descriptively adequate and remains part of the later accepted 
modifications of Chomsky’s early system.11

 The 5-slot model has other weaknesses as well, not the least of which is an 
inexplicit criterion for membership. What are necessary and sufficient conditions for an 
English verbal form to qualify for a “slot” in front of a main verb? It is apparently nothing 
else than—the ability to invert in questions! Otherwise, uninflectable go and come would 
quality as alternatives to slots 2 and 3, and passive get to slot 4: 

(15) a. They (must) come/ go / visit/ be examined in this clinic every month. 
 b. *She come(s) visit this clinic every month. 

c. Mary must have been getting interviewed almost every month. 

But as we have seen, the 5-slot model has no label for which forms invert, so the model is 
based on a purely intuitive sense of what “counts” (i.e. is listed in some descriptive 
grammar manual) as an English auxiliary. 
 To conclude, interrogative sentences, sentence negation, question tags, short 
answers, and questions of surprise all reflect some common syntactic structures which 

11 Chomsky’s formal description tried to reconcile the 5-slot description of basic combinations and its near 
irrelevance for the above described processes by using “phrase structure rules” for the former and 
“transformations” for the latter. That is, question inversion, placement of negatives, subject agreement, etc. 
were effected by rules different in kind from the 5-slot forms generated at the underlying constituent structure 
level. However, this move didn’t fully work even in terms of his own model. As a result his system was 
revised by his early followers and the revisions were adopted in Chomsky (1981).   
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cannot be left aside in any adequate or revealing description of English. I have shown that 
to be able to describe the basic syntactic structures in English, we have to refer to notion of 
a FV (i.e. a functional verb in the “first” position), i.e. adverbs aside, “immediately 
following the subject”. On the other hand, I demonstrated repeatedly that there is not much 
to say about the “other-than-first” functional verb parts of a possibly complex verbal form, 
no matter how many are needed in English to express a given feature combination for a 
predicate. The reason is that none of these elements participates in any of the syntactic 
processes described in this section.

3  2-slot Predicates 

The following scheme describes the structure which I propose has to be assumed for an 
adequate treatment of English verbal syntax. Only the first functional verb is labelled here 
as a functional verb (FV). 

(16) English

Predicate:

FV
(1st Modal/ Auxiliary) 

+ other parts of the predicate
(non-1st Aux, lexical V and others) 12

 Compared with (1), the structure in (16) does not enumerate specific kinds of 
English auxiliaries and their morphological templatic order, but it proposes that in every 
English clause the predicate consists of two (obligatory) syntactically relevant parts. It 
specifies the element FV (the functional element in an initial position) as an element to 
which can be attributed at least the following properties:

(17) FV is the element which 

 (a) - inverts in questions; 
 (b) - is the sole element followed by clausal negation not/ n’t; 
 (c) - is repeated in question tags, short answers, questions of surprise etc.13

Other properties for the list in (17) may concern some semantic aspects of FV, e.g. 
their lack of valency or weakness in argument structure (assigning some thematic roles) 
and/or their subcategorisation (i.e. the fact that they must be followed by another verbal 
element).14 However, none of these properties is unique to FV; there are several English 
verbs which do not assign thematic roles (e.g. seem, happen, snow, rain)  and many that 
are complemented by another verbal element (come, go, run, help, verbs of temporal 
aspect such as begin, finish, continue, etc.) which do not have any of the syntactic 
properties listed in (17). 

12 As mentioned already in footnote 3, the right edge of the predicate in English can also contain nonverbal 
elements (in phrasal verbs e.g. look for and verbo-nominal complexes e.g. take advantage of) and from a 
semantic point of view the rightmost components often bear the main load of (lexical) interpretative features. 
This varying semantic characteristics of the English predicate, however, do not change anything in the 
proposal made here, namely that the syntax of the English clause is built around the first functional verb 
representing a kind of pivotal position for the core syntactic processes.    
13 Huddleston & Pullum (2002:93) refer to a list of diagnostics distinguishing the first auxiliary (the 
equivalent of FV here) from lexical verbs by the acronym NICE (Negation, Inversion, Coda, Emphasis). 
Their term Coda covers the standardised structures with elliptically omitted lexical verbs, similar to those 
demonstrated here in (12-13) above. Appart from syntactic characteristics, FV has also some other properties 
which make it distinct from the other part of the English predicate. E.g. Emonds (1976) observes that location 
in the FV slot is necessary for full verbal contraction to a final consonant: They’ve left; ??Could they’ve left? 
You’ve no appetite; *Won’t you’ve no appetite?
14 For a detailed discussion and comparison with Romance languages see e.g. Roberts (1987, 1993). 
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The 2-slot predicate structure as in (16) and the list of properties in (17) suggest a 
possible explicit and simple classification of English verbs.15

 (18) (i) (Central) Modals are always FV in (16),16

 (ii) Auxiliaries become FV in (16) in the absence of Modal, 
 (iii) Lexical verbs can never become FV in (16). 

 Keep in mind that the classification in (18) is not based on semantic properties of 
the elements involved but follows from syntactic criteria, namely the behaviour of an item 
with respect to the syntactic processes listed in (17). On the other hand, the claims of (18) 
do not exclude any other classification based on any other (hopefully useful) criteria. I can 
imagine that in the ideal case there should be a semantic distinction between the two 
groups, but I have not seen any semantic classification which would actually predict the 
syntactic behaviour. A plausible criterion is the presence of a semantic feature [+Activity], 
the polar opposite of [+Stative], which I use below in section 4. This feature can apparently 
be a property of only lexical verbs; no FV expresses Activity. On the other hand the lack of 
the feature Activity in no way automatically means that a verb is functional; many lexical 
verbs are stative too. 

3.1 The covert auxiliary do

Establishing some analysis similar to (16) and a classification as in (18) is indispensable 
for describing the basic structures in English. Still, to effectively argue in favour of the 2-
slot structure as in (16), one must discuss some apparent counterexamples. In particular, in 
(16) and (18) the two slots are taken as obligatory in every clause. Yet there are many 
sentences where an English predicate does not contain two elements, such as e.g. (19) 
where the predicates contain only a lexical verb and no overt functional verb at all. 

(19) John (often) sleeps late. / Somebody there slept late.

 Examining (19) in more detail, the following examples demonstrate the behaviour 
of such clauses in terms of the syntactic structures summarized in (17).

(20) a. *Sleeps John (often) late?  *Slept somebody there late? 
  Does John (often) sleep late?  Did somebody there sleep late? 

b. *John often not sleeps late.  *Somebody there not slept late. 
  *John often sleeps not late.  *Somebody there slept not late. 
  John often does not sleep late. Somebody there did not sleep late. 

15 The modal/ auxiliary/ lexical distinction in (18a/b) is just for clarify of exposition. Some verbs can qualify 
in two groups, e.g. the verb do has two distinct lexical entries, one of which is a prototypical FV and the 
other a lexical verb (with the feature [+Activity]). In Standard American speech, need and dare are typical 
lexical verbs that can take infinitival complements (introduced as normally with to) with full paradigms and 
expected distributions. The same two morphemes also serve as so-called “negative polarity” modals, i.e. they 
appear only in negative and question contexts. Hence contrasts such as the following: 
 i. Mary needs/ needed/ will need to meet with her professor. 

ii. Does Mary need to meet with him?  Need Mary meet with him? 
iii. She doesn’t/ didn’t need to meet with him. She need not meet with him.    

16   Quirk (1985) distinguishes the central modals from several other groups of modal expressions, 
idioms etc. The properties attributed here to modals concern the central modals only (and some auxiliaries). 
The other groups are lacking more or less of their characteristics and the criteria for the membership seem 
fuzzy.
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 c. *John sleeps late, sleeps he not? *Somebody slept late, sleptn’t he? 
  John sleeps late, doesn’t he?  Somebody there slept late, didn’t he? 

These examples show that although the simple tenses (present and past) contain only one 
lexical item (the lexical verb), the corresponding verb forms in all the other related 
structures cannot remain so simple. They must contain a FV, namely the AUX do(es)/ did.
The auxiliary do(es)/ did which surfaces in (20) can even be attested in positive declarative 
clauses as the so called emphatic do, which as is well-known, must receive some kind of 
contrastive stress: 

(21) a. John sometimes does sleep late (on Sundays/ contrary to what he says). 
 b. Somebody there did sleep late (though we asked them all not to). 

To maintain a general and uniform structure for English analytic predicates, it is common, 
following Culicover (1976) and Emonds (1976), to propose the existence of a covert (i.e. 
sometimes phonetically unrealised) AUX do in English, which occupies the position of the 
FV even in sentences where its overt presence is not required (non-emphatic, declarative 
clauses). In these terms (19) should therefore be analysed as (22). 

(22) a. John [FV do + PRES](often)  sleep late.   
 b. Everybody there [FV do + PAST] sleep late.

The structures in (22) represent even simple tenses in English as complex, i.e. according to 
the 2-slot structure in (16).  This treatment of English simple predicates allows us to refer 
to all the patterns in (20) as regular and fully parallel with the more complex verbal forms. 
We need only state that the unstressed variants of the FV do which directly precede 

overt VPs are phonetically null (i.e. remain unpronounced).17

 The use of covert do allows us to keep the general 2-slot structure as in (16) and to 
classify English verbs with respect to their syntactic behaviour into two classes of elements 
as in (18), i.e. as (i) those which are or can be FV (including covert do) and (ii) those 
which cannot be FV (= the lexical verbs).18

3.2 Copula be

The second counterexample to the 2-slot structure in (16) concerns the behaviour of 
copular and existential be.19  The minimal verb be plays a key role in core grammar. In all 
Indo-European languages it is morphologically highly idiosyncratic and comes to be 
additionally used as an auxiliary in various types of grammaticalized constructions. But 
even when be is used as a copula (followed by NP or AP) and/or as existential be (typically 
followed by a locative PP or Adverb), its lack of intrinsic semantic content makes be
distinct from most other lexical verbs.
 With respect to the scheme (16), the behaviour of English AUX be (in both 
progressives and passives) is unambiguous: when there is no Modal, they are FVs. The 
pattern of non-AUX be is exemplified in (23). The ungrammatical variants in the left 
column show that in spite of its vaguely “lexical” semantics, we clearly cannot treat be in 
the same way as lexical verbs.  

17 The finite verbal morphology (here –s/-ed) is distributed only on phonetically overt elements, and so these 
Tense/ Agreement markers appear directly on the lexical verb if do is unpronounced. 
18 This does not spare the students of English the effort of memorizing the list of FVs. On the other hand it 
does provide them with a descriptively adequate and quite general list of properties attributed to all the 
members of the group. 
19 Or any other kind of be which is not a [+PROG] or [+PASS] AUX. 
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(23) a. Adam is at home. 
 b. *Does Adam be at home?  / Is Adam at home? 
 c. *Adam does not be at home.  / Adam isn’t at home. 
 d. *Adam is at home, doesn’t he? / Adam is at home, isn’t he? 

Since be in these examples does not allow do-support, (23) is a typical pattern for an FV, 
not a lexical verb. A standard FV, however, is followed by another “lexical” verb and 
never involves do-support. Yet copular and existential be are not followed by any lexical 
verb, and (24) shows that some use of be (especially in imperatives) can even appear with 
the AUX do.

(24) a. Don’t be silly!  
b. Don’t you be late! 
c. Do be at home when she arrives, ok?

 Both (24) and the template (1) suggest that the verb be is not the topmost functional 
verb, but (23) shows that be can become FV in the absence of any other candidate.20

This property makes be distinct from all other lexical verbs in English; Be of course then 
differs from all the other copula-like expressions like seem, appear, become etc. which are 
regular lexical verbs in terms of the 2-slot structure (16). Contrary to be they can never 
become FV or occupy the initial position in (16).

Theoretically, it is quite irrational to start to teach English using the verb be, since 
it is in more than one way a very exceptional verb. Unfortunately this is exactly the general 
practice in many English language courses, a practice based on the textbooks widely 
available in print. Many beginners therefore come to a false conclusion that be is a kind of 
norm or model (especially because it looks so similar to its counterpart in many 
languages). As a result, all the other (thousands of) verbs in English end up seeming 
“exceptional” and/or “special.” 

4 Contrasting the varieties of have

Assuming a dual classification as in (18), let us look at the English verb have, which seems 
to show idiosyncratic behaviour close to the verb be. The verb have appears in several 
functions, the main ones of which I will label as in (25) with respective examples in (26). 

(25) a. perfective auxiliary have     
 b. dynamic have: e.g. agentive (light), causative, have of concern, etc.21

 c. stative have:  possessive have, idioms such as have the blues or have an
illness

 d. modal have       

20 Since a kind of “promotion” to functional status is characteristic of every lexical usage of English be, the 
early revisions of Syntactic Structures, namely Jackendoff (1972) and Emonds (1976), already proposed that 
an underlying main verb be moves “transformationally” into the auxiliary position. Both authors 
acknowledge MIT lectures by Edward Klima as the source of this idea.  Chomsky (1981) incorporates this 
analysis of be into what has become a more or less standard generative account of English verbs. 
21 The term “dynamic” I am taking from Huddleston & Pullum (2002:111). The distinction between these 
several kinds of have is e.g. in their complementation (and/or interpretation of their subject), not in their 
characteristics with respect to the discussed phenomena, i.e. functional vs. lexical characteristics in terms of 
the classification given in (18). The “have of concern” in (25b) is alternatively called an English “indirect 
passive.” 
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(26) a. Emma has/ had broken her toy. 
b. (i) Emma has/ had a lot of fun with Samuel. 

(ii) Emma has/ had Samuel carry her backpack 
(iii)Emma often has/ had her toys stolen.

 c. Emma has/ had two kinds of toys. 
  Emma has/ had a bad cold. 
 d. Emma has/ had to nap for two hours. 

 I will present simple tests showing that each of the above verbs have can be 
diagnosed clearly in terms of the classification given in (18), with the exception of some 
colloquial variants of the stative have. But even the apparent irregularities perceived by 
non-native speakers of English support the general claims in sections 2.2 and 3 about 
analytic predicates as a typical characteristic of Modern English.

4.1 Perfective vs. Dynamic have

Let us look at perfective have (25a) first. The examples in (27) are syntactically 
unambiguous. The prototypical have combines with the perfect participle and if it appears 
first in the string of verbal forms, it exhibits all the properties attributed to FV. Its syntactic 
characteristics are illustrated below. 

(27)   Perfective: She (will/ may) have already broken her toy. 
   

 a. Has she broken her toy?    a’.  *Does she have broken her toy?
 b. I haven't broken her toy.   b’.  *I don't have broken her toy. 
 c. She has now broken it, hasn’t she?  c’. *She has now broken it, doesn’t she? 
 d. Will she break it? She has already.  d’. Will she break it? *She does already. 

Because it is followed by a participle the behaviour of this AUX have does not normally 
present any problems for language students, who recognise it and treat it appropriately. A 
very different pattern emerges with the dynamic verbs have in (25b), all of which carry the 
feature [+Activity]. The agentive/ experiential have combines with some nominal 
complement into a kind of semantic compound usually interpreted as an event, or an 
activity performed by an Agent/ Experiencer which is the subject: have a look, have fun, 
have lunch, have a walk, etc.22 This classification is based only secondarily on an intuitive 
semantic notion of Agent/ Experiencer; it rests principally on some syntactic tests for the 
dynamic constructions, namely their naturalness with imperative and progressive 

forms. Because these structures are less frequently studied I give several different 
examples of dynamic have:

(28)  a.  Have a look/ walk around the museum! 
  They are having a look/ walk around the museum. 

b. Have a lot of fun at the party! 
  Were you having fun at the party? 

c. Don’t have lunch with Joe every day! 
  I’m not having lunch with Joe again today. 

22 The compound nature of these expressions is supported by the fact that the nominal components cannot be 
questioned as objects of have.
 i.   *What did you have around the park before you left?  - A good look.
 ii.   What did you have when the parents left?   - *A lot of fun. 
 iii.   What do students often have with Joe?   - *An expensive lunch.
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The causative have also falls naturally into this group, as the following (29)¨show, as does 
also the so-called have of concern, as illustrated in (30).  

(29)  a. Have her father fix that toy! 
I’m having her father fix that toy.

b. Have Emma carry her backpack herself!
These days, Emma is having Samuel carry her backpack. 

c. Have her brother wash the dishes today!
The parents are having their children wash the dishes today. 

(30) a. Have your car repaired as soon as possible! 
  Are you having your car repaired just now?

b. When you’re away, have the heating switched off by the neighbours! 
They are having the heating switched off by their neighbours every weekend. 

c. Have the paper corrected by a friend before you hand it in. 
I am having my paper corrected for mistakes in English. 

In contrast, possessive, perfective and modal have are stative, i.e. [-Activity] and 
they do not pass these tests. Any imperative or progressive sentences with them are at best 
marginally acceptable. Notice that these two tests confirm that modal have is not an
Activity verb even though it is also a lexical verb.

(31)  a. *Have two types of cars! 
  *Emma is having many kinds of toys. 

b. *Have fixed the toy during her nap! 
  *Her father is having fixed her toy. 

c. *Please don’t have to wake up early! 
  ??Emma is having to nap two hours. 

 Next, the examples in (32)-(34) show that the main verb characteristics of section 3 
are productive and natural properties of all constructions based on the feature [+Activity] 
of have. For clarity and brevity I do not repeat every test for every subtype of the 
construction.

(32) Agentive: Tourists (can) have a look around the museum before they leave.

a. *Have you often a look around it?    a'. Do you often have a look around it?
b. *I haven't always a look around it.  b'. I don't always have a look around it. 

(33) Causative: You (can) have somebody help you with the homework. 

a. *Had you somebody help you?    a'. Did you have anybody help you?
b. *They haven't anybody help them.  b'. They don't have anybody help them.

(34) Concern: They (will) have their house repainted every year. 

a. * …, haven’t they?       a'. …, won’t they?/ …, don’t they? 
 *Have they really?     Will they really?/ Do they really? 
b. *I haven't ever mine repainted.  b'. I didn't/ won’t ever have mine 
         repainted. 
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So we see that dynamic have is not an FV at all, but clearly shows characteristics of a 
lexical verb, resisting inversion and the suffix n’t and requiring do-support in all relevant 
contexts.

4.2 Variants of stative have

The preceding section has exemplified how the English verb have can be unambiguously 
an FV (the perfective use) as well as unambiguously a lexical verb (the dynamic uses) in 
terms of the classification proposed in (18). In this section I will concentrate on the stative 
verb have (25c), which seems to show mixed syntactic properties within the parameters of 
the functional/ lexical dichotomy. 
 The stative have looks similar to the dynamic have in as much as it is followed by a 
nominal complement. Contrary to dynamic have, however, the verb does not express an 
event or activity. The subject of stative have is not an Agent but more likely some sort of 
Possessor. The distinction can be seen below with the underlined verbs in (35) being 
dynamic and in (36) stative/ possessive. 

(35) a. In the morning she had a (cold) shower as soon as she got up. 
b. Then she had her breakfast in the kitchen and then left to work. 

(36) a. In my house I had two showers, but one never worked because of a broken tap. 
b. Joe often had his breakfast in his briefcase and it then got his papers greasy.  

 The following paragraphs are going to describe the stative have which appears in 
(36). This kind of have appears in present day Standard English in at least three basic 
syntactic patterns which I will for the purposes of this study label as follows: 

(37)  (i) the “archaic” variety of stative have23

 (ii)  the Modern American variety of stative have
 (iii) the Modern British variety of stative have24

In 4.4 I will also briefly mention some rarer forms which appear in less standard dialects. 

Predicates in Middle English (through the late 15th century) were not as fully analytic as in 
Modern English, and the following examples, characteristic of Middle English usage 
(Lightfoot 1979), suggest that the archaic paradigm of the stative/ possessive Verb have is 
structurally similar to that of the Modern English Verb be.

(38) a. I (can/ will) have many books/ a working shower in my house.   
 b. Have they many books in their house?     
 c. I haven't a working shower any more. 
 d.  She had food in her briefcase, hadn’t she? 

23 Though I label this kind of have “archaic,” it has never disappeared from productive usage and can still be 
found in some registers especially in Britain. The term captures the fact that this kind is the diachronically 
oldest pattern and that the majority of speakers no longer produce it, even though they understand it. 
24 There is a lot of mixed usage on both sides of the Atlantic of what I am calling the “American” and the 
“British” varieties, which I am not interested in sorting out. 
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This kind of stative have (as well as be) is irregular in terms of the 2-slot predicate model 
because it  
(a) is not followed by another V, and 
(b) is able to move to the position of the FV (in front of negation and inverted in 

questions) whenever possible or needed.

 Languages, however, have a tendency to get rid of irregularity and Modern English is 
more strictly analytic than Middle English. Today most English speakers do not produce 
the archaic pattern of have as illustrated in (38b-d). They choose one of the other varieties 
and although the British standard is distinct from the American, both varieties reveal the 
same tendency: to make stative have regular in terms of the analytic 2-slot predicate model 
in (16), i.e. to classify it as either an FV or lexical verb. 
 The following examples (39) shows that American English treats possessive have as 
a lexical verb in the same way it treats dynamic have. To see how it shares these 
properties, consider its similarity to a standard lexical verb receive, demonstrated in the 
right column. 

(39) a. I (can/ will) have some books.  a’. I (can/ will) receive some books.
 b. Did you have some books?    b’. Did you receive some books? 
 c. I don't have many books.   c’. I don't receive many books.
 d.  We don’t have many books, do we?  d’.  We don’t receive many books, 

do we? 

 On the other hand, the standard British English stative/ possessive verb have is not 
treated as a lexical verb but behaves rather as a typical FV, and the slot for the lexical verb 
in the structure (16) is filled by got. The following examples show the pattern and give for 
comparison parallel examples with a standard perfective Aux have (=FV) in the right 
column.25

(40) a. I have got the books.      a'. I have received the books.
 b. Have you got a book?    b’. Have you received a book? 
 c.  *Do you have got a book?  c'.  *Do you have received a book? 
 d. I haven't got the books.  d'. I haven't received the books.  
 e. *I don't have got the books.  e’. *I don't have received the books. 

 We can thus summarize the three usages as follows: 

(41)  a.  The archaic stative have behaves like an FV in the absence of other FV.  
  (Like be, it does not require do-support.)

  b.  Modern American stative and modal have behave like a lexical verb.
   (Both require do-support.)

c.  Modern British stative and modal have behave like an FV with got taking 
the place of the lexical verb.  

25  The FV position of this use of have is underscored by the fact that, unlike perfective have, it is 
incompatible with a modal. I (*will/*can) have got the books. The usage of the British variety also seems less 
frequent in more complex verbal forms, such as negative forms and questions. The data are, however, fuzzy 
and more detailed investigation is needed to state the existing limits of the British paradigm (including the 
varieties of modal have which I discuss below). 
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The 2-slot predicate model proposed in (16) allows us to transparently characterize 
the above claims by using a single scheme (42). 
   
(42) Schematic overall picture of the stative/ possessive Verb have

Archaic     HAS          not/n’t          Ø  a book          

British    Emma  HAS    not/n’t         GOT  a book  

American                      (DOES)  (not/n’t)      HAVE  a book

  SUBJECT      FV        NEG      VERB

All the above varieties of stative have are used today by some English native speakers, 
which leads to a superficial feeling that as for have, anything goes. I have argued above 
that the existing usages are not random or chaotic but signal the existence of more than one 
co-existing pattern. Many individual speakers accept most or even all of them but are 
likely to choose only one within their own dialect.
 However, since mixing the patterns within one discourse can be perceived as more or 
less strange, a responding person typically accepts the variety proposed by the initiator.

(43)   a. Have you got time now?   - Yes, I have / ?Yes, I do / ? Yes, I’ve got some. 
 b. Do you have time now?    - Yes, I do / ? Yes, I have / *Yes, I’ve got some. 

At the end of section 3.2 I mentioned some principled reasons for not teaching the 
highly specific structures of the English verb be as the first structures students should 
master. The reality is made even worse by the fact that most primary courses use the verb 
have as the second verb to learn, and that the (British) textbooks start with the idiosyncratic 
British locution of have got. Assuming that systematic and simple patterns are more 
effective introductions to a foreign language, it would be more reasonable to introduce first 
the American variety of stative have, because its paradigm parallels that of other lexical 
verbs.  Starting with the British stative have got leads many Czechs to analyse have as the 
main verb and to perceive got as a kind of a strange little particle outside of any structural 
pattern. This misunderstanding further supports their false conclusions that English 
questions are formed by inverting “verbs” (have, be, will, can, etc.) and that the completely 
regular lexical verb patterns in English (using do) are consequently all “exceptional,” 
“unusual” or in any case strange. Recall also the fuzzy limits of the British pattern 
(mentioned in footnotes 23-25), which increase the chance that students perceive the 
system as rather chaotic. Given that nobody can treat dynamic have as AUX and that the 
modal have is prevailingly lexical as well (see the next section), the American Standard of 
the stative/ possesive have is far more regular even from the limited perspective of 
considering only the patterns of have.

4.3  Modal have

The co-existence of two patterns for have is true also with the modal have mentioned in 
(25d). The following examples show that although the modal have is (must be) followed 
by to + infinitive of another verb, it cannot support the negative not/n’t and does not invert 
or appear in question tags, etc.
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(44) Modal: I (will) have to go there today.  Emma has/ had to nap for two hours. 

a. *Have you to go there today?  a’. Do you have to go there today?
b. *I haven't to go there now.   b’. I don't have to go there now. 
c. *She had to nap, hadn’t she?   c’. She had to nap, didn’t she? 

The examples in (44) show no ambiguity in terms of the classification proposed in 
(18); the modal verb have here exhibits all the properties not of an FV but of a lexical verb. 
This consistent behaviour thus argues against any semantic classification which would try 
to replace the formal, syntax-based concept of FV with a label like “modal of obligation” 
for expressing the (near) synonymy of have (to) and must. The English have of obligation 
with to + infinitive is just as much a main verb as are need and dare with to + infinitive. 26

However, like its stative/ possessive counterpart, modal have participates in split 
behaviour.  It does not follow what I labelled in (37a) as “archaic usage”: *Emma hasn’t to 
go there; *Have you to pay a fine? but has what in (37b-c) was labelled American and 
British usage. That is, we find both paradigms as follows: 

(45) American modal usage    British modal usage 

a. Emma doesn’t have to go there.   a. Emma has got to go there. 
b. Did you have to pay a fine?   b. You’ve got to pay a fine. 

 I mentioned already that the British variety of stative/ possessive have got does not 
tolerate an initial modal and I mentioned its restricted usage. It is even more true with 
modal have got, which seems to be fully acceptable and productive (including negation and 
question inversion) only in the simple present tense. The examples in (47) would be 
grammatical without got (i.e. using the American pattern with have as a lexical verb and do
in tags). 

(46) a. Emma has got to go there, hasn’t she? 
 b. Emma hasn’t got to go there, has she? 
 c. Has Emma got to go there? 

(47) a. ?Emma had got to go there, hadn’t she? 
b. *Emma has had got to go there, hasn’t she? 

 c. *Emma will/ can have got to go there, won’t/ can’t she? 
d. *For Emma to have got to go there is unthinkable. 

 I am not aware of any clear specification of the limits of the British pattern using 
the stative/ modal have got. The data above suggest that the British have in the structure 
have got (to) is an equivalent of the covert do proposed in (22), in the sense that it must 
always be FV (i.e. it is not a typical auxiliary). The covert do does not appear following 
another FV (with any complex Tense/ Aspect feature specification), and a similar 
restriction appears to apply to have in the structure have got (to). I will leave a complete 
analysis for future research. 

26 For practical purposes Czech students are taught that must can be replaced by have to, which then leads 
them to assume that the infinitival particle to forms some kind of special unit with the preceding have. There 
is no actual argument for this analysis, however.  
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4.4 A note about replacing stative and modal have with got

In a substandard spoken (especially American) English the stative/ possessive and modal 
verb have can be replaced by a sort of defective verb got, which has no forms for positions 
that require inflections.27

 The usage of got is limited to uninflected present tense forms and most frequent in 
positive and declarative contexts. But it is compatible with do-support, even though its use 
here is even more stigmatized. Consider the examples in the left column, where the right 
column is Standard American.28

(48)  a.  I/ You/ We/ They got a Harley. = I/ You/ We/ They have a Harley. 
b.  I/ You/ We/ They don't got a Harley. = I/ You/ We/ They don't have a Harley. 
c.  Do I/ You/ We/ They got a Harley? = Do I/ You/ We/ They have a Harley? 

 The forms with got in (48) look like a “lexical Verb” paradigm, but the 3rd singular 
form exemplified below in (49a) is essentially excluded—at least it is unlike the forms in 
(48) in that Standard dialect speakers have no feel for it. This shows that the verb got
replacing have does not take the –s morpheme. The only way to express (48) in 3rd singular 
forms is as in (49b-c). The tag forms in (b) and question and negation forms in (c) are 
strongly substandard dialectal forms.  

(49) a.  *He gots a Harley.  
b. He's got a Harley (don’t he?/ ??hasn’t he?)  
c. ??Don’t he got a Harley?  - ??No, he don’t got a Harley. 

 A way to describe the paradigm of got in (49) would be to say that the presence of 
FV and also phonetically unrealised do in English is so real in this substandard dialect that 
it even blocks the realisation of the –s morpheme on a lexical V. In this sense, this 
paradigm provides a slightly different type of support for the concept of the English 
syntactic 2-slot predicate.
 Perhaps even more frequent are examples in which this verb got replaces a modal 
have and then forms a kind of portmanteau morpheme gotta. Consider the following 
examples in which gott  is replacing  have to = must. (The written forms are unlikely to 
appear since they are quite colloquial and spelling conventions can obscure the real 
pronunciation.)

(50) a. You [gott ] go there soon, don't you?   
b. They [gott ] go there too, don't they?  
c.  But you don't [gott ] go at all, do you?   

 d. Yet I think you [gott ] get the book soon, don't you? 

27 This got should not be confused with the homonymous regular past form of the standard verb get. The 
meaning of the verb get in Standard English, essentially receive  or obtain, allows it to be an “inchoative” 
version of both have (get = come to have) and be (get = come to be) in most contexts including passives, as in 
The house was/ got built. These ideas are developed in Kimball (1973); I am not going to analyse this 
standard get here, however. 
28 Notice that the form used is got not get (in Standard English, get to V = to have the advantage of.V-ing). 
The following examples are therefore not the same. 
 i.  We got to visit the museum on Sunday.  =have to, must  (stigmatized) 
 ii. We get/ got to visit the museum on Sunday. = can/ could, manage(d) (standard)   
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 The modal usage of got demonstrated in (50) is basically the same as that of stative/ 
possessive got. The 3rd singular morpheme –s is apparently blocked and the need to mark 
this form triggers the usage of the more standard have/ has got pattern as in (49b).

(51) a. *He [gotst ] go there. / *He [gott s] go there. 
 b. He's [gott ] go there (don’t he?/ ??hasn’t he?)     

c. Has he [gott ] go there?  -   No, he hasn’t [gott ] go there. 
d. Don’t he [gott ] go there?   -  No, he don’t [gott ] go there. 

The possibility of have in the tags of (49b) and (51b) appears to be a kind of mixing 
of registers for the purpose of expressing the 3rd singular, since the form doesn’t is 
essentially stylistically incompatible with the substandard got under discussion here. (51c) 
is a sort of mixing of registers, too, and while (51d) can occur, they are very strongly 
stigmatized. But still the occurrence of all these forms reveals the strength of English 
speakers’ impulse to somehow uniformly express the full paradigm of the 2-slot FV + V 
structure.

5 Conclusion 

I have proposed here that from a syntactic point of view the predicates of English are best 
described in terms of a uniform 2-slot structure given in (16) and repeated here as (52). 

(52) English

Predicate:

FV
(1st Modal/ Auxiliary) 

+ other parts of the predicate
(non-1st Aux, lexical V and others) 

This structure distinguishes the first functional verb from the rest of the verbal elements, 
because only the first functional verb plays a role in the main syntactic processes of the 
English clause. I have labelled this element FV (“the first functional verb”) and listed its 
syntactic properties in (17) repeated here as (53) by contrasting it with “lexical verbs.”  

(53) FV is the element which 

 (a) - inverts in questions; 
 (b) - is the sole element followed by clausal negation not/ n’t; 
 (c) - is repeated in question tags, short answers, questions of surprise etc. 

To maintain the 2-slot predicate structure an additional assumption is needed for clauses 
containing no FV. Namely English has an additional FV do that is phonetically unrealized 
in non-emphatic positive declarative contexts, allowing the Tense and 3sgPres inflections -
ed/-s to appear on lexical verbs. This has allowed me to propose a classification of English 
verbs based on (17/53) as in (18), slightly reworded here as (54): 

(54) (i) (Central) Modals (and the emphatic or covert do and the have in the British 
 stative have got idiom) are always FV in (16/53), 

 (ii) Auxiliaries (have and be) can become FV in (16/53) in the absence of Modal, 
 (iii) Lexical verbs cannot become FV in (16/53), i.e. in the absence of an FV we  
  assume the covert presence of a FV do (in other words lexical verbs require 
  “DO-support.”)
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In section 3.2 I demonstrated that the only exception to 2-slot predicates in Modern English is 
the (copular and existential) verb be which, though not an FV, can take on the role of FV in 
structures when no other FV is present.  
 In sections 4.1 and 4.2 I discussed in more detail the varieties of the verb have,
showing that it is unambiguously either FV (when it is the perfect AUX) or a lexical verb 
(when it is dynamic). When stative, the verb have can appear in several structures. An 
“archaic have” is a kind of exceptional element similar to be. In Modern Standard American 
stative have (possessive or modal) is a regular lexical verb, while in a more limited Modern 
Standard British usage it is an FV (complemented with a lexical verb got of defective 
distribution). In sections 4.3 and 4.4 I mentioned modal have and some substandard usages of 
get/got replacing the stative/ modal have, and argued that these structures too support the 
proposed general concept of 2-slot English predicates. Comparing the existing patterns of 
have in Modern English, I suggested reasons why the American pattern can be more 
appropriate to start with when teaching English as a foreign language. 
 I propose that special attention should be paid to the central analytic characteristics of 
the English predicate when English is taught to foreigners whose mother tongue does not 
have predicates of comparable structure, like e.g. Czech. I demonstrated that the proposed 2-
slot predicate structure captures the syntactic properties of the core English clausal patterns 
better than any structures based on semantic distinctions and/or more complex morphological 
templates. The syntactic structures using the distinctions between FV and lexical verbs are 
fundamental and no speaker of English can avoid their systematic usage. Therefore I claim 
that these mutually dependent elements are the crux of what it means to say that English has 
analytic predicates.
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